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U.S./CHINA RELATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS:
IS CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT WORKING?
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1997
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND
HUMAN RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:05 p.m., in room
2172, Rayburn House Office Building Hon. Christopher H. Smith
(chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. SMITH. [presiding] The Subcommittee on International Oper-

ations and Human Rights will come to order.
Five years ago, when our current President was a candidate for
the office he now holds, he described the Bush Administration's relationship with the Government of China in two words "coddling
dictators . He was right. Some of us had hoped that President Clinton would transform the U.SdChina relationship by putting respect
for human rights and democracy at its very center. Instead the
Clinton Administration has coddled dictators as few have coddled
before.
The arrival in Washington this afternoon of Communist Party
Chairman, Jiang Zemin, represents the culmination of our government's tragic 25-year unrequited love affair with the Beijing regime. The occasion of Jiang's visit will be marked by literally dozens of official U.S. Government functions. As far as I have been
able to determine, this hearing represents the only one of those official functions at which the Chinese human rights record will be
publicly discussed.
When I first proposed holding this hearing, I heard from some
Republicans and some Democrats who suggested that it would be
inappropriate, even in poor taste to discuss such sensitive issues
while Jiang was in town. With respect, this kind of criticism gets
it exactly backwards. Torture--as Amnesty International will testify today-is endemic in China. Torture, mass executions, forced
abortion and sterilization, the arrest and imprisonment of democracy advocates and religious believers these are in poor taste.
Bearing witness to these atrocities, telling the whole truth about
them, is the best way that I can think of to say "Welcome to America Mr Jiang."
Today's hearing will serve at least two important purposes. First,
the testimony of our distinguished witnesses will focus the attention of Americans on what life is really like in the People's Repub(1)

lic of China. Second, the hearing might help President Jiang to understand America and Americans.
With all due respect, he has a lot to learn. A few days ago on
the eve of his departure to the United States, Jiang gave an interview to the Washington Post. The Post reporters described him as
candid and animated. Among Mr. Jiang's many candid and animated observations was this one. That Einstein's theory of relativity applies not only to physics, but also to politics, so that the content of human rights will differ from country to country. After the
interview, one of his aides was quoted as saying, "We try to do a
PR job. We understand that this is necessary.
This Sunday, just before leaving for the United States, Chairman
Jiang continued the PR job by announcing that China would adhere to an international social and economic convention having to
do with such things as the right to be free from disparity in income
levels. He conspicuously omitted any references to more important
international conventions that require respect for democracy, political and religious freedom, and the due process of law. Ironically,
this distinction is the same one that American defenders of the Soviet Union used to make in defense of Stalin's worst excesses. They
would say that no matter how many innocent people the Soviet
Government might kill, it will be doing a better job than Western
Governments at eliminating the disparity between rich and poor.
So this is a PR job that has been going on for 70 years. The rhetoric of cultural relativism and moral equivalence has long been
used to try to blur the distinction between totalitarianism and freedom. The apologists tell us not to worry. Nobody is against human
rights, not even Jiang, not even Stalin. But your actual human
rights may vary in your country.
In America,Mr. Jiang, we reject this sort of thinking. As Thomas
Jefferson once wrote in the Declaration of Independence, we human
beings are endowed by our creator with certain inalienable rights.
These rights are not relative, but absolute. They do not come from
governments, and no government has a right to deny them. Einstein and Jefferson got it right. Stalin and Hitler and Mao got it
wrong.
In 1994, the Clinton Administration de-linked Most Favored Nation status from human rights. According to our own State Department's Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for China,
since then, there has been a significant regression rather than
progress on every human rights question. There are more political
prisoners, more summary executions, a more brutal regime in
Tibet, tighter controls on political and religious expression today
than there was back in 1994.
The State Department's human rights report for 1996 reflects the
remarkable end result of a policy which fails to seriously address
concerns of human rights. The report states, "All public dissent
against the party in government was effectively silenced by intimidation, exile, the imposition of prison terms, administrative detention or house arrest. "No dissidents," the report goes on to say,
"were known to be active at year's end." In other words, engagement appears to have failed beyond our wildest expectations. Dissent has not just been stifled, but it has been silenced altogether.

It seems the more we engage the Beijing dictatorship, the worse
it gets. Just today, I received two letters. One is from His Eminence Cardinal Ignatius Kung, who urges Chairman Jiang to free
four Catholic bishops as well as many other Catholic clergy and believers who are imprisoned in China just for practicing their faith.
Another letter is from David Burke, the chairman of the U.S.
Broadcasting Board of Governors, who points out that the Chinese
Government has recently begun jamming the broadcasts of Radio
Free Asia, which brings the Chinese people the news they would
get if their government permitted freedom of information and expression. These letters will be made, without objection, a part of
the record.
[The information appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMm. Another atrocity that has gotten even worse in recent
years is forced abortion. Although the Chinese Government officially claims it does not permit physical coercion as a means of enforcing the one-child policy, it has been widely and credibly reported that the birth control officials charged with carrying out this
policy routinely compel women to abort their "unauthorized" unborn children.
The usual method is intense "persuasion" using all of the economic, social, and psychological tools the State has at its disposal.
When these methods fail, women are often taken physically to the
abortion mill. Forced abortions can be performed very late in pregnancy, even in the ninth month. Sometimes the baby's skull is
crushed with forceps as it emerges from the birth canal. Either the
woman or her husband may then be forcibly sterilized.
I would remind my colleagues, and we have said this in both the
House and the Senate in the past and reminded everyone, at the
Nurenburg War Crimes Tribunal, forced abortion was construedand properly construed-to be a crime against humanity. It is no
less a crime against humanity as it is practiced today each and
every day in the People's Republic of China.
Amnesty International recently reported on the one-child per
couple policy compliance campaign in two villages. The campaign
was reportedly carried out under the slogan "Better to have more
graves than one more child." In order to dissuade local birth control
officials from resorting to forced abortion and forced sterilization as
a means to end population control, Chairman Jiang's Government
must dismantle much of the coercive apparatus that characterizes
their population control program. Women in China are required,
and this is outrageous, they are required to obtain a birth coupon
before conceiving a child. Chinese women are hounded by the population control police and even their menstrual cycles are publicly
monitored as one means of ensuring compliance.
Despite all of the evidence, let me conclude. The Clinton Administration still maintains that engagement is the best way to promote human rights in China. We invited the Administration to
come to this hearing today and make the best case that their 3
years of engagement have resulted in improvements or even the
rospect of improvements rather than the deterioration in the
uman rights situation. The Administration very simply chose not
to come.

Fortunately, we do have six distingushed witnesses who wiil
share with us the details of the China human rights story: torture
in Tibet, ethnic and religious persecution in Xinjiang imprisonment of Christians and others for practicing their religions, the
harvesting of organs from executed prisoners, the continuing suppression of democracy in the wake of the Tiananmen massacre,
forced abortions, coerced sterilizations, and other outrages.
I look forward to hearing from our witnesses. But before doing
so, I proudly and very happily yield to my good friend who has
been a fighter on behalf of human rights in China, my good friend
from California, Tom Lantos.
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First, I want
to commend you for holding this hearing. I deeply regret that apparently this is the only hearing held on this general subject during the visit of the President of China because I think it's extremely important that the public relations campaign so carefully
constructed and so effectively executed by the paid propagandists
of Beijing not be successful and the true story about China be relayed.
Since I so strongly agree with most of the statements that you
just made, allow me to begin with general observation that puts
this visit in its proper perspective. I disagree with this Administration's China policy. Having said that, however, let me state for the
record that I am convinced that the commitment to human rights
of this Administration is far stronger than was the commitment to
human rights of theprevious Administration. While we can discuss
ad nauseam and adinfinitum the human rights policies of the
Bush Administration and the Clinton Administration vis-a-vis
many countries on the face of this planet, and while I share your
concern with respect to the Clinton Administration's human rights
policy with respect to China, the record must show that ClintonGore has a far greater commitment to human rights than did
Bush-Quayle. That Secretary Albright has a far greater commitment to human rights than did Jim Baker. And that on balance,
this Administration is far more sympathetic to human rights concerns across the globe than was the previous Administration.
Let me state at the outset that I look forward to listening to our
witnesses as one who has unbounded admiration for China as a
civilization and a culture. Chinese civilization and culture is obviously one of the great civilizations and cultures on the face of this
planet. Nothing would please me more than the opportunity for
that culture and that civilization to blossom in freedom and in
growing friendship with the United States.
Let me also at the outset, Mr. Chairman, put to rest perhaps the
most preposterous notion that many who oppose our position claim
with respect to U.S./China policy. There is an attempt on the part
of many, and many in the Administration, to juxtapose
a policy of
engagement with a policy of isolation. That, is a phony juxtaposition. No one is more committed to engagement with China than I
am, and I believe you are. What we are calling for is an engagement which is consonant with fundamental American principles
and values. No one in his right mind is advocating isolating one
and a quarter billion human beings. All of us recognize the enormous importance China will play in Asia and in the Pacific. All of
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us are hoping for a prosperous, peaceful and democratic China. So
I reject categorically the juxtaposition of engagement versus isolation, however high the authority may be who is pursuing that line.
Our problem with China of course is manifold. Today we are
dealing with human rights. But let me for the record state that I
am as I am sure you are too, Mr. Chairman, profoundly concerned
with China's role in the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. I am profoundly concerned with the profoundly unfair trade
relations between the United States and China, a trade imbalance
which will exceed $40 billion. I am profoundly concerned with the
subtle undermining of political democracy in Hong Kong. The onslaught on the free and democratic Taiwan. And of course the outrageous performance of this Chinese regime in Tibet.
Cynical photo opportunities by the President of China seeking
out the most sacred places of American democracy in Philadelphia
or Williamsburg or elsewhere will not suffice to cover up the
shameful human rights record of the Chinese Government. The
record is clear. In addition to the litany of items you mentioned,
we will be hearing from my friend, Harry Wu, concerning the sordid traffic in organs of executed prisoners, one of the shabbiest aspects of China's policy anywhere on the face of this planet.
I have no doubt in my mind that the almost pathological opposition of this regime to his holiness the Dalai Lama stems from the
inherent fear of a sick and valueless system when it is confronted
with ultimate moral authority. There is no rational explanation as
to why this vast and powerful country of a 1.2 billion people, with
a vast military apparatus should be afraid of a simple Buddhist
monk in saffron robes without a military, without economic power,
without anything except his moral authority which he juxtaposes
to the powerful regime in Beijing.
Human rights have, in fact, deteriorated in China in recent
years. Our decoupling of Most Favored Nation treatment issues
from human rights, as you and I and our good friend Congressman
Wolf so ablely stated at the time, was a mistake when it occurred.
It is my perhaps naive hope that at least in the House of Representatives this time around, we will have sufficient votes with
the new coalition emerging, covering the broad spectrum from
human rights activities, through the American labor movement, to
the religious groups, that we might in fact eke out a narrow majority for a victory for the moral position on that issue.
Let me just say in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, that long after the
Jiang Zemins of this world will have been thrown on the dump
heap of history, the heros in China's prisons will continue to live
in the minds of men and women across this globe who believe in
human freedom and dignity, in religious freedom, in the right of
people to select governments of their own choosing. This transitory
regime is not here for long in its present form, because the people
of China are as entitled to live in a free and open and democraically elected society as are the people of Taiwan today, as are the
people of Hungary or the Czech Republic or Poland.
It was not too many years ago when those of us who expressed
hope that the Communist regimes will collapse in the Soviet Union
and in the Soviet Empire were labeled naive. Naivete is on the
other side, mostly on the side of the leaders of the multinational
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giant corporations, who for the sake of a few contracts are ready
to swallow all of the principles taught to them in school here in the
United States. Our great democratic allies are no better in France,
in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, the pursuit of contracts
with China is no less vigorous and shameless as it is by multinationals headquartered in the United States.
But naivete is not on our side. It is on the side of those who hope
that making deals with the devil is a long-term proposition for national prosperity. I look forward to welcoming to Washington some
leaders of China in the not-too-distant future who will view the
American shrines of democracy not merely as photo opportunities,
but as fountains where they can replenish their yearning for freedom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Lantos.
Mr. Wolf.
Mr. Wolf, I would note for the record is not a Member of our Subcommittee, but has been very active on human rights, religious persecution in particular, around the world, and most recently has returned from a trip to Tibet where he went incognito and was able,
to ascertain firsthand some of the barbarities that go on every day
and are commonplace in Tibet.
Mr. Wolf.
Mr. LANTOS. Before Mr. Wolf takes the mike, may I extend my
personal welcome to him. He has been an uncompromising and courageous fighter for human rights, not only in China, but across the
globe. He enhances this Subcommittee with his presence and with
his commitment.
Mr. WOLF. I thank you very much. I'll be very brief. I am going
onto a meeting. We're having a group of Congressman Pitts and
others in room 2359 to adopt a prisoners of conscience. So that's
why I will be leaving.
Let me just first, thank Chairman Smith for having this hearing.
I think it can be done in a very courteous way, but I think it's important that it be done. I saw several weeks ago that a church in
France had apologized to the Jewish community for the fact that
they were silent during the Holocaust. I don't want us to have to
be apologetic to the people of China and the people of Tibet 10 or
15 years from now for the sake that we were quiet during the time
that the President of China was here. So I think these hearings are
appropriate.
very
Second,
they are very appropriate because when
we were in Tibet
last month, most of the Tibetan people told us that they listened
to Radio Free Asia and they listened to Voice of America. So the
coverage of this hearing by Radio Free Asia andVoice of America
will get back to the men and women in Tibet that listen to this
every morning and listen to this every night.
Very briefly, as we listen and think with regard to the visit of
the Chinese President, there are a couple of points that we should
know. One, China does persecute its people because of religious beliefs. There are Catholic bishops in jail. Bishop Su was re-arrested
about 3 weeks ago. There are a number of other Catholic bishops
in jail. There are Catholic priests in jail. There are Protestant pastors in jail. They are persecuting the people of Tibet, they are persecuting the Moslem population in the Northwest portion of the

country. China denies its citizens the opportunity to speak out.
They are oppressing the people in China, in Tibet. In Tibet, on the
tops of buildings there are TV cameras, whereby they are monitoring the people. They have destroyed 4,000 to 5,000 monasteries in
Tibet. Every monastery in Tibet has a cadre of People's Police, security bureau or a military that run the place. Tibetan Lhasa is no
longer a Tibetan city. Lhasa has been turned into a Chinese city
because there are more Chinese there than there are Tibetans.
China also runs, and Harry Wu will talk about it, a gruesome
slave camp program, whereby there are more gulags now or slave
labor camps in China than there were when Solzhenitsyn wrote the
book "Gulag Archipelago". For those of you who watched Prime
Time Live a week and a half ago, we know that the Chinese Government has a policy where they are selling organs; whereby they
will take your blood type, your tissue type and then go into the
prisons and seek out and find a prisoner who has that blood type
and that tissue type and execute them for sale of the cornea or
-other organs, the kidneys, for $30,000 to $35,000. The one-child
policy and all of the other things that go on.
So I just want to thank Congressman Smith. I know there probably would have been a lot of pressure not to have this hearing.
But had we not had this hearing, and had Mr. Smith and Mr. Lantos and this Committee not had the hearing, then someday we may
very well had to have apologized for being silent. So there s nothing
more appropriate than to listen to this distinguished panel, and to
be very ver courteous, as clearly this Committee will, but to make
sure that its on the record.
So I want to thank Mr. Smith for the hearings, and look forward
to hearing the witnesses.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Wolf. Again, the intent of this hearing is to bear witness to the truth, especially during this very appropriate time when the President of China is in town.
Let me again note for the record that I have traveled with Mr.
Wolf to a number of spots, including China. We were in Beijing
Prison No. 1, which was producing items for export. Forty
Tiananmen Square activists were there at that prison camp making these articles that were ending up on our shores.
Second, when we met with Li Peng later on in that particular
trip, Mr. Wolf tried to give him a list of imprisoned pastors and
bishops. Mr. Li Peng, the Premier of China, looked at that and set
it aside as if it were a hot potato, and expressed in response to our
comments regarding all of the human rights abuses-including the
imprisonment of religious believers, Buddhists, Catholics, and
other Christians-that it doesn't happen. It was an absolute, total
denial that these things occur in China, which is all the more reason why we need to bear witness to the truth. So thank you, Mr.
Wolf.
Mr. Faleomavaega.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I too would like
to offer my personal welcome to our good friend and colleague from
Virginia,.Mr. Wolf, to our Subcommittee. I would like to thank you,
Mr. Chairman, for a very profound and eloquent statement that
you offered to the Subcommittee. Certainly you and my good friend,
the gentleman from California, have been such great advocates on
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human rights in our Nation. I certainly hope that we will continue
to do this.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to associate myself closely to the
statements made earlier by my good friend and colleague, the gentleman from California the Ranking Member of our Subcommittee,
for the position and the concerns that he has expres.aad earlier
about the problems pending President Jiang's visit to our Nation's
capital.
Mr. Chairman, I realize there are many concerns. President
Jiang Zemin's visit to our, country has far-reaching implications
quite obviously, touching on the U.S./China relationship and the
question of human rights, question of economic issues, our strategic
and security interests, not only the Asia-Pacific region, but globally
as well. The question of Taiwan, and many other issues I know,
Mr. Chairman, that we need to further examine.
Having recently met with His Holiness the Dalai Lama in
Dharamsala, India, Mr. Chairman, I want to say that my heart
really goes out to His Holiness and to some 2 million Tibetans who
live in exile and as a people without a country and without any
sense of identification in terms of what the Chinese Government
has done to them. I sincerely hope that President Clinton, as well
as the Congress, will with as much force as possible, bring to bear
the fact that these beautiful people, the Tibetans we need to recognize the basic human fundamental rights attending to any people,
that certainly that President Jiang Zemin ought to be made very
much aware of the concern that I have concerning the needs of the
Tibetan peoples.
I would like to also personally welcome our distinguished panelists this afternoon, and look forward to hearing their statements
and comments.
Mr. Chairman, again, I want to thank you for holding this hearing. I hope that we will gain substance and especially something
that both Congress as well as the Administration can well address
concerning our relationship with the People's Republic of China.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much.
Mr. Salmon.
Mr. SALMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me also be one of
the first to congratulate you on holding this hearing today. I think
it's very very timely and very appropriate. As President Jiang
comes to visit the United States, I think he needs to get a good
taste of the opinions here in the United States, and how people
really feel. In a survey, although I respectfully disagreed on policy
on the MFN issue, I also realize that I am out of step with about
80 percent of the American people. I think that's very noteworthy.
I think it's because most people in the United States recognize that
there are some horrendous things happening in China today, and
that human rights violations are just as commonplace as any other
activity here in the United States would be. I know for a fact, having visited there, having met with many of the groups that have
worked with prisoners and trying to get prisoner release programs
moving ahead, that the human rights violations are consistently
happening. There really is virtually little to no improvement in the
human rights scenario in China.

I think that most of us became incensed as we read, or I guess
there were some of us that heard directly, comments from top Chinese officials that said that Tiananmen Square never really hapened, that there wasn't any massacre at Tiananmen Square. I
now I have spoken to students who were at Tiananmen Square
and saw not only students killed, but children killed. I guess if I
have one thing to say to President Jiang, again, as one who supports the.Most Favored Nation trading status, President Jiang,
stop the lies. Stop the lies from the people that report to you. The
facts are as Mr. Smith and Mr. Lantos and Mr. Wolf and Mr.
Faleomavaega have just described. Nuclear non-proliferation continues to be a bi problem. Human rights violations, religious persecution. We could go on and on and on and on.
Yet I, as Mr. Lantos said as well, have no reason to question this
Administration. I have got to believe that in President Clinton's
heart, that he believes as we do, that human rights violations are
an atrocity. It's an affront to everything that we believe, and that
it must stop. Therefore, I would implore him to take this opportunity and make it a golden opportunity. To not just make it an
exchange of pleasantries and toasts and wonderful words, as has
probably happened in past Administrations as well.
This is a golden opportunity to speak from the heart and to lay
it on the line. If we're going to engage, engagement means expressbacking
into a corner because
values. Itdon't
doesn't
ing your interests
business
wantmean
you to
say anything.
It means that
we say the things that we care about and we say it with force, and
we say it with courage. That's what is required right now of the
President, is an opportunity to lay it all on the line. And at the
very least, at the very very very least, he should demand as a good
faith signal as these talks begin, a good faith signal at the very
least would be that Wei Jingsheng would be liberated.
So I ask the President and Madame Albright, and I am sure all
of those who will be involved in this summit-we're not asking
them to do an about-face on their China policy. But we are asking
them to take this golden opportunity to with great force and with
great courage, stand forward and tellPresident Jiang just what our
values are., what we stand for, and what we will not continue to
tolerate any longer.
Thank you for holding this hearing.
Mr. SMITH. I want to thank Mr. Salmon for his passion and his
consistency. Over the years, on this issue, while we disagreed in
terms of the means to the end-i.e. Most Favored Nation statusyou have been absolutely indefatigable in your attempts to find
other means, and especially insisting that the truth be told, that
we bear witness.
You might recall, and Members of the whole Subcommittee recall, that when General Chi Haotian was here in town and made
those outrageous statements that nobody died in Tiananmen
Square, we very quickly convened a hearing of this Subcommittee
and heard from approximately half a dozen very distinguished peo-pie, some of whom were there at Tiananmen Square, who again
bore witness to the truth so the big lie would not be able to find
fertile fields in the United States or anywhere else.

Your oint on Wei Jingsheng couldn't be made any stronger. I
met wit? Wei when I was there on a trip on human rights. couple of weeks later, we met with John Shattuck, the Assistant Secretary for Human Rights and Democracy. The secret policy grabbed
him and incarcerated him. A kangaroo trial was held and now he
is imprisoned, and probably without question being tortured, based
on reliable evidence.
So your plea to let Wei go and others like him hopefully will not
fall on deaf ears.
Mr. Clement.
Mr. CLEMENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Wu, and members
of the panel. It's a great honor and a great privilege to have you
visit with us as well as testify before the U.S. House of Representatives. I represent Nashville, Tennessee. As a Member of Congress
from Tennessee, as well as a Member of Congress from the United
States of America, we are all concerned, and we ought to be concerned about slave labor, religious freedom, and human rights,
whether it pertains to our country as well as other countries.
We are pleased to have the President of the People's Republic of
China to visit our country, and hopefully through this visit that we
will make some progress that it appears in some fronts we have
not made at all up to the present time. But we have got to highlight the problems that exist when it comes to human rights. You
can't shove it under the rug. We have learned from World War I
and World War II, where at times people looked the other way.
They didn't face up to the consequences. The problem kept growing.
We don't want the problem to continue to grow. We want to try to
solve these difficult problems.
I know you are going to share with us today, Mr. Wu, and others,
not what's happened to others, but what has happened to o B
giving those personal observations, hopefully it will be helpfu to al
of us to better understand what we're up against in the years
ahead. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Clement.

Let me now introduce our very distinguished panel, beginning in
the order that they will present their testimony. Harry Wu is the
executive director of the Laogai Research Foundation. He was first
arrested as a young student in Beijing for speaking out against the
Soviet invasion of Hungary, and criticizing the Chinese Communist
Party. In 1960, he was sent to the Laogai, the largest forced labor
camp system in the world today, where he was imprisoned for 19
years in 12 different forced labor camps. When he was finally released in 1979, Mr. Wu left China and came to the United States
in 1985, as a visiting professor of geology at the University of California at Berkeley. In the summer of 1995, Mr. Wu was arrested
by the Chinese Government when he tried to enter China, and was
held for 66 days before being convicted in a trial for stealing State
secrets. He was sentenced to 15 years, but immediately expelled as
a result of an extensive international campaign launched on his behalf.
Since his release, Mr. Wu has continued to work in publicizing
the fight to condemn the laogai, and to document its atrocities. He
is the author of several books. In 1992, he established the Laogai
Research Foundation, which is now recognized as the leading

source of information on the human rights situation in China's
forced labor camps.
Nina Shea is the director of Freedom House's Center for Relious Freedom. She's been an international human rights lawyer
or 18 years. For the past 11 years, she has focused on the issue
of religious persecution. Ms. Shea has participated in numerous
fact-finding missions to countries throughout the world, and is a
widely published scholar in the field of religious freedom and
human rights, including a widely acclaimed book on anti-Christian
persecution entitled "In the Lion's Den".
Dr. Allen Keller is a member of the International Advisory Board
for the Physicians for Human Rights in addition to his position as
an assistant professor of clinical medicine at New York University
.School of Medicine. Dr. Keller is the director of the Bellevue/NYU
program for survivors of torture, which provides care to survivors
of torture and for their families.
T. Kumar is the advocacy director for Asia and the Pacific for
Amnesty International USA. Mr. Kumar, who has earned degrees
from the University of Pennsylvania Law School and the International Institute of Human Rights, was himself a prisoner of conscience for 5 years in Sri Lanka.
Rizvangul Uighur is the pseudonym of a refugee from East
Turkistan, who has personally experienced and witnessed many incidents of persecution carriedout against the Muslim Uighur community by Chinese officials and law enforcement personnel.* We
would ask that the television cameras not focus on Ms. Uighur during her testimony, if they would.
Shen Tong is the president of the Democracy for China Fund. He
was a student leader in the Chinese pro-democracy movement in
the late 1980's that culminated in the Tiananmen Square demonstration. Mr. Tong escaped from China 1 week after the
Tiananmen Square massacre in June 1989, and came to the United
States 3 years later. In July 1992, Mr. Tong was the first prominent Tiananmen Square leader to return to China. Within 2
months of his return, he was arrested in Beijing, but was released
54 (lays later in apparent response to the international protests
whi(li followed his detention.
Thank you for appearing today, I say to all of our witnesses.
Mr. Wu, if you would begin.
STATEMENT OF HARRY WU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE
LAOGAI RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Mr. Wu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear
before this Committee. My name is Harry Wu. I am director of the
Laopai Research Foundation. First I want to truly thank you, Mr.
Chairman, for your constant belief that the case of human rights

is our moral duty, not as an American, but as a human being. You

have used your position to clearly advance this belief. It is m
honor to once again sit before you and your Members and speak
about truth.
I want to tell you that today I am talking about an ugly practice
in China in our human beings society. It's a practice that shows
the total disregard the Chinese Government has to rights of its
people. Later I will show a videotape which working together with

ABC, show you how the organs extracted from the executed prisoners are for sale on the open market, and even here in the United
States.
I was given an official Chinese Government document in 1985
that really shocked me at the time. In 1985, this document was a
secret. Only later in 1990, became publicized. The title tells of its
contents, "On the use of the dead bodies or organs from condemned
criminals." This directive came from the central government judiciary department, to prosecutors, the police, the public health depart .
went, the civil administration department.
So this is a central government document. Not the local government not an individual hospital document. This document says
that because of advancing medical science in China that allows for
successful transplant surgeries,"The following measures are formulated on the use of the dead bodies or organs from condemned
criminals." The procedure said that the condemned are to be executed immediately by means of shooting. Bodies can then be used
if they are not collected by the families, if the condemned prisoners
consented to donate, or if the families consented.
What does that mean, uncollected? I spent 19 years in Chinese
prison camp. Once I was sentenced to death. My family would not
come to the place to collect my body. Then my body becomes government property. In Chinese practice, once you are condemned by
the government, you become an enemy of the party, enemy of the
government. Your family, including your parents, your friends,
your love, they have to separate from you. They have to publicly
condemn you. In my 19 years in jail, my family never came to see
me. So there are a lot of so-called uncollected bodies that become
government property.
Today the Chinese Government said many prisoners and their
family have consented. But we interviewed many police,- doctors,
and the families; no one knows that there is a so-called procedure
of consent.
The document continues to direct the hospitals and the courts on
how to coordinate and carry out the execution process. It states,
"Use of dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals must be
kept strictly confidential. Only in real need, and upon the approval
of the People's Court executing the death penalty, can operation vehicles, medical vehicles from medical institutions be allowed to
enter into the execution ground to remove organs. But vehicles
with the logo of medical institutions are not to be used, and white
clinic garments are not to be worn. The execution ground should
be guarded until the operation is completed."
A Chinese doctor right now living in London, he told me how he
was arranged by the Party committee of the hospital to wait in the
vehicle. They heard the sooting. Two minutes later, they went to
the place to bring the body. Then the vehicle was driving to the
cremator. On the way, of course the doctor is very busy, removed
the kidney, spleen, liver, heart, cornea, whatever they want. When
they arrived at the cremator, according to the document, the cremator has to timely and secretly cremate the body. Actually, he
said it's no longer a body. It's human meat.
This document is the guideline that acts today as the official policy on harvesting organs from Chinese death row prisoners. This
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practice is barbaric. A government may have a policy according to
their political purpose to execute the criminals, but it is against all
basic rights to then steal the organs of the dead man or woman for
sale domestically and internationally.
In 1994, I conducted an interview with an official, hospital official in China, who said "The sources of our kidneys can be from donors who have died in traffic accidents or from brain-dead people.
If the donors are brain-dead-"Ve asked what brain-dead means.
The police later explained to me, if we shoot him below the head
it means immediately the person is brain-dead. Then the hospital
"contacts appropriate government units to find out when we can
obtain organs. Policies of the State do not permit contact with our
donors."
Sheyours."
continued
going on, 'things in our country are difilA" ferent from
At the
time, I posed as an American wealthy
family with my hidden camera. "We can do what is impossible from
the legal point of view in your country" meaning the United States.
."As to contact with the kidney donors, it is impossible. But we
guaranteed that our kidneys are healthy, and are of excellent quality.
The doctors and hospital officials in China are very careful not
to discuss how such brain-dead donors died. No consent forms are
given to the patients. In China, there are very few families that
would consent for prisoners to donate their organs. So far as we
know, according to Chinese procedure, for the execution, never inform the family. We have a document right here. After the execution, inform the family.
The organs from death row prisoners actually in China is an
open secret. If you are the patient, if you travel to China for a kidney transplant, it's not really difficult to find a source. I have
worked to document the entire process of executions and organ
transplants in China. In 1994, I went back to China with BBC and
visited a couple of hospitals and many patients, doctors, policemen,
and government officials. Earlier this year in 1997, I went to Thailand. There's a report that said in the last couple of years, 47 Thai
patients went to China and all of them recognized their kidney has
come from executed prisoners. The average fee they pay is in U.S.
dollars, $26,600. Some of them not only give the money to the hospital, also spend money for these executioners.
There is a woman from Thailand, later you will see in the ABC
film. She told me about the whole process. She said the doctor and
nurse frequently emphasize one word, "fresh". Unfortunately today
she can not come over here, but her story is remarkable.
In the investigation with ABC News, we found an advertisement
in a Chinese language newspaper which is based in New York last
June. The advertisement said, "Organ transplant in China. Don't
miss the opportunity. Call the number-" a (203) number, which
means in Connecticut. The number led us to a Dr. Dai Yong, a student at the University of Bridgeport, Connecticut and his wife.
Then I posed as a wealthy patient and contacted Mr. and Mrs.
Dai. The two brokers very openly were talking about the source -of
the organs. "Regarding the prisoners' health, they are all given
physical check-ups andblood tests." They were not at all hesitant,
and even they went further and said, 'Weknow it comes from executed prisoners. Before Harry Wu made trouble, we didn't know

anything. The government didn't do anything. Now the government
has a procedure, and asks the prisoners to sign a paper.
We were not the first people who were sold an organ by these
people. This couple is still in the United States. It is illegal in the
United States to sell organs. I fully expect that the Justice Department will investigate this case and quickly take proper actions. As
Mrs. Dai said, 'They have a lot to choose from." A Chinese medical
journal shows the number of the Chinese kidney transplant cases
is growing year after year. In 1991, there were 1,771 cases. In
1992, 1,905. In 1995, 2,382 cases. In 1996, there were 2,792. Chinese sources said that by the end of 1996, there were a total of
8,759 kidney transplant cases. According to an Amnesty International report, at least 90 percent of them come from death row
prisoners.
At the same time, the number of record executions, also as documented by Amnesty International, is also growing. According to an
Amnesty International report, there were 3,110 individuals condemned to death in China in 1995, and with 2,190 recorded executions. But according to 1996 report, Amnesty International documented 6,100 death sentences, and recorded 4,367 known executions. Today, the People's Republic of China on the record of executions is the No. 1 country in the world. Today, 75 to 80 percent executions of the world happens in the People's Republic of China. Our
research identified 88 different facilities in China that carry out
kidney transplants. Chinese sources show that a large number of
the largest hospitals are run by the Chinese military, the People's
Liberation Army. Of the three facilities that have more than 1,000
kidney transplant procedures in their history, two are military
medical university hospitals. Because the military all the time have
the privilege, also the privilege of these death row prisoners.
The central role of the military hospitals in the systematic harvesting of prisoner's organs shows further the total involvement of
all institutions of the Chinese Government and this disgusting
process. The use of the executed prisoners' organs is a coordinated
government policy sanctioned by the Communist regime, and lines
the pockets of the officials and military with bloody money.
This government, according to communism idea, set up their law.
According to this Communist law, the government arrested people
and sent them to death and arranged their hospital and the doctor.
Chinese doctors are government employees, and go to the execution
ground, remove the organ from them. Many of them sell it to international markets, earning hard currency from human bodies. It has
not happened in our history, human history.
I want this practice stopped. I want the Congress and the Administration to do all it can during Jiang Zemin s visit to tell him
we know he has lied to us, we know what is going on today in
China. We want to stop it. Jiang Zemin as the President of this
government, of this country, is totally absolutely responsible for
this crime. I call upon the President to raise this issue tomorrow
in his face-to-face discussion with Jiang. If the President does not
confront China, or force it to face its ugly practices, then the Chinese Communists will know that their behavior has no consequences.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for taking a leading position in this
Congress on this issue. Thank you so much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wu appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Wu. Thank you for continuing to
bring information that very few people have been able to garner
about what's truly going on in China and for your passionate witness today to the barbarity of what's being done to these prisoners.
Ms. Shea.
STATEMENT OF NINA SHEA, DIRECTOR, PUEBLA PROGRAM ON
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, FREEDOM HOUSE
Ms. SHEA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting Freedom

House to testify today at these critically important hearings on
human rights in China. It is essential that China's President, Jiang
Zemin, know that the American people are truly concerned with
human rights, and you have provided an important platform for us.
Thank you.
My testimony today focuses on the persecution against the Christian minority in China. It is based on the findings of two fact-gathering missions to China that Freedom House has conducted over
the past 5 months, information and testimony provided to us by
networks of Chinese underground Protestants and Catholics, documents and statements of China's Government and party officials,
and an extraordinary October 24th statement of Fides, which is the
publication of the Vatican's society for the propagation of faith as
well as reports of American and foreign Christians who traveled to
China in recent months.
I will summarize my testimony. I'd like to include for the record
a list of 30 priority cases that we have compiled of both Catholics
and Protestants in some form of detention or under house arrest
for religious reasons, as well as the Vatican's document of October
24.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, those two documents will be made
a part of the record.
[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Ms. SHEA. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, China is continuing and
intensifying its campaign against the Christian underground. The
intensifying persecution is pervasive, though uneven in degree of
brutality. The centers of greatest Christian population, in Henan,
in Hebei, Zhejiang, and Jiangxi, are among those suffering the
greatest crackdown. The public security bureau police have tortured a number of underground Christians over the past year, including brutal beatings that have maimed and even killed, binding
detainees in excruciating positions, hanging detainees from their
limbs, tormenting them with electric batons and other implements,
and crushing the feet and ankles of Christians while they are
forced to kneel.
China's persistent and intensifying persecution of Chinese Christians is a direct result of China's policy that all Christian worship
must occur within government-sanctioned organizations. Both
evangelical Protestants and Roman Catholics who choose to worship independently are stating that this is the worst period of persecution for them since the catastrophic Cultural Revolution.

China has more Christian prisoners and detainees than any
other country in the world. Protestants are being arrested and tortured for holding prayer meetings, preaching, and distributing bibles without State approval. Roman Catholic priests, including 10
Catholic bishops, are currently imprisoned under some form of
house arrest or have disappeared after celebrating mass and administering the sacraments without official authorization. Christian prisoners are often held in deplorable prison conditions, with
some being forced to work as veritable slaves of the State in labor
camps throughout the country.
Detailed and credible reports documented that three evangelicals
and one Catholic priest have been beaten to death by police over
the past year because of their independent religious activities. Over
the past year, since China reinvigorated its campaign to register all
Christian congregations, hundreds of Protestant and Catholic
house churches have been raised and forcibly closed or demolished.
The popular Catholic shrine at Dong Lu has been smashed, and bibles and other property of un-registered Christians have been arbitrarily confiscated, and steep fines imposed on their owners.
Since last year, members of the Christian underground have
noted that authorities have adopted harsher tactics. In particular
they report that authorities have begun to target underground
house church leaders for arrest, giving them 3-year sentences of reeducation and labor camps.
For Protestants, Henan Province is one of the areas hardest hit.
Protestant leaders report that about 40 percent of inmates in
Henan laogai or labor camps are there for belonging to the Christian underground. In Henan no. 1 labor camp, approximately 50
out of 126 inmates are imprisoned for underground church activities. During the Freedom House team's visit there last May, 85
house church Christians were rounded up and arrested in two
dragnet operations in Zhou Kou, Henan.Province.
On March 16, Peter Xu, perhaps the most important underground Protestant leader in China, who heads the enormous New
Birth Church movement, was arrested and jailed with seven others
in Henan. Last month, Xu was sentenced to 10 years in the labor
camp, one of7 the harshest sentences in 15 years given out for
Christian activities.
The Freedom House team received reports that 300 Protestants
have been arrested in Louyang Jail in Henan since July a year ago.
It was in Henan that Zhang Xiuju, a 36-year-old woman was beaten to death by police during an arrest for underground Christian
activities on May 26, 1996.
There are many other examples of torture and brutal treatment
in my testimony. I'll refer to the written record for that. I just want
to mention that the extraordinary issue of the Vatican-linked publication Fides, which came out on O-tober 24, stated-and by the
way, the name of this document is called "China, Elimination of
Underground Christians"-this Vatican statement said, "The security forces of the party have unleashed a struggle against the underground Catholic communities, those not controlled by the Patriotic Association. In a certain sense, this is real elimination."
Mr. Chairman, there have been a number of official documents
that have been leaked and smuggled to the West. One is the

Donglai Township Committee of the Communist Party from last
November, which outlines procedures for the eradication of the underground Roman Catholic church; steps that include systematic
brain washing, ideological struggle sessions, and criminal prosecution of pro-Vatican Catholics. Similar Communist Party documents
outlining the special "class struggle" for the suppression of both the
Protestant and Catholic underground in various parts of Zhejiang
Province have also surfaced in recent months.
Freedom House's Center on Religious Freedom estimates that
China's Christian population, both underground and registered,
both Catholic and Protestant, number between 40 and 60 million.
Millions of these Christians have joined the underground because
the members of the government-registered churches are restricted.
Patriotic churches, that is, the government-sanctioned churches,
have to be organized in the same church body. That is, one denomination, and are restricted in working with people under 18. The
clergy can not preach outside of their own area. The clergy and
venue must be approved by the government, and church services
and members are subject to monitoring.
The Patriotic Catholic Church can not accept the authority of the
Pope. Sermons must stick to approved topics. All Patriotic preachers must steer clear of forbidden topics like the second coming of
Christ, the New Testament's gifts of the spirit, the Old Testament's
story of creation, and must steer clear of preaching against abortion, which is part of the State's draconian one-child policy,
The Chinese Government is censoring portions of the official
Catholic catechism. China imposes impediments to the Roman
Catholic Church as an institution by barring the Vatican from
making episcopal appointments in China and the government, in
fact, makes its own appointments for bishops of the Catholic
church inside China.
While on trips to the West, Mr. Chairman, China's political leaders and religion commissars portray China's current religious environment as a golden period". They state otherwise to the Chinese
people. China's President Jiang Zemin's own remarks indicate zero
tolerance for religious freedom. He said that State religious policy
is to "actively guide religion so that it can be adapted to the socialist society." President Jiang said that in the March 14, 1996, edition of the People's Daily. A year before, President Jiang Zemin declared to the Religious Affairs Bureau that "we are engaged in a
secret struggle against the church." He then went on to outline
three "sentences" for religious policy. "A comprehensive and correct
implementation of party religious policy, strict supervision over religious affairs according to the law, and act of guidance of religion
toward adaptation to socialist society."
Mr. Chairman, the extraordinary document published on October
24 by the Vatican's press organ Fides, which provides details of the
government's persecution against Chinese Catholics in recent
times, concludes, "If during the meeting between President Jiang
Zemin and President Clinton religious rights are not clearly addressed, there is little hope for the world." Freedom House concurs.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Shea appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMIfH. Thank you, Ms. Shea, very much for your testimony.
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Dr. Keller.
STATEMENT OF ALLEN KELLER, MD., PHYSICIANS FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS
Dr. KELLER. Thank you. As a physician who spends a significant
portion of his time caring for torture survivors, first I would like

to acknowledge the leadership that you, Congressman Smith, have

shown on issues of importance to torture survivors, including cosponsoring with Congressman Lantos the Torture Victims Relief
Act, a bil1 which provides assistance to torture survivors in this
country and abroad, and which hopefully will be reintroduced as
soon as possible. I also want to thank Congressman Wolf for his
leadership and voice on issues of importance toward Tibet.
I am a member of the International Advisory Board of Physicians
for Human Rights and appear today on PHR's behalf. Today I
present the findings from an extensive investigation conducted by
Physicians for Human Rights and contained in our report, "Striking Hard, Torture in Tibet". This investigation evaluated the frequency of torture among a sample of Tibetan refugees in
Dharamsala, India, which I conducted in collaboration with a team
of five other health professionals. I would also like to acknowledge
that one of my colleagues, Mr. Glen Kim, is here with us today.
Glen is a fourth year medical student at New York University, and
reminds me that the future of the -medical profession is in good
hands.
In this study, we interviewed 258 Tibetan refugees, asking them
about a history of abuse, conducting detailed physical examinations
on those who reported a history ofl torture. Our findings strongly
suggest that torture is part of a widespread pattern of abuse, not
an isolated phenomena, and that torture continues to be used routinely by Chinese authorities in Tibet as a means of political repression, punishment, and intimidation. Thus, it is important when
President Clinton meets with Chinese President Jiang Zemin Mr.
Clinton should recognize that he is sitting down with the leader of
a country which routinely tortures men, women, and children.
In the PHR study, we found that more than one in seven of the
Tibetan refugees we interviewed reported being tortured by the
Chinese authorities while living in Tibet. All of these cases of torture were determined by PHR investigators to be highly credible.
Many of these cases of torture had in tact occurred within the past
2 years. Those tortured included monks and nuns, as well as lay
persons, political activists, as well as ordinary citizens and children. Nearly half of the 258 refugees we interviewed reported having a family member or close friend who had been tortured. It's
been said that when one individual in the community is tortured,
the entire community is tortured. This is because of a ripple effect
of fear and terror. Tragically, the risk of being tortured in Tibet remains all too common.
The most frequently reported forms of torture included severe
beatings, electric shocks with cattle prods on the face, arms, and
genitals, suspension in painful positions,
witnessing
others
being
a _
One
executions.
and mock
tortured, deprivation of food or sleep,
olescent boy who we interviewed reported being submerged in
water and then thrown onto an electrified bed.

Let me share with you one of the testimonies from a Tibetan torture survivor who we interviewed and examined. I will acknowledge that these reports are extremely upsetting to hear. I am even
more upset that I have to present them. NR, a Buddhist monk, was
18 years old when he was reportedly arrested and imprisoned for
3 months for distributing freedom pamphlets at a pro-independence
demonstration, and for possessing a picture of the Dali Lama.
These are his own words. 'The Chinese police tied my hands and
suspended me from the ceiling, and then punched and kicked me,
and shocked me all over my body with electric cattle prods. They
shocked me on the genitals so that my genitals bled and later got
infected and it was difficult to urinate. They also beat me on the
feet with sticks. In the winter, I was made to stand naked against
a cold wall for 3 to 4 hours at a time a few times each week. I was
also put in solitary confinement. The Chinese police repeatedly
beat me with a stick on my thigh until the stick broke and splintered into the skin. It got infected and it took a long time to heal.
I wasn't given any medical care for this. One time when I said
Tibet was free, a prison official put a gun to my head and threatened to kill me."
NR continues to suffer from symptoms of depression, anxiety,
and post-traumatic stress disorder. He reports difficulty concentrating, and often gets headaches. He also reports that he easily gets
upset. On physical examination, he has a scar on his leg consistent
with the injury which he describes.
It's hard to imagine anyone could torture a Buddhist monk or
nun, let alone a child. Tragically, the Chinese Government's torture
of Tibetan children appears common. Fifteen percent of the torture
survivors we examined were 16 years old or younger at the time
of their abuse. For example, NC, a Buddhist nun, was 16 years old
when she was imprisoned for 2 years for chanting in a public
square, "Long live Tibet. Free Tibet." "During the first month I was
in prison, I was tortured often. I was beaten many times and electrocuted all over my body. When the Chinese tortured me, they
would yell, "Why do you demonstrate? Don't you know the Chinese
are good for you? You must not say Tibet is free. Tibet is part of
China." One time they took my blood with a syringe, even though
I told them not to."
NC reports that she frequently saw others being beaten and tortured. On one occasion, she reports witnessing a young man approximately 21 years old being beaten. She reports he was subsequently shot in the head. "Since my torture" she says, "I am not
so well. I also feel my nerves are not so good. When I see people
protesting, I think about what happened, and I get very upset. But
I still must protest. In Tibet we have no political or religious freedom."
We judge such reports of torture to be highly credible. The victims of torture still suffered physical and psychological symptoms
as a result of their abuse. Scars, neurologic problems, and muscular-skeletal disorders were common. Almost all had symptoms of
depression and anxiety such as recurrent nightmares and flashbacks of their torture. The terror of torture is intended to spread
beyond the individual victims we examined. The knowledge that
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anyone detained by Chinese authorities is likely to be tortured is
used to cow the Tibetan people into submission.
Clearly, individuals detained for their political activities are at
high risk of being tortured. Ninety four percent of the people in our
survey who reported being detained because of their political activities, also reported being tortured. But it wasn't just political dissidents who were tortured. Our investigation found that Tibetans
detained by Chinese authorities for a variety of reasons other than
political activities, such as arguing with a Chinese shopkeeper or
trying to cross the Tibetan border, were tortured as well.
Physicians for Human Rights is very concerned that constructive
engagement appears to be a policy whereby the Administration
talks about human rights privately to the Chinese authorities, but
exercises none of the leverage that it possesses to achieve positive
change. In this regard, we note that China was granted an official
summit meeting in the United States which was greatly prized,
without having achieved a single human rights concession. PHR
strongly urges the Administration to re-establish human rights
linkages to those things that China most desires: a State visit by
the President of the United States, permission to import high technology American goods, and admittance into the World Trade Organization.
The United States should also continue to urge that the U.N.
Commission on Human Rights examines human rights problems in
China and Tibet, and support a resolution on China next year. The
failure of this year's resolution was largely due to the lateness and
ambivalence of the U.S. effort, and the negative signals other countries received as a result.
No amount of explanation or political analysis can justify President Clinton refusing to mention by name Chinese political prisoners, such as Wei Jingsheng, or remain silent about the widespread use of torture in Tibet as a means of political repression
and cultural destruction. President Clinton should insist that Chinese authorities refrain from the use of torture in Tibet, and honor
the international conventions to which China is a signatory, including the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel Inhumane or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment.
Furthermore, President Clinton should insist that Chinese Government permit access to Tibet and to detention facilities, prisons,
and labor camps, by the United Nations and international humanitarian organizations such as the International Committee of the
Red Cross and other human rights organizations.
When I was in Dharamsala, India, I had the privilege of meeting
with the Dalai Lama. During our discussion about our findings, he
commented to me that he thought it was so important that we
speak out about these issues because he felt the world was largely
ignorant of the atrocities being perpetrated against the Tibetans.
He said to me, "We must not whisper. We must not talk. We must
shout about what we have seen."
It is the President's moral responsibility, it's all of our moral responsibility to end torture in Tibet, and to speak out about the sustained brutal assault on the Tibetan community. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Keller appears in the appendix.]

Mr. SMITH. Dr. Keller, thank you very much for that very comprehensive statement, and for bearing witness today to the truth
of what's going on in Tibet.
Mr. Kumar.
STATEMENT OF T. KLTMAR, ADVOCACY DIRECTOR FOR ASIA,
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAIJUSA
Mr. KUMAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Amnesty International wishes to express its gratitude for inviting us to testify in this timely hearing. This is timely because of
course the President of China is going to have a summit after the
Tiananmen Square massacre. It is also significant because China
as a nation is increasingly becoming powerful in Asia as well as
around the world. So any practice, any abuses that China can get
away with is going to set an example to other countries that they
can also get away with those abuses.
I would also like to congratulate you for inviting someone from
Xinjiang Province. We are concerned about the abuses that are taking place in that part of China, which has not been so told to the
outside world.
Today's hearing is about U.S./China relations. Is the constructive
engagement working? That's the title. I would like to phrase that
to include, is the current form of constructive engagement working?
If the numbers and research speaks for itself, then of course we all
can agree that the current form of constructive engagement is not
working. We did not see any significant movement in the release
of prisoners. There are at least 2,000 political prisoners in jail for
the last couple of years. We did not see any decrease in the persecution of religious minorities. We did not see any decrease in enforcing the one-child policy by forcibly aborting and sterilizing
women who cross the line by having a second child or are pregnant
with their second.
We have seen a disturbing increase in the death penalty. Mr.
Chairman. Amnesty International opposes death penalty without
any reservation, no matter what excuses anyone may have. China
has executed more than 4,600 people last year alone. This is the
minimum number we are talking about. It may be higher.
We, Amnesty International and other human rights organizations, did not get access until now. So if the result speaks for itself,
definitely the current form of constructive engagement is not producing any results.
I would like to move a little bit to say how the Administration
is practicing or enforcing its current form of constructive engagement. They claim that they have raised the issue of human rights,
ranging from political prisoners to torture to issues in Tibet, to religious persecution in private.
The best form of raising the issue in an international forum is
the U.N. Human Rights Commission. We like to congratulate for
at least cosponsoring it, but we found disturbing signals that there
is no solid diplomatic muscle behind those resolutions. The timing,
the last minute of cosponsoring of the resolution, and not putting
enough work or pressure to make sure that it passes, is not producing results. So if that's the form of constructive engagement the
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Administration is talking about, we are really disturbed about their
definition of constructive engagement.
The second issue that I would like toTalk about, is the Administration's practice of constructive engagement. We have no concerns
about President Clinton meeting with President Jiang Zemin. It's
a protocol. But last.December, when the Defense Minister of China,
General Chi visited the United States, President Clinton met with
him in the White House. He was given the red carpet welcome.
General Chi is not only the Minister of Defense, he was also the
commander in charge, when the Tiananmen Square demonstrations were taking place in Beijing.
He had the operational control over the troops in Tiananmen
Square. In effect, he is answerable to the deaths and destruction
that took place in Tiananmen Square in 1989. According to Amnesty International, we have documented at least 1,000 people
were killed. It's a very conservative figure. To this day, no independent inquiry has taken place to investigate why it happened
and who is answerable to these killings.
If this is the constructive engagement the Administration is talking about, if this is the way the Administration wanted to enforce
its constructive engagement, we can bet that the human rights situation in China will go from bad to worse. It's already bad. It may
get worse.
The best analysis of constructive engagement came in the 1996
human rights report of the State Department. If that report is a
yardstick, then the Clinton Administration is getting zero marks
for it, constructive engagement. We welcome active constructive engagement, not passive constructive engagement.
If constructive engagement is a code word to be silent, then we
all should be aware that we should not keep quiet about this conphilosophy that the Administration is pushengagement
structive
ay.
tod
forward
ing
Us interesting to note that the Administration is having a constructive engagement when it comes to trade. They actively promote trade, actively raise their voices when there is a single incident when international trading organizations have any problems
in China. As a policy, Amnesty international does not take a position on MFN. So we are not a sanction organization. But we are
concerned that constructive engagement is actively practiced when
it comes to trade, but it is not at all practiced with that same rigor
when it comes to human rights. We want to ask the Administration
to actively pursue human rights the way you pursue trade.
In a nutshell, Mr. Chairman, the current constructive engagement is a failure. It's sad. It's an utter failure. But there is time
for the Administration to change. There is time for the Administration to become active in terms of pursuing human rights by giving
equal priority to trade and human rights.
Thank you again for invitin gus.
[The prepared statement ofMr. Kumar appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Kumar. I think we should
all sit up and take notice of Amnesty International, which has a
sterling reputation for clarity and fairness and impartiality, whether it be investigating a dictatorship on the right or on the left.
When you say constructive engagement is a failure, I would hope
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that every Member of Congress and the Administration would sit
up and take notice, because it's a very powerful statement. Thank
you for your testimony.
Just let me say that all of your statements will be made a part
of the record. I notice you did that one orally without referring to
your notes. So I do thank you for that.
Mr. KUMAR. I have actually submitted one.
Mr. SMTH. That will be made a part of the record.
Ms. Uighur.
STATEMENT OF RIZVANGUL UIGHUR, UIGHUR REFUGEE
Ms. UIGHUR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Rizvangul
Uighur. I am a Uighur from East Turkistan which the Chinese call
Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. I am very grateful for the opportunity to testify on Chinese human rights abuses in my motherland on behalf of oppressed, forgotten people there. As you can see
from my appearance, I am not a Chinese. My mother tongue is not
Chinese. My culture is Turk culture. The Uighur history has no
connection whatsoever to Chinese. My motherland was taken over
by Chinese Communists in 1950.
It is obvious to everyone, Chinese Government's policy, especially
after implementing the so-called Number 7 Act of the PRC Central
Standing Committee hosted by Mr. Jiang Zemin clearly stated the
discriminatory policy toward the Uighur and other indigenous populations of Eastern Turkistan. I regret that I don't have time to list
all the abuses caused by the PRC. However, I would like to take
this chance to give you what I know about the February 5th and
6th incident of this year which the Chinese Government shamelessly labeled as riot-organized bya small number of separatists.
The reality is nowhere close to the Chinese official description of
the event.
Ghulja is a city with Uighur majority. It's situated in the northern part of Eastern Turkistan. In Uighur cultural tradition, there
are cultural gatherings called Mashrap, a county-level unofficial
soccer competition organized by Uighurs, and some other religious
gatherings. All these normal activities are considered counter-revolutionary activities by Chinese officials, and banned completely.
The purpose is obvious. They want to systematically destroy our
culture, religion, history, and traditional activities and finally to
genocide Uighur as a whole.
Uighurs are born Muslim. It is our religious tradition to gather
together to pray during the holy Ramadan. On the eve of Ramadan
on February5t in Ghulja, ordinary believers were offended by the
arrests of 30 prestigious religious leaders by the Chinese Government. They were shocked by the arrests, especially the young folks
could no longer tolerate. Six hundred young people took to the
streets, walking toward city government, demanding release of
those religious figures. On their way, they were brutally stopped by
police and the paramilitary forces. Police violently dispersed crowds
using electrical clubs, water cannon, and tear gas in the freezing
day..
The second day, an even bigger demonstration was held after
Uighurs all over town heard about the incident. Chinese police and
paramilitary forces were ordered to shoot to the crowd, and killed

167 people, and succeeded in suppressing the rally. Afterwards, the
Chinese policemen arrested over 5,000 demonstrators, including
elder, young women and children in a single day on the charge of
intending to split the motherland, conducting criminal activity, fundamental religious activity, and counter-revolutionary element.
One of my friends was among the arrested. She is only 20 years
old. She described to me what happened to her that day as follows.
Chinese policemen forced all the arrested Uighurs to take off shoes
and stand barefoot on snow for hours. They also released police
dogs to bite them. One by one, the arrested individuals were called
in for questioning. My friend is a devout Muslim. When she was
called in she was asked, "Are you a Muslim?" My friend replied,
"Yes. Of course I am." "Where is your god?" the policeman asked.
-The girl replied, "God is in my heart." Then you would not believe
what the policeman did to her. He tore off her clothes and pressed
a burning cigarette on her bare breast and crudely yelled, "If your
god is in your heart now, ask him now, rescue you now." Afterwards, all the girls from the age of 14 up were locked into Han Chinese male prison cells. The Han prisoners took full advantage of
these innocent souls, and destroyed their spiritual purity.
After the demonstration, we were a little surprised about the patience of the Chinese Government in making open executions. Everything was clear. They were waiting for the United States to
offer Most Favored Nation status to China. Right after MFN was
approved by the Congress, the Chinese Government made the first
open execution of seven Uighurs, and sentenced 23 demonstrators
ranging from 5 years to lifetime. In order to "kill the chicken to
scare the monkeys," Chinese military forces load them on the open
truck guarded with heavily armed soldiers, humiliatedly drove
slowly through the busy Uighur bazaar and neighborhoods. During
that time, crying crowd, including relatives, family members, and
friends of so-called criminals, followed the trucks to say goodbye.
Guess what the Chinese soldiers did? Would you believe such
cruelty could ever happen in a civilized society? They opened fire
on the ordinary crowd. They killed nine Uighurs on the spot, and
injured over 25. Chinese media could not hide the incident, and officially admitted and said that the soldiers opened fire on the
"mobs" who wanted to rescue the criminals, the biggest lie one can
ever create.
I heard Chinese made large-scale secret execution of the demonstrators, religious figures who refused to comply with the government. One of my friend's brothers was among the secretly executed
Uighurs. ,His brother was arrested one night in April after the
Ghulja incident. At 3 p.m. the next day, his father and spouse were
informed to pay a final visit for 5 minutes. The young man was executed afterwards without any judicial trial. Nobody knows where
his dead body is. Many other arrested people, nobody can ask
where are they, and are they alive or not, nobody knows until now.
As I told you in the beginning, I was born an Uighur. I didn't
see any Chinese and I couldn't speak Chinese when I was young.
But now I saw millions of Chinese migrated in mycountry. All of
them are transferred by the Chinese Government. We have already
become-a minority in our own motherland.

Let me give you some more examples of the human rights violations of government that every single Uighur is experiencing nowadays in their own motherland. One, because of the nuclear testing, there are many deformed children, unknown diseases, and all
kinds of untreatable skin diseases. The Chinese Government claims
that nuclear tests are safe and no harm to the Uighurs who live
surrounding the test site. I want to ask Jiang Zemin why doesn't
he let Chinese test their n'.,clear bombs in their own land if it's safe
and harmless to the human. We Uighurs don't need bombs of any
kind.
. Two. The birth control policy toward Uighurs is unbearable. Babies are being killed in delivery rooms without seeing the mother's
face -and the world. Those pure souls died without knowing what
is wrong and who is their mother. The mothers lost their children,
even had no chance to say goodbye to their newborns, whom they
had for 40 weeks of pregnancy, to whom they have many wishes
and in the new life they were dreaming to have with. The reason
for those innocent souls' death is that their mothers have no birth
permission. For those who gave birth to such a child would encounter maltreatment and ignorance in hospital for their violation of
government birth control policy. Many of the mothers die after giving birth from the infection and the other diseases caused by such
treatment. Many of them have no money because many of them
have only money to see a doctor. After all, their family would face
a financial punishment for their violation of government birth control policy.
Three. On a train from Urumqi to Beijing, there were only two
Uighurs including me. Suddenly, we saw two policemen walking di-rectly to us, bypassing all the Chinese in the train. They rudely
yelled to us, "Show us your identification" and searched over all
our belongings. We were so offended and felt deeply humiliated.
But both of us didn't say anything since we know from our experience that if we said something, we would be in big trouble. This
is what every Uighur is experiencing every day, everywhere in the
People's Republic of China.
Four. We were deprived of our religious rights. The government
employees and the workers are not allowed to pray, to attend religious school, or go to Mosques openly. I was warned by a Chinese
official that I had to take off my scarf, otherwise, I could not keep
my job. I was forced to pray secretly at home as a consequence.
Thank you very much for your attention. I sincerely hope you
could help my people by stopping Chinese inhumane treatment of
Uighurs. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Uighur appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much for that heartbreaking story as
to what is happening to the Uighurs. It is well documented, but
largely unknown. So I think that your being here helps to bring the
plight of the Uighurs to Congress, and hopefully by extension to
the country, the United States. So thank you very much.
Mr. Shen Tong.
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STATEMENT OF SHEN TONG, PRESIDENT, DEMOCRACY FOR
CHINA FUND
Mr. SHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My heart is pounding. I
can hardly restrain myself from bursting into tears listening to the
testimony of this Uighur lady. I want you and other Uighur friends
in this room to know that I as an ethnic Chinese, I feel the pain
you are feeling because many of us have gone through the same
thing.
Eight years ago when I first came to this country after fleeing
the massacre in and around Tiananmen Square, one of the first
things I did was to go to a Tibetan gathering to show my condolences for those who are killed under the Chinese regime and my
grieving for the suffering in Tibet.
I often tell myself and tell others, and today I tell myself again
that we're so often focusing on the difficulties and sufferings we
have in the struggle to bring democracy and freedom for China and
freedom for the Chinese people, and often lose sight of other brutalities the Beijing regime has conducted against the ethnic minorities, and special regional minorities within the Chinese borders. So
I hope this, my token of expression can in some way ease your
pain. I believe i speak here not only on behalf of myself, as an ethnic Chinese, but many of those back in China, Chinese who may
or may not know the details of the suffering, but they are with you.
They suffer the same ills and pain from the same regime.
From there, I want to thank Mr. Chairman, Congressman Wolf,
and other Members of this Committee for arranging this opportunity for people like this Uighur lady sitting next to me and for
the survivors of the Chinese democracy movement in exile, myself
and Mr. Harry Wu, and for other Americans who have cared deeply
and continuously about what's going on in that part of the world,
to present the truth in front of the Committee and in front of international media. It is a rare moment, a real opportunity for all of
us. I sincerely, from the bottom of my heart, applaud you for this
effort.
This goes to the heart of what I want to say here today. That
this is a kind of message people in China who are fighting for their
freedoms, either their national self-determination, or basic human
rights in different parts of China, this is a kind of message they
need to hear. Change will happen from within. It must happen
from within. It is happening from within. What the freedom fighters in China need the most is a caring outside world. This is exactly the message Americans in the free world can send to people
back in China.
Before I came to this testimony, I have been thinking about how
I will present huge amounts of human rights abuses that are happening in China ever since 1989, and actually before 1989, the brutal crackdown of our peaceful demonstration in Tiananmen and
other cities across China. It is well documented. The figures have
been out there for many years.
So I thought I may make a unique contribution by just putting
a few faces to those figures, and telling you a few of my personal
friends and close colleagues and their experience, to again, put
their face to what we often hear the figures in thousands, some-
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times tens of thousands in labor camps, even millions, tl~ose nameless people, the victims of that brutal regime.
My close friend and colleague, Wang Dan, today as I'm speaking,
is serving his seventh year sentence in a remote city in the northeastern region of China. He is suffering from a number of diseases,
including prostate disease and pharyngitis. Back in 1989, Wang
Dan was a sophomore at Beijing University, where I was a junior.
Today the 28-year-old dissident has spent 7 of the past 8 years in
various prisons. He was in prison first for his leadership role in the
1989 protest. Later he received an 11-year sentence for continuing
his advocacy for political reform in China during his 14-month interval of freedom.
The man who sentenced him, the President of the Beijing regime,
Jiang Zemin, is in town today, and is meeting with President Clinton tomorrow claiming to represent the world's most populous
country.
A few days ago, I talked to Wang Dan's mother. She is quite exhausted, not only from the years of worry for her son, but also from
the trips she has to take, thousands of kilometers each month to
the prison because the Chinese Government decided not to jail
Wang Dan in his hometown, Beijing, but rather to put him in a remote city in the northeastern region in China called Jinzhou. They
have to travel every month andsometimas suffer from not being
allowed to visit their son, even after they got there.
Wang Dan's mother particularly is depressed because last year,
she decided to defend her son in the secret trial Jiang Zemin s regime has held for Wang Dan. Of course that defense was doomed
to fail as all the other defense for similar cases. As a mother, she
couldn't bear the fact that she could not protect her son from this
unspeakable 11-year sentence against a young person who was just
26 years old.
There are many others, but because of time constraints, I won't
go into many details. Also because what I heard from my co-panelist about the Uighur situation, that I don't think I want to go into
details about the torture stories that I know from the families of
my colleagues and friends back in 1989, who had been in jail and
some of them are still in jail.
Wang Dan and several others I was planning to present, these
are well known dissidents in China. Many of them are well known
internationally. Under the Chinese current regime, these people
are generally treated better than other nameless prisoners. Definitely all the prisoners in the formal prison are in some ways treated better than the forced labor camp, which my co-panelist Harry
Wu is an expert on that administrative punishment system. So you
can imagine what they have to go through in different prisons and
laogai, labor camps.
I want to raise the awareness of other forms of punishment also
in China. That not only prison jails people in China, but rather
there's this coherently conducted police state that using all administrative and even neighborhood committee means to control people
and giving constant harassment through temporary detentions,
workplace harassment, telephone tapping, and sometimes disconnecting lines, tailing people and taking photographs, denying
work opportunities, complicate post-jail life by not issuing an ID
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which is crucial for any travel and finding a job. Even sometimes
planting evidence in order to detain again some of the just-released
prisoners of conscience.
Restricted travel and closing down businesses. To mention just
one, Wei Jingsheng's brother, who had a fairly prosperous commercial firm, was closed down not long ago. In Chen Zeming's case,
even the bank account was frozen; his wife couldn't have the money
to buy the medicine for his illness. So there are many forms of punishment away from prison cells and forced labor camps. It comes
down to the daily life of those people who dare to speak their
minds, who dare to advocate for improvement for human rights
and democracy.
I want to skip many of these cases and go down to the last point
I plan to make. That is, will the Jiang dynasty see a betterment
in the areas of human rights and political reform? The answer is
so far no. Jiang consolidated his power a few months ago in the
first post-Deng Xiaoping Communist Party Congress in China.
Many viewed Jiang as a technocrat during his long rise to power.
Yet he has the same brutal mentality and the real politick as that
of his predecessors, the first generation of Communist revolutionaries.
Jiang participated in the decision to end our 7-week nationwide
peaceful demonstration with the June 4th massacre of 1989. Indeed, he is the biggest benefactor of the massacre. Wang Dan and
other opposition leaders numbering in thousands, have suffered
longer sentences and harsher treatment under Jiang's regime than
they did under Deng.
In addition, Jiang's regime has opening denied 49 exile Chinese
nationalists, including Mr. Wu here and myself, the right to return
home, and continuously driven more dissidents into exile.
Looking at the area of rights, the Clinton Administration's current engagement policy as it is has not improved conditions in
China. Would a tougher human rights policy work? Would that fall
into the designs of the Beijing regime that they can play off Europeans, Japanese, the Canadians? The answer is not a clear one. It
is also beyond the scope of my testimony here.
But two things are very clear here. One is that there's a confusion among the Chinese liberal circles as to where the United
States stands, and subsequently where the free world stands. From
where they are, they see the United States participating in Jiang's
dirty games such as trading Chinese human rights for protection
of American copyrights, trading Chinese political voices of dissent
for the sale of American nuclear power plants.
Two. The liberal stance, as a consequence of this confusion on
policy, has been compromised to xenophobic nationalism in China.
That over the long run and in the short term, is bad for China and
bad for the U.S./China policy.
The reason I focus on the liberal circles in this testimony is that
I believe it is important to focus on them because the best hope for
a positive future for China and for U.S./China relations is internal
liberal political changes, fostered in an international environment
with a resolute stand on liberal principles in regard to constitutional democracy and human rights, as well as a bold and daring
commitment to internal and exile liberal forces.

Current strategies of either containment or engagement have all
overlooked the active role the United States can play in bringing
about internal changes desired by the Chinese people. That this desire exists was clearly demonstrated by the pervasive social mobilization behind the calls for greater freedom and democracy in the
spring of 1989 and continuously demonstrated in the last 8 years
in all the field of, as we call it, the self-assertive civil society. In
their daring act, a new generation of emerging opposition leaders
putting out talk shows and liberal journals, magazines and books,
risking their freedom and risking losing their jobs and their family
being arassed, continually pushing for these changes.
To contain China as some would say in this town I think is not
an option. To engage Beijing is not a policy. President Clinton is
determined to engage with China. But he should lead this Nation
to engage with the real China, the people, and the liberal future
of China, not with the Beijing regime. He should safeguard American values of liberty and democracy, as well as those of American
business and security interests. He should actively support all positive development, including not only economic reform and development, but also the emergence of a civil society and pro-democracy
efforts. In other words, he should contain Beijing and engage with
China.
Americans can provide what Wang Dan and the determined Chinese liberal forces need the most, a genuine connection with the
caring outside world through measures such as monitoring rights,
abuses, including forced abortion practice, which is still widely
practiced in China, pressing for human rights improvement, helping the free flow of information and ideas through the Internet and
Radio Free Asia, directly supporting civil society initiatives, and
sending more observers into the U.S. consulate in China.
While we understand, again, that change has to and will come
from within, but under the current repression, it will be a blessing
if the United States can stand its liberal ground to provide a positive environment for people, for freedom fighters inside China.
Wang Dan is the conscience of a liberal China. He and his colleagues in China and in exile here have the dream to promote a
free society of responsible individuals. Contrary to those in the
Beijing regime and some China experts in the West, we fully understand the torturous path of China's modem history. We have
empathy for the pain that all the people, the people in China endure. We are alert to the complex domestic and international security issues China faces, and subsequently political and social stability that is important for balanced development.
We defer with the Beijing regime on the point of stability. We believe that stability should be for the good of the country, not the
party in power. It should be for the good of the people, of the Chinese people. That stability is only achieved if a prospering China
also develops respect for human rights, rule of law, and accountable democratic government, and responsible and peaceful participation in international affairs. Only then will we have lasting stability based on the time-honored Chinese tradition of what we call
"an zu". That means peace and sufficiency, instead of being rich,
powerful and ruthless.
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While Chinese have the misfortune to be ruled by a police state,
we are hopeful, as we were back in Tiananmen Square, we are determined to continue the struggle to transform the economically reformed China from a one-party dictatorship to a free China. We believe this is a winning cause. While the change must and will come
from within, I call on behalf of Wang Dan and the many other
emerging opposition leaders in China. I call for the support from
the free world. Thank you.
[Theprepared statement of Mr. Shen appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Shen, thank you very much for your articulate
and persuasive statement. It is so utterly troubling that these victims become victims simply because of their concern for their fellow
Chinese, and-as you so aptly made a point of in your opening
comments-the Uighurs.and others in Tibet and elsewhere that are
brutalized by this dictatorship. You are the people who should be
at least informing policy. You are the wave of the future, notwithstanding the Li Pengs and the Jiang Zemins and others who currently occupy those positions.
My hope is that this hearing is part of an ongoing effort to keep
hope alive, to bear witness to the truth, and to document the atrocities as they are occurring, because they are commonplace as you.
pointed out. Forced abortion continues unabated. Religious repression, as has been pointed out, continues unabated. As Mr. Kumar
pointed out so well, the repression has gotten worse in the religious
area since 1994. It's as if they are learning all the lessons in the
Beijing dictatorship.
But there are many of us in Congress that care. The concern is
bipartisan. There are conservatives. There are liberals. There are
moderates. Ultimately, we will have our say, whether it be through
linkages to trade or some other way, constructive engagement will
be given some meaning. As Mr. Lantos pointed out we're not looking for isolation. But we are looking for accountability. I think you
made a very persuasive argument. This current dictatorship needs
to be put on notice that there are many eyes and ears watching
what they do. We will not stand by idly.
Dan Burton, chairman of the Committee on Government Reform
and Oversight, is here and would like to make a comment.
Mr. BURTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I won't take much time.

I would like to thank the people on the panel and congratulate
them on their very eloquent statements. I only wish every Member
of Congress was sitting in this room today and listening to what
we have heard. I think even in the Congress of the United States,
there is not much of an awareness about the horrible atrocities
that are taking place in China and the countries that they now
dominate surrounding China.
I notice that we have some people from the media here. I appreciate those who are in attendance. But this room ought to be filled
with cameras. This room ought to be filled with cameras and news
media people so that they can get the message out.
We have got the President of China in the United States right
now. He's going to be meeting with the President tomorrow and
going to have a big State dinner. We're going to be toasting to him,
the White House is, and patting him on the tack. At the very same
time that we're doing that in this country, our leaders are doing
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that, the President is doing that, millions of people are suffering
in Communist gulags. People are having their human rights violated. The repression is legion throughout that country. The American people are only going to see the President of the United States
toasting the head of that Communist repressive government. It's a
darn shame. It's a darn shame because the media should not only
report upon him being at the White House, but upon what these
people have said here today, who have experienced these atrocities
and have seen them first-hand in Tiananmen Square and the surrounding countries in Tibet and elsewhere. I just think it's tragic
that we in this room are going to be privy to this information, but
verj, few others throughout the country will be. So I am kind of
saa.w
But I can tell you this. That Chris Smith and myself, and my
good friend from American Samoa and those who have been here
today, will not hide our lights under a basket. We will speak out
on behalf of freedom, democracy and human rights in China.
Although the change has to come from within, those of us who
you have enlightened today, who know what's going on, will do our
dead-level best to assist the people in China who want freedom, democracy and human rights. We are our brother's keeper. We need
to be concerned about that. I know we'll do everything we can to
help you. Thank you very much again for being here today. I really
appreciate
it.
Thank you,
Chris.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Burton.
Let me just begin with some questions and note that, at the conclusion of the questioning by the panel, we do have two videos that
we would like to show. One documents some of the testimony that
Ms. Uighur provided for us about whai is going on in her homeland. We also have a document or a video that Mr. Wu has asked
us to play regarding the executions and the use of body parts for
transplant.
Ms. Uighur noted in her statement that the Chinese Government
held off its executions, its murdering of people until MFN was extended. I wonder if the panel could speak to the implications of
that. There are some who say that we should use economic leverage or other leverages like denying a State visit. What was done
by China to obtain this State visit? Nothing. Wei Jingsheng and all
the others continue to languish in prison and be tortured. The torture, as Dr. Keller pointed out, is going on in Tibet. It's not diminishing. It's growing in its usage. Yet, as Mr. Burton pointed out,
we'll be toasting the President of China and this dictatorship tomorrow over at the White House.
What do you think that says about our use or lack of use of the
leverage that we do have at our disposal? This is our domestic policy, what we allow in in terms of trade, which government officials
we receive. It was pointed out as well by one of-our panelists that
General Chi Haotian was treated in an enormously regal manner,
with a 19-gun salute and a red carpet treatment.
Yet the Dalai Lama got short shrift by the Administration, a
drop-in visit, so to speak, rather than a ful-fledged reception when
the Congress overwhelmingly in a bipartisan way said he ought to
be granted a visa to come here, and it wasn't even to visit the
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White House the Beijing dictatorship went ballistic over that.
There were all kinds of repercussions. This is our visa policy, who
we allow in should not be dictated by Beijing. Yet they really seem
in the end to carry the day on that particular issue.
What kind of leverage do we have? Are we using it effectively?
Could you recap some of that? Who would like to begin? Nina?
Ms. SHEA. Yes. I think that we need to be strong y consistent in
the bully pulpit, No. 1. The Administration has been giving mixed
signals on that, I believe. It has not been a strong consistent statement. For example, President Clinton on VOA the other day said
in a broadcast to China that those who disagree with the constructive engagement policy, "We believe they therefore," speaking of
those Who are in opposition to engagement, 'Therefore believe we
should be working harder to contain or even to confront China before it becomes even stronger."
In other words, we want a weak China. We're trying to weaken
China by human rights campaigns. That's exactly what the Chinese are accusing the human rights movement of, in America. That
we want to see a weak China. That is simply not true. We want
to see a strong democratic China that respects international law,
and the God-given human rights of its own people.
Second, the Secretary of State made a statement at Catholic University Law School last week saying that we shouldn't-it was in
the context of criticizing the Wolf-Specter bill, but she was saying
that we should be careful in pointing out religious repression
around the world because we can't expect other countries, we have
to respect their values, their perceptions of culture, particularities
of culture. It was a cultural relativist argument and sort of backing
away, backing off from the universality of human rights. I think
that is a very bad signal to be giving immediately before, especially
right on the eve of this Chinese summit, U.S. summit.
So first a bully pulpit. Second, I think we could be expanding our
religious and human rights coverage inside China in support of
those who are trying to be independent of the government in the
political sphere and in the human rights sphere, and in the religious sphere. Third, I think that we really have been doing a lot
of talking and no one is listening over there. That it is a monolog
we're engaged in, not a dialog. And that therefore, we have to put
some bite into it, and we have to start thinking of sanctions. I for
one, would like to see the People's Liberation Army products
stopped, and directly linked to human rights performance in China.
Mr. SMITH. Dr. Keller.

Dr. KELLER. Well, as I mentioned before, we must point out these
flagrant human rights violations. We must point out that torture
is unacceptable. That the Chinese must agree to abide by the international conventions to which they are a party, including the Convention Against Torture, including the Convention on the Rights of
the Child. So at every opportunity, remind: them of this.
Then I think certainly in the future, before for example, the
President considers a State visit to China, to have certain basic
principles honored, to have access to the prisons, to have access to
monitoring the conditions. I think this is critical.
One of the things the Chinese Government has been so effective
at is keeping individuals out. Even when there have been some vis-
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its, they have been almost staged or ver limited, and you get into
one prison. What we need is access to all prisons based on the policies clearly set out by the International Committee of the Red
Cross and others. But it all starts with, at every opportunity, reminding the Chinese that their flagrant violation of human rights
abuses, for example with regards to torture, are unacceptable and
will not be tolerated.
Mr. SMITH. Before Mr. Kumar responds, when Warren Christopher, the Secretary of State, during the review period when MFN
was linked to human rights by the linton Administration, one of
the things that the Beijing dictatorship floated as a possibility was
to allow the International Committee for the Red Cross to have access to prisons. I think that is something we need to raise again.
If everything is as you say, Mr. President Jiang Zemin, then why
do you disallow unfettered access by people who are totally neutral
observers? They don't take a view. They are not American foreign
policy people. They are not Chinese foreign policy types. They are
people who only care about victims. Why not allow the ICRC to
have access to your prisons? So I think that's something we need
to press very aggressively.
They floated it as a possibility when they saw that they perhaps
didn't need it, because the Administration at that point was speaking out of both sides of their mouth, saying that they are going to
hang tough. Meanwhile, during my visit there, I was hearing from
everyone, including our then Ambassador, Stapleton Roy, that
there ought to be a delinkage.
Every Chinese leader that I met with during that visit, halfway
through when MFN was linked, told me matter of factly right to
my eyeball to eyeball, that 'We're getting MFN and there s no linkage to human rights." They called the Administration's bluff.
I think as you pointed out, when we get to Geneva and try to
argue for human rights, our credibility is compromised, our credibility is lessened on this issue, especially when it's done at the end
of the day in a way that is likely to produce a failure. So we -ieed
to get very serious about this. That would be something that could
be accomplished during this State visit. I would hope Jiang Zemin
could say yes, the ICRC can come in. This dictator as that within
his ability. I think we need to be very frank. Again, I think this
is coming across from the panel, the "dialog" is a monolog, as Ms.
Shea pointed out. When we're talking to people who are not listening, who are not responding, they are playing us for fools.
Mr. Kumar.
Mr. KUMAR. Yes. I touched on this topic in my opening remarks.
I will characterize this with dos and don'ts. Dos are make sure that
you raise the issue of human rights with sincerity. Don't do it because NGO's are asking or because of other pressures. Make sure
you sincerely reflect the issue of human rights when you deal with
them, and let it be part of every negotiation. It should be not be
a single issue. It should be part of every issue.
As! mentioned, the constructive engagement should be an active
constructive engagement, not passive constructive engagement. Active on the same level as trade.
The other issues, don'ts, as of course as I mentioned, giving red
carpet welcomes to people like General Chi, is something you don't
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do. These are the policy issues that hurt U.S. resolve toward sendIng the real signal to the Chinese Government.
So in a nutshell, the Administration should incorporate human
rights in every issue they deal with, be it nuclear issues, be it trade
issues, it should be part and partial of whatever dealings the U.S.
Administration is having with China.
Finally, they should sincerely take'the issue with other countries
in the region as well as around the world to make sure that at
least everyone comes to a basic agreement when they deal with
China. Thank you.
Ms. UiGHuR. I would like to ask this gentleman.
Mr. PAHTA. I am very grateful-

Mr. SMITH. Could you identify yourself, please, for the record?
Mr. PAHTA. Oh. My name is Gulamettin Pahta. I am UighurAmerican. I am the president of the Eastern Turkistan National
Research Center presently. My colleagues asked me to bring her
opinion to you.
As you know, the privatization in China only works for the Han
Chinese government official people, not the local ethnic people. All
factories, all business is occupied by the Han Chinese Government
officials, especially the government people who are the factory
chairmen, or factory's directorate, et cetera. They are buying the
factories for themselves and immediately they fire the other local
ethnic, non-Chinese people. Those people in my former country,
Eastern Turkistan, become unemployed. The new Chinese settlers
steady flow on a daily basis, between 2,000 and 2,800, and monthly
coming almost more than 10,000 to 80,000 Han Chinese settlers
who take the jobs, and our people are jobless. There is no unemploy ment among the Han Chinese.
This way, our suggestion is Most Favored Nation status must be
blocked, and given the condition that if privatization is supposed
to be equal for all the other Chinese citizens who are not Han Chinese; because the Uighur and Tibetans and Mongols, all other nonChinese people, are discriminated against and steadily losing all
kinds of economic opportunities. In my opinion, now more than 80
percent of business is taken over by Han Chinese Government officials. If the local people want to buy a factory and say, "Here is
the money", the Chinese authority will confiscate the money and
say that the money is made by illegal business with drugs or the
like, which is not true. The local people can not do anything.
This way, in my research, my findings indicate that those rich
people in my country are hiding the money, never put in the State
ank because the confiscating or punish them with a certain separatist stamp or nationalist stamps. This way, the people are hiding
the money and keeping under the bed or somewhere else. This way,
those people can not buy the factory because they can not prove
that money was in the bank savings, et cetera. This way, we
strongly urge the Congress the human rights issue is supposed to
be binding very closely and with conditions that the Most Favored
Nation possibly blocked. This will be a very effective policy. Thank
you very much.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.

Mr. Shen, this is something that I think you perhaps are uniquely qualified to answer, although the others may want to comment
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on it too: a visit like this, like the visit of Chi Haotian-the General Defense Secretary who again, was the architect of Tiananmen
Square massacre-what impact does that have on dissidents in
general, and especially those who are incarcerated? Do they know
about it? Does it demoralize them? What does it do?
Mr. SHEN. Well, they certainly, like Jiang's visit, the entire effective State propaganda apparatus is all at work to show the normalization of American attitude toward China. So Chi Haotian's visit,
like Jiang's in that sense, is part of what I was describing in my
testimony of American undetermined policy toward China. They
are creating the confusion among the Chinese people in general,
and particularly among the liberal forces in China. It sends very
bad signals.
I would very quickly focus on two points for your first question.
What the United States can do in using its leverage to engage
China in the right way. First is free flow information and free flow
of ideas will continually empower the liberal forces in China. This
can be done by enforcing and enlarging radio services like Radio
Free Asia, and also actively taking the advantage of the existence
and the booming of the Internet usage in China. That's a large
area that can be used fairly inexpensively, but effectively. So information is one.
Second, is the support for democratic movement in China. I focus
in on this too because this is not a new policy. When President
Clinton delinked human rights and MFN status, he said the establishment of the Radio Free Asia and supporting democratic efforts'
in China will be the supplementary measure. It took the Administration 2 more years from the delink to actual establishment of the
radio. Then we still haven't yet seen any real concrete steps in the
second area. There are so many things that can be done to start
with to be more sensitive about the changes taking place in China
outside the power establishment. There are so many. I can go on
to describe fascinating stories that are largely unknown to the outside.
Our liberal journalists and scholars in our network produce TV
shows focusing on sensitive social issues that can get as many as
40 million viewers in China. That was shot down very quickly.
These kinds of things, in publishing and books and journals and so
on, can be supported. We don't nee to parachute into agents or reinvent the wheel, because it's happening in China. The United
States can be more sensitive to these developments by sending observers in the consulate and sending direct support for these kinds
of activities.
Mr. SMiTH. Let me just ask a couple of final questions, and thank
you again for your fine testimony. I guess Nina Shea, this would
be to you. Especially since there are some who are. suggesting that
religious freedom somehow is on the rise, that with the increase in
commerce, somehow the good infection of freedom is taking hold.
Last night I was on the Christopher Matthews show, Hard Ball.
A very well known political consultant who has apparently enormous financial transactions with China made the point that he's
been to a Catholic church in Beijing, and there are all kinds of worshippers there exercising their religious belief. Yet as we all know,
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increasingly there is repression against the churches. Amnesty has

testified today it has gotten worse since 1994.
I'll never forget meeting with the Chamber of Commerce in
Beijing during one of my human rights trips. I got that same line,
"Come with me and IIl show you a church that is open." Of course
there is surveillance. You pointed out that nobody under the age
of 18 attends, certain books of the bible have been excised, the book
of Revelation, for example, has been gaken out, as a way of censoring the message. Also there is censoring of the message in terms
of homilies or speeches from the podium by a priest.
Why is it that so many in our business community and so many
Americans seem to be so gullible in accepting this Potemkin village
of religious liberty that is painted for the West?
Ms. SHEA. Wellthat's right. There is a two-track system, in that
if you join the controlled religions, the State-sanctioned registered,
controlled and paid for actually, supported churches, you are relatively left alone, although you are restricted in what you can say
and who can say what to whom, and where you can say it and
what you can do. The churches are growing astronomically, both
underground and above ground, both Catholic and Protestant. I
think that they are growing despite or maybe perhaps because of
the persecution. That has always been a phenomenon in Christian
history, at least, that there's been increase in Christian believers
as persecution intensifies.
But there is no doubt that there is persecution against those in
the underground churches. We hhd the most famous Protestant
preacher arrested, I mean sentenced to one of the longest prison
terms, 10 years at the end of last month. We had a Catholic bishop
arrested, Bishop Su Zhimin, whom you met with several years ago,
re-arrested just on October 8. The State Department called to tell
me that he had been released over the weekend, but then when I
checked through our networks, through the Cardinal Kung Foundation, no one has seen this bishop since his release. Some of the
local Catholics tried to visit him and could not get near his residence because it was blocked by guards. Therefore, if he has been
released, he is either in hiding or he is in his apartment under
house arrest.
So we have documented many names and cases. We present 30
in our testimony today, top priority cases. These include 10 Catholic bishops. The Vatican, I think really in a very unusual step 4
days ago came out with a statement very harshly critical of the
Chinese Government, and some of the players in the religious affairs bureau as well.
Mr. SwMTH. Let me just say, sometimes people view human rights

in isolation as if it is those people, the do-gooders, who are concerned about somebody who may be in trouble. It gets trivialized
because of that. Can you provide us some insights, anybody on the
panel or all of you, as to the inter-connectedness? It seems to me
that if you can't trust a regime as to how it treats its own people,
how do you trust them on proliferation issues? If they use torture
in Tibet and elsewhere, as Dr. Keller testified, and do unspeakable
things to their own people with cattle prods, how do you trust them
when it comes to intellectual property rights and contract law?
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A message that seems to not have gotten through to enough peopie yet, particularly in the Administration and some in Congress,
is that ifthey fail on this test, they are more than likely going to
fail on these other tests. Then there's security issues involved, and
then there's trade issues involved. Even information as with regard
to the economic situation as it exists on the ground in China is
censored. So how do you make decisions economically speaking
when it's doctored information?
The MOU, the memorandum of understanding that we have on
gulag labor, is a totally flawed, non-implemented document. We
have no access to their prisons to speak of. You might want to
touch on that interconnectedness to security and to trade.
Dr. KELLER. Well, one thing I would say, I think it all begins
with whether you are a health professional such as my self, a
human rights monitor, or an individual who has suffered at the
hands of the Chinese. I think you must bear witness, you must
speak out. As the Dalai Lama said to me, you must not whisper,
you must not talk you must shout about what you have seen. You
must shout articulately, but nonetheless, make your points, make
your points consistently.
I think what we tried to do is to hold up to the world a mirror
of what in fact is happening. I think many of the things we described, many of the forms of torture I described are horrible. We
want to think these things don't happen. Unfortunately, we must
remind the world, our own Government, our fellow citizens at every
opportunity, that yes in fact these things do happen, and yes in
fact there are things that we can do to make a difference to stop
them.
Ms. SHEA. I just want to add that the Vatican document of October 24, was in response, it was a denunciation actually of a white
paper, a so-called white paper the Chinese Government itself issued on religion. The Vatican just dismissed it in no uncertain
terms saying it was a propaganda pamphlet. So I think that goes
to your point, that how can we believe them when everything they
say has proven to be false, and for their own propaganda advantage. Keep that in mind in the nuclearproliferation area as well.
Mr. SMITH. I want to thank our very distinguished witnesses'for
their excellent testimony. I do believe you have borne witness to
the truth. I hope that the message goes out during this week of
public relations and diplomacy, which often puts the truth, the
hard realities under the table in the interests of the smiles and the
handshakes. This information you have provided, especially as it
relates to things like torture, will not be forgotten, will be kept
foursquare in front of everyone, especially Congress and the President.
We do have these two videos for those who would like to stay and
view them, but the hearing will be adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.]

APPENDIX
Statement of Representative Christopher H. Smith
Chairman, Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights
Five years ago, when our current President was a candidate for the office
he now holds, he described the Bush Administration's relationship with the
government of China in two words: "coddling dictators."

Some of us had hope

that President Clinton would transform the U.S. - China relationship by putting
respect for human rights and democracy at its very center. Instead, the Clinton
Administration has coddled dictators as few have coddled before. The arrival in
Washington this afternoon of Communist Party Chairman Jiang Zemin [JAHNG
Zhe-MINN] represents the culmination of our government's tragic twenty-five
year unrequited love affair with the Beijing regime.

The occasion of Jiang's visit will be marked by literally dozens of official
U.S. government functions. As far as I have been able to determine, this hearing
represents the only one of those official functions at which China's record on
human rights will be publicly discussed.

When I first proposed holding this hearing, I heard from some Republican,
and some Democrats that it would be ir.appropriate --- even in poor taste --- to
(39)
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discuss such sensitive questions while Jiang is in town. With respect, this kind of
criticism gets it exactly backwards. Torture, mass public executions, forced
abortion and sterilization, the arrest and imprisonment of democracy advocates
and religious believers --- these are in poor taste. Bearing witness to these
atrocities, telling the whole truth about them, is the best way I can think of to
say, "Welcome to America, Mr. Jiang."

Today's hearing will serve at least two important purposes. First, the
testimony of our distinguished witnesses will focus the attention of Americans on
what life is really like in the People's Republic of China. Second, the hearing
might help President Jiang understand America and Americans.

With all due respect, he has a lot to learn. A few days ago, on the eve of
his departure for the United States, Jiang gave an interview to the Washington
Post. The Post reporters described him as "candid" and "animated." Among
Jiang's many candid and animated observations was this one: that Einstein's
theory of relativity applies not only to physics but also to politics, so that the
content of human rights will differ from country to country. After the interview,
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one of his aides was quoted as saying: "We try to do a P.R. job. We understand
this is necessary."

This Sunday, just before leaving for the United States, Chairman Jiang
continued the P.R. job by announcing that China would adhere to an international
social and economic convention having to do with such things as the right to be
free from disparities in income levels. He conspicuously omitted any references
to more important international conventions that require respect for democracy,
political and religious freedom, and due process of law. Ironically, this
distinction is the same one that American defenders of the Soviet Union used to
make in defense of Stalin's worst excesses: they would say that no matter how
many innocent people the Soviet government might kill, it was doing a better job
than Western governments at eliminating the disparity between the rich and the
poor. So this is a P.R. job that has been going on for seventy years. The
rhetoric of cultural relativism and moral equivalence has long been used to try to
blur the distinction between totalitarianism and freedom. . The apologists tell us
not even Jiang, not even Stalin.
not to worry, nobody is against human rights --But your actual human rights may vary.
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In America, Mr. Jiang, we reject this sort of thinking. As Thomas
Jefferson wrote in the Declaration of Independence, we human beings are
endowed by our Creator with certain inalienable rights.

These rights are not

relative but absolute. They do not come from governments, and no government
has a right to deny them. Einstein and Jefferson got it right; Stalin and Hitler and
Mao got it wrong.

In 1994, the Clinton Administration de-linked Most Favored Nation status
from human rights. According to our State Department's Country Report on
Human Rights Practices for China, since then there has been significant
regression rather than progress on every important human rights question: there
are more political prisoners, more summary executions, a more brutal regime in
Tibet, tighter controls on political and religious expression today than in 1994.

The State Department's Human Rights Report for 1996 reflects the
remarkable end result of a policy which fails to seriously address concerns of
human rights: "All public dissent against the party and government was
effectively silenced by intimidation, exile, the imposition of prison terms,
administrative detention, or house arrest. No dissidents were known to be active
4

at year's end." (Emphasis added.)

In other words, "engagement" appears to

have failed beyond our wildest expectations: dissent has been not just stifled but
silenced altogether.

It seems the more we engage the Beijing dictatorship, the worse it gets.
Just today I received two letters. One is from His Eminence Cardinal Ignatius
Kung, who urges Chairman Jiang to free four Catholic bishops, as well as the
many Catholic clergy and believers who are imprisoned in China just for
practicing their faith. Another letter is from David Burke, the Chairman of theU.S. Broadcasting Board of Governors, who points out that the Chinese
government has recently begun jamming the broadcasts of Radio Free Asia,
which brings the Chinese people the news they would get if their government
permitted freedom of information and expression. These letters will be made part
of the record.

Another atrocity that has gotten even worse in recent years is forced
abortion. Although the Chinese government officially claims that it does not
permit physical coercion as a means of enforcing the "one-child policy," it has
been widely and credibly reported that the birth control officials charged with
5

carrying out this policy routinely compel women to abort their "unauthorized"
unborn children. The usual method is intense "persuasion," using all the
economic, social, and psychological tools the state has at its disposal. When
these methods fail, women are often taken physically to the abortion facility.
Forced abortions can be performed very late in pregnancy, even in the ninth
month. Sometimes the baby's skull is crushed with forceps as it emerges from
the birth canal. Either the woman or her husband may then be forcibly sterilized.

Amnesty International recently reported on a one-child policy compliance
campaign in two villages in Hebei Province. The campaign was reportedly
carried out under the slogan, "Better to have more graves than more than one
child."

In order to dissuade local birth control officials from resorting to forced
abortion and forced sterilization as means to the end of population control,
Chairman Jiang's government must dismantle much of the coercive apparatus that
characterizes the population control program. Women in China are required to
obtain a birth coupon before conceiving a child. Chinese women are hounded by

the population control police, and that even their menstrual cycles are pubicly
monitored as one means of ensuring compliance,

Despite all the evidence, the Clinton Administration still maintains that
"engagement" is the best way to promote human rights in China. We invited the
Administration to come to the hearing today and make its best case that three
years of engagement have resulted in improvements rather than deterioration in
the human rights situation. The Administration chose not to come.

Fortunately, we do have six distinguished witnesses who will share with us
the details of the China human rights story: torture in Tibet, ethnic and religious.
persecution in Xinjiang [Shin-JAHNG], imprisonment of Christians and others
for practicing their religions, the harvesting of organs from executed prisoners,
the continuing suppression of democracy in the wake of the Tiananmen massacre,
forced abortions, coercive sterilizations, and other outrages.

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses.
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Statement of Harry Wu
Executive Director, Laogai Research Foundation
"US-China Relations and Human Rights: Is Constructive Engagement Working".
Before the United States House of Representatives
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights
October 28, 1997

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear before this Committee.
My name is Harry Wu. I am Executive Director of the Laogai Research Foundation.
First I want to truly thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your constant belief that the
cause of human rights is our moral duty, not as Americans, but as human beings. You
have used your position to clearly advance these beliefs. It is my honor to once again sit
before you and speak the truth.
As we sit here to look at China with a critical eye, it is not because we have any

ill-intentions or ulterior motives, but because there are serious human rights problems in
China. These horrors are happening right now, all across the country. They cannot be
denied by anyone who seeks the facts. All of today's witnesses will speak the truth of
today's China. As we all hope for what China may become in the future, we must work
endlessly to improve the lives of the Chinese people. The best method to help the
Chinese is to confront the Chinese communist government about their treatment of their
citizens. To confront them, forcefully and publicly, and insist that they change. The
American people want to see a change. The Chinese people are increasingly calling for
change. Only the communist Chinese government fears the changes we demand. The
Chinese Communists fear the concepts of human rights because if the Chinese people
have these basic rights, freedom of association, freedom of speech, freedom from torture
and abuse, then they themselves will stand up and confront the communist dictatorship.
Only the Chinese can change their situation. The partnerships between foreign money
and China's communist elite will not foster real change in China. Without institutions
that respect human rights, economic growth is simply the construction of an empty shell.
Yet, we see the 21-gun salute of the head of the Chinese communist dictatorship
by the President of the United States. Why? The two governments can communicate on
the many issues at hand in many ways. Why welcome this man, this communist killer, to
the White House? Has anything changed in China that we can point to as an
improvement in the treatment of China's people? In 1995, the Chinese government
wanted a state visit, but the Clinton administration refused. What changed their mind? I
don't have the answer to this question, but the President should be asked why.
I want to talk today about an ugly practice in China. A practice that shows the
total disregard the Chinese government has for the rights of its people. I recently worked

with ABC to further document how the organs from executed prisoners are for sale on the
open market, even here in the US. After my testimony, I would like to ask that the ABC
PrimetimeLive segment be submitted for the record.
In 1983, I saw a mass execution of more than 45 prisoners in China. The
condemned men were paraded through the streets as a show of strength by the
dictatorship. Then they were lined up in front of a huge group of men, women, and
young children, and shot.
In 1985, 1 was given an official Chinese government document that shocked me.
The title tells of its contents: "On the Use of Dead Bodies or Organs from Condemned
Criminals.". This directive came from the central government judiciary department, the
prosecutors, the police, the public health department and the civil administration
department. The document says that because of advances in medical sciences in China
that allow for successful transplant surgeries, "the following measures are formulated on
the use of the dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals." The procedures said
that the condemned are to be executed immediately by means of shooting. Bodies can
then be used if they are not collected by the families, if the condemned prisoners
consented to donate, or if the families consented. It continues to direct the hospitals and
the courts how to coordinate and carry out the execution process. It states:
"Use of dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals must be kept strictly
confidential .... Only in real need, and upon the approval of the People's court
executing the death penalty, can the operation vehicles from medical institutions
be allowed entry into the execution ground to remove organs, but vehicles with
the logo of medical institutions are not to be used and white clinic garments are
not to be worn. The execution ground should be guarded until the operation is
completed."
This document was not published and released until 1990. Yet this is the
guideline that acts today as the official policy on harvesting organs from China's death
row prisoners. This practice is barbaric. A government may have a policy to execute
criminals, but it is against all basic rights to then steal the organs of the dead man or
woman.

In 1994, I conducted an interview with an official of a hospital in China who said:
"The sources of our kidneys can be from donors who have died in traffic accidents
or from 'brain-dead' people. If the donors are 'brain dead', we contact the
appropriate government units to find out when we can obtain the organs ....
Policies of the state do not permit contact with our donors .... Things in our
country are different from yours. We can do what is impossible from the legal
point of view in your country. As to contact with the kidney donors, it is
impermissible. But we do guarantee that our kidneys are healthy and are of
excellent quality."
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The doctors and hospital officials in China are very careful not to discuss how
such 'brain dead' donors died. No consent forms are given to patients, In China, there
are very few families that would consent for prisoners to donate their organs, and there
are even fewer prisoners that would themselves consent to donate. But the true source of
the organs are an 'open secret' among the patients who have traveled to China for kidney
transplants.
I have worked to document the entire process of executions and organ transplants
in China. Earlier this year, I interviewed a woman from Thailand who confirmed that the
organ she received in China was from an executed prisoner. She was told of its source by
the staff at a military hospital in Guangzhou. After she returned to Thailand, she told
others about the secrets regarding executed prisoners and organs in China. Her case is
not rare, but she is the first person I have found willing to talk about what she went
through. I hoped that Apple Yoonuch could be here today, but you will hear her story in
the program.
In the investigation with ABC News, we found an advertisement in a New Yorkbases Chinese-language newspaper. It said, "Organ Transplant in China. Don't miss the
opportunity. Call." The number led us to Dr. Dai Yong, a student at the University of
Bridgeport (CT), and his wife. Unlike the doctors in China, the two brokers were more
open about the source of the organs. Ms. Dai said:
"Regarding the prisoners' health, they are all given physical check-ups and blood
tests. They don't carry hepatitis or anything like that. All those carrying diseases
will be excluded. You see, there are so many criminals, they have a lot to choose
from ......
We were not the first people who were sold an organ by these people. This
couple are still in the States. It is illegal in the United States to sell organs. I fully expect
that the Justice Department will investigate this case and quickly take proper action.
As Mrs. Dai said, "they have a lot to choose from." Chinese medical journals
show that the number of Chinese kidney transplant cases is growing year after year. In
1991, there were 1,771 cases; in 1992, 1,905; in 1995, there were 2,382 cases; in 1996,
there were 2,792. Chinese sources say that by the end of 1996, there were 18,759 kidney
transplant cases. I'd like to submit abstracts from these articles from the Chinese Journal
of Organ Transplantation that provide these figures for the record.
At the same time, the number of recorded executions, as documented by Amnesty
International, is also growing. According to Amnesty, there were 3,110 individuals
condemned to death in China in 1995, with 2,190 recorded executions. According to its
report for 1996, Amnesty documented 6,100 death sentences and recorded 4,367 known
executions. I don't know how many of these poor men and women were used for their
organs.
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Our research has identified 88 different facilities in China that carry out kidney
transplants. Chinese sources show that a large number of the largest hospitals are run by
the Chinese military, th- People's Liberation Army (PLA). Of the three facilities that
have performed more than 1,000 kidney transplant procedures in their history, two are
military medical university hospitals. Of the 11 facilities that carried out more than 100
transplants in 1996, 6 were military medical university hospitals. The central role of the
military hospitals in the systematic harvesting of prisoner's organs shows further the total
involvement of all institutions of the Chinese government in this disgusting process. The
use of executed prisoners' organs is a coordinated government policy, sanctioned by the
communist regime, and it lines the pockets of officials and the military with blood
money.
The Clinton Administration has tried to deny this practice exists. The Chinese
government has lied and lied about this shameful practice. The facts presented today
prove them wrong.
I want this practice stopped. I want the Congress and Administration to do all it
can dwing Jiang Zemin's visit to tell him we know he is lying, we know that this is going
on in China today, and we want it stopped. Jiang has the power to stop it. But without
clear, constant, public condemnation, then the communist government will allow this
disgraceful practice to continue. I call upon President Clinton to raise this issue
tomorrow in his face to face discussions with Jiang. If the President does not confront
China and force it to face its ugliest practices, then the Chinese will know that their
behavior has no consequences.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for taking a leading position in the Congress on this
issue. Thank you.

Appendix I

Provisional Regulations of
The Supreme People's Court, The Supreme People's Procuratorate,
Ministry of Public Security, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Public Health
and Ministry of Civil Affairs
on the Use of Dead Bodies or Organs From Condemned Criminals
October 9, 1984
TO:
The Supreme People's Court; The People's Procuratorate; Department (Bureau) of Public
Security; Department (Bureau) of Justice; Department (Bureau) of Public Health; Department

(Bureau) of Civil Affairs
at Provincial and Autonomous Region levels and of centrally-controlled Municipalities:
With the development of the medical science in our country, some hospitals, medical
institutions and units involved in medical education and scientific research have put forward
proposals concerning the use of the dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals in scientific
research or organ transplantations. In order to support the development of the medical science
and to change social customs and traditional habits, with the strict implementation of the legal
provisions and being aware of the political impact as prerequisite, the following measures are
formulated in relation to the use of the dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals:
I. Those criminals who are sentenced to death and executed immediately must "be executed
by means of shooting" in light of the relevant provision in the Criminal Law. When the execution
is over, the dead bodies could be otherwise dealt with only after death is confirmed by the
supervising procurator on the spot.
11.The dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals after execution or the remains can be
collected by their family members.
[II. The dead bodies or organs of the following categories of the, condemned criminals can be
made use of:
I. The uncollected dead bodies or the ones thaI the family members refuse to collect:
2. Those condemned criminals who volunteer to ive their dead bodies or organs to the
medical institutions;
3. Upon the approval of the family members.
IV. The following provisions must be observed regarding the use of dead bodies or organs
from 'ndened criminals:
I. The units making use of the dead bodies or organs must maintain the technical level of
and be provided with equipment necessary for the medical scientific research or
transplantation, they must be examined, approved ind granted "special permits" by
13

Department (Bureau) of Public Health of the provinces or autonomous regions within
whose jurisdiction these units are located, and they must go to Bureau of Public Health
of the Municipality or District for record.
2. The use of dead bodies shall be arranged in an unified way by Bureau of Public Health
of the Municipality or Prefecture, which shall contact the People's Court and the units
using the dead bodies respectively in accordance with the order of importance and
urgency and the principle of comprehensive use.
3. After the execution order of death penalty is issued, and there are dead bodies that
can be directly used, the People's Court should inform in advance Bureau of Public
Health of the Municipality or Prefecture, which shall pass on the information to the units
using the dead bodies and grant them permits to use the dead bodies, copies should be
sent to the People's Court responsible for the execution of death penalty and the People's
Procuratorae in charge of the on-the-spot supervision. The units using the dead bodies
should contact the People's Court on their own initiative, within the prescribed time
limits of the execution ofceath penalty by the People's Court.
As to the dead bodies that could be used only upon the approval of the family members,
the People's Court is to inform the department in charge of public health which with
consult the family members, and consequently reach written agreement in relation to the
scope of use, disposal after use, disposal expenses and economic compensation and etc.
Bureau of Public Health of the Municipality or Prefecture shall, according to the
agreement, grant the units the certificates to use the dead bodies, copies should be sent
to the units concerned.
When the condemned criminals volunteer to give their dead bodies to the medical
institutions, there should be formal written certificates or records duly signed by the
same, which should be kept in the People's Court for future reference.
4. Use ofthe dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals must be kept strictly
Confidential. attention must be paid to the effect they should in general be used within
theiuniis. Only in real need, and upon the approval of the People's Court executing the
death penalty, can the operation vehicles from medical institutions be allowed entry into
the execution pEound to reiiove organs. but vehicles with the logo of medical institutions
are not tg be u Ad. and white clinic garments are not to be worn. The execution pound
should be guarded against before the operation is completed.
5. After the dead bodies are used. the crematory shall assist the units in timely cremation;
in case there is need to bury or to deal with otherwise, the units using the dead bodies
shall bear the responsibility; if the family members wish to collect the remains, the
People's Court is to inform them to collect at the crematory.
V. In areas densely inhabited by the Han nationality, in principle, the dead bodies or organs
from the condemned criminals of minority nationalities are not to be used.
In areas inhabited by minority nationalities, respect should be shown to the mourning and
funeral customs in the implementation of the Regulations.
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A New Landmark in the Progress of Organ Transplantation in Our Country:
Remembering the Chinese Medical Association 1996 National Organ Transplantation
Research Annual Meeting
by Xia Suisheng
First, regarding kidney transplantation at the end of 1995, the country already
accumulated 15,976 cases, and in the 1995-1996 period there were new developments. In
1995, (we) set a new national record by exceeding 2,000 cases, reaching 2,382 cases. At
the time of the last meeting, the two units of Beijing Friendship Hospital and Shanghai
Second Military Medical University subordinate Long March Hospital exceeded 1,000
cases, and at that time there were many unites which already exceeded 800 cases.
Competition has been hot, and recently a third unit to surpass 1,000 cases has appeared, it
is First Military Medical University's Nanfang Hospital.
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Statistics for 1996 National Kidney Transplantations
Chinese Journal of Organ Transplantation Publishing Committee
Organ Transplant Register Office
According to incomplete statistics, in 1996 the entire country carried out 2,792
kidney transplant cases. Those units whose annual transplant figure surpassed 100 cases
include: Beijing Friendship Hospital, First Military Medical University subordinate
Nanfang Hospital, Zhongshan (Sun Yat-sen) Medical University subordinate First
Hospital, People's Liberation Army General Hospital, Second Military Medical
University subordinate Changzheng (Long March) Hospital, First Military Medical
University subordinate Zhujiang (Pearl River) Hospital, Tongji Medical University Organ
Transplant Research Center, Nanjing Military District Fuzhou General Hospital, Zhejiang
Medical University subordinate First Hospital, Third Military Medical University
subordinate Xinqiao (New Bridge) Hospital and Xi'an Medical University subordinate
First Hospital.
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(Commercial break)
Blood Money
ANNOUNCER: PrimeTime -- now from
New York, Diane Sawyer.
Good
DIANE SAWYER, ABC News:
to PnmeTime.
evening, and welcome
Tonight, we bring you a story we are sure that
you have never seen before. We have learned
that human organs are being harvested from
executed Chinese prisoners and then sold to
patWnts around the world, including here in
the United States.
Wcll, human rights
How many?
organizations estimate that since 1990, more
than 10,000 kidneys from Chinese prisoners
have been sold, potentially bringing in tens of
millions of dollars to the Chinese military.
For the past three months, chief
investigative correspondent Brian Rosa has
followed what is really a black market in
human organs. As we begin, you should
know that this report contains scenes of
stand as a
gruhic
warning. violence, and we let it
BRIAN ROSS, ABC News (voice-over):
On a sunny day in New York City, in a
hotel room overlooking Central Park. we
saw and hoard something that for years
the United States government has
Officially maintained does not happen.
But our undercover videotape tells a
different story, documenting for the first
ime in this country a grisly, but lucrative
international black market - the buying
and selling of human mwgans. In this case,
a kidney from the bodies of prisoners
executed far away in China.
Dr. DAI (pb) (througb translator):
You will surely be satisfied with the
arrangements for you, and the

operaion will surely be successful. I
can guarantee this, no problem.
BRIAN ROSS (voice-over): This was
the staring point of a three-month
PrimeTinde Live investigation that took us
from Cenal Park south in New York City
to the bck aleys of Hong Kong. to a
restricted' military hospital in southern
China, equipped with the latest in
American medical technology.
GUTTMAN,
'RONALD
Dr.
InternaillInal Transplatation Society:
It's a monhy-making operation. They're in
business. !This is an industry. And they're
moving it!around the world.
BRIAN IOSS (voice-over): Dr. Ronald
OutrnIan, an advixr to the International
Transph nation Society, says it's been an
open se4rt among doctors who do
transplant that the Chinese military has
been selling the kidneys of executed
prisoners :- perhaps thousands of them.
since the l t 19801.
Jn my
Dr. RONALD GUTTMAN:
opinion, a very barbaric and disgusting
kind of pr ctice. It makes me cringe. And
I think exlosing it is very important.
It's a
BRIAN ROSS (voice-over):
question of supply and demand, a ready
supply ofjprisoners to be executed, like
these men, and a huge, uunet demand for
kidneys around the world. This Chines
military iideotape made in 1992, and
never inteipded to be seen outside official
circles, stlows the condemned men and
women p iirded through the streets on
their way o n execution field.
This s a country which last year
executed lore than 4,000 people. Some
just petty thieves. It's not known what
crimes thes prisoners were convicted of
or whetheE the organs of any of them were
I
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about to be sold. But the tap* shows
guards precisely lining up their guns at the
base of the skull. That makes retrieval of
kidneys and organs much easier. And Dr.
Guttman says certain medical preparations
begin well before the execution.
Dr. RONALD GUTTMAN:
They're
given ann-coagulant drugs so the blood
won't clot when they're executed. They're
given muscle relaxants.
BRIAN ROSS (voice-ver): And then,
with a large crowd watching, the
command is given.
SOLDIER: Fire!
(Gunshot.s)
Dr. ZHOU WEI CHENG (pb) (through
translator): After the execution, doctors
removed the prisoner and placed him in
the ambulance.
BRIAN ROSS (voice-over): A Chinese
doctor, Zhou Wei Chang, who now lives
m Atlanta, told us what happens once the
prisoners are dead, based on what he saw
at his hospital just before he fled China in
1994.
Dr. ZHOU WEI CHENG throughh
translator): First, there was a cut from
the back to extract the kidneys. Dr. Chen
(ph) from the surgical department also
took out the eyeballs and a piece of skin
from the dead prisoner's abdomen. The
orthopedist cut out one section of the bone
from the lower leg.
All the extracted
organs were placed in a special kind of
liquid to maintain the freshnos.
Then they rushed back to the hospital.
In the hospital, two patients were lying on
the operating table waiting for the
transplants. When the ambulance arrived,
ihe kidneys were placed into the patients'
bodies. All the other organs were only for
laboratory expcrimvnts.

HARY

WU,

Former

Political

Prisoner:. The rifle right away placed in
the back.:
BRIAN ROSS (vole-over): The graphic
tape was! secretly removed from military
archives.Snd smuggled out of China by an
underground group of dissidents and
provided to PrimeTime Live by a former
political prisoner who spent almost 19
years in Chinese pnson and has become
China's Most outspoken and despised
critic. Harry Wu.
HARRY WU:
This is fundamental
violation Of human rights.
BRIAN IqOSS (voice-over): For the last
three years, Wu has been traveling the
world trying to expose the black market in
prisoners' body parts, which Wu says has
spread hrm Asia to Europe and now to
the UniteC
4 States, as he showed us with a
recent c6py of a Chinese language
newspaper published in New York.
HARRY WI):
There's a small piece
advertiserqmnt right here.
BRIAN ROSS (on camera): What does
that say?
HARRY iWtJ:
"Kidney transplant in
Mainland: China.
Don't miss the
opportunity. Call."
BRIAN ROSS (voice-over): So we did.
Our call Ito the advertised number in
Bridgeport. Connecticut. led to this
meeting i4 a New York City hotel with a
Chinese doctor and his wife, a Dr. and
Mrs. Dai, who -- with our hidden camera
rolling -- told us they had already helped
provide 4idneys for several Americans
but, that because of Harry Wu. everything
had to be optr very quiet.
Dr. 0A1
(through translator):
You've4 probably heard of Harry Wu. I
have to be careful because people

calling us might have the same agenda
as Harry Wu. We are fully aware of
the sensitive nature of this issue.

Usually we don't talk about this.
BRiS ROSS (voice-over): With the
help of a woman who works with Harry
*Wu, we told the Chinese doctor that a
kidney was needed for a sick brother. The
doctor told us no problem, that he knew. a
month in advance, that a new batch of
prisoners' kidneys would soon be
available.
Dr. DAJ (tbrongb transistor): At
the end of July, there will definitely be
kidney sources that will match your
brother's situation, in age and
everything. If you are willing to go
there around the 20th of July to
receive a kidney from the July batch.
BRIAN ROSS (voie.-over): The total
price for a transplanted kidney, according
to Dr. Dai, S30.000 in cash, with a
downpayment to be made in New York.
Mr. DAN (through tramlator): If
you decide to go ahead with this, then
you pay us S5,000, and we will order
and reserve a kidney and a bed in the
hospital.
RL4N ROSS (voice-over):
The
hospital we were to be sent to ina hospital
which, as the sign outside in English says,
belonp to the PLA, the Peoples'
Liberation Army, called the Nanfang
Hospital, three hours north of Hong Kong.
We came here as tourists, givem the
Chinese government's denial that it's in
the business of selling orgas of executed
prisoners, and we asked two Chinese
dissidents to carry a hidden camera inside.
This is the heat of the military's
kidney business, an elabortte medical
complex where patients told us numbers
I
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foreign had just received or were
waiting to receive kidney transplants
among hW~dreds of foreigners who have
received kidneys here in the last few
yCars.
;
APPLE
YOONUCH,
Transplant
Patient: just talked to the doctor...
BRIAN ROSS (voice-over): One of
them wav 38-year-old Apple Yoonuch of
Bangkok.
APPLE liOONUCH: First time, I asked
the docto, "Where, where can I get a
kidney?" I And they said, "From a
prisoner."I
BRIAN 'ROSS (voice-over):
That
prisoner's kidney is now in her body, and
even though it saved her life, the
experience has left Ms. Yoonuch full of
regret andlwilling to talk with PrimeTime,
breaking the circle of silence that has
swrroundea4 what goes on at the Nanfang
military hospital. First, she said, doctors
in China; took her blood and tissue
samples 4w
then sent her home to wait.
APPLE VOONUCH: Third of January,
the doctorJ called me that there will be an
execution. It means that prisoners, some
prisoners
going to be shot dead.
BRIAN
SS (on camera): And one of
them mat
up with you?
APPLE
NUCH: Yes. So I have to
come ov

and prepare myself to be -- to

get the oration, kidney operation.
BRIAN 4DSS (velc4ver): Six days
later, according to the local paper, 45
prisoners were sentenced to death and
executed in the same day, including one
who ppacntly, even before he had been
sentenced to death, was found to have the
same blod and tissue type as Apple
Yoonuch

(on camera) So they were shot in the
morning, and the transplant was in the
-

afternoon?

APPLE YOONUCH: In the afternoon,
yes.
BRIAN ROSS: Were there also other
people who got transplants?
APPLE YOONUCH: Yes, yes.
BRIAN ROSS:
With kidneys from
executed prisoners?
,APPLE YOONUCH: Yes.
BRIAN ROSS (voice-over):
In the
course of our investigation, we also found
that a big American corporation had
played an important role here -- the W.R.
Grace Company, which, through a joint
business venture with the Chinese army,
equipped and helped to run a kidney
f/ialysis center, where, in addition to
routine dialysis, transplant patients are
kept going while they await surgery
upstairs.
( s camera) W.R. Grace.sold its kidney
dialysis business last year, and a company
-spokesman
denied
that
current
management knew anything about the use
of prisoners' kidneys for.lansplants. But
a, former top Grace executive who
regularly visited the hospital in China told
PrimeTime that-he was-well aware of what
Was going on there.
(valc-ver) In our final meeting in New
York with the Chinese doctor and his wife
who told us they were here on student
yisasand had connections back in China.
we were aured the best medical care
awaited us and that the kidney we bought
would come from a healthy prisoner who
would be thoroughly tested before he was
hot.
Mrs. DAI (tbrougb translator):
I ,Regarding the prisoners' health, they

are all given physical check-ups and
blood tests. They don't carry hepatitis
or anything like that.
All those
O"ryipg these diseases will be
cxclu d. You see, there are so many
crui ih s, they have a lot to choose
from.
BRIAN tOSS (voice-over): And then
we gave t e doctor what he had come for - $5,000 in cash, downpayment for a
healthy k dney from a prisoner in China.
Federal I w and the state laws of New
York and' Connecticut make it illegal to
buy or sell any human organs.
(an c
era) Dr. Dai?
Dr. D : Yes.
Ba
ROSS:
Brian Ross from
ABC es
(volce-ev r) , And when wec entered the
'room witl our camera showing, the doctor
immediately denied knowing anything
about prisfr ers or executions.
(em camera) Aren't you here selling

the orlans of prisoners who have been
execuid in China?
Dr. DV-. No.
IBRA4J ROSS: You're not?
Dr. D4: No.
BRIA4q ROSS: What do you think
the S5 JOOwas for?
Its not. selling, it's
Dr. 4A :
intro cc. it's kind of service charge.
All rigt
ROSS: How many people
have :ou introduced to China? How
Dr. D,: I don't want to -- I think ie's
my bu ineus.
BRIAN I OSS (voice-over):
By Some
estimates, the kidney business has meant
tens of lions
of dollars to the Chinese
military ich. even as the black market

has expanded around the world, continues
were involved in some type of satanic
to deny any such business actually exists.
worship..
In a letter to PrimeTime, the Chinese ANNOUNCe:R: Plus, he's Alex now, but he
embassy in Washington suggested we. stop grew up as Alice. What's it like living as a
production of our story saying, "The so- man in a w2n's body -- when PrimeTinc
called the sale of criminals' organs in continues.in='
China is a deliberate fabrication with ill (CommerciaJdlBrek)
intentions." And that in the rare instance
when a prisoners organ is used, the death
:row criminals voluntarily sip up.
,
Dr. Guttman says that makes a
inockery
of international principles
adopted in the wake of Nazi medical
experiments.
Dr. RONALD GUTTMAN: There's no
such thing as, first of all, as of consent
when you're talking about inccrated
people to say. "Well, we can produce a
piece of paper that the prisoner has given
consent before we kill him," is a kind of

ludicrous thing
OM1AN ROSS (voice-over):

No other

coutry in the world is known to use the

orans of prisoners except for Chia
which, based on our PrimeTime Live
investigation appears to have Mned its
chillifg executions of thousans of people
into a multimillion dollar black market of
a kind the world has never seen.

DIANE

SAWYER

The

U.S.

State

Dprnetsays that it '..s received reports in

the past about orgsm fom prisoners being
sold but could not confum them. They told us
they were ear to see our story tonight and
will'talk with Hamry Wu.
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Thank you. Mr. Chairman. for inviting Freedom House to testify today at
these critically important hearings on human rights in China. It is essential that
China's President Jiang Zemin know the concerns of the American people and you
have provided an important platform for us.
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My testimony is ba%,ed on the findings of two fact-gathering rmissions to
China that Freedom House has conducted in China over the past five months.
inibrmation and testimony provided to us by networks of Chinese underground
Protestants and Catholics. documents and statements of China's government and
party officials, the October 24. 1997 statement of Fides. publication of the Vatican's
Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples. as well as the reports of American
and foreign Christians who have visited China in recent months.
China is continuing and intensifying its campaign against the Christian
underground. The intensifying persecution is pervasive, though uneven in degree of
brutality. The centers of greatest Christian population --Henan. Hebei. Zhejiang,
Jiangxi -- are among those suffering the greatest crackdown. Public Security Bureau
police have tortured a number of underground Christians over the past year.
including brutal beatings that have maimed and even killed, binding detainees in
excruciating positions, hanging detainees from their limbs, tormenting them with
electric batons and other implements, and crushing the feet and ankles of Christians
while they are forced to kneel.
China's persistent and intensifying persecution of Chinese Christians is a
direct result of China's policy that all Christian worship must occur within
government-sanctioned organizations. Both evangelical Protestants and Roman
Catholics who choose to worship independently are stating that this is the worse
period of persecution for them since the catastrophic Cultural Revolution.
China has more Christian prisoners and detainees than any other country in
the world. Protestants are being arrested and tortured for holding prayer meetings.
preaching, and distributing Bibles without state approval. Roman Catholic priests.
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including ten bishops. are currently imprisoned, under some form of house arrest or have been
disappeared for celebrating Mass and administering the sacraments without official authorization,
Christian prisoners are often held in deplorable prison conditions, with some being forced to work
as veritable slaves of the state in labor camps throughout the country.
Detailed and credible,.eports document that three evangelicals and one Catholic priest
have been beaten to death by police over the past year because of their independent religious
activities. Over the past year. since China reinvigorated its campaign to register all Christian
congregations. hundreds of Protestant house-churches in Shanghai, Zheijiang. Shaanxi, Anhui and
Xinjiang have been raided and forcibly closed or demolished, the popular Catholic shrine at DongLu has been smashed and a number of unregistered Catholic churches in Hebei and Jiangxi
provinces have been desecrated, destroyed or shut down. Bibles and other property of unregistered
Christians have been arbitrarily confiscated and steep fines imposed on their owners.
Since 1996. members of the Christian underground have noted authorities adopting
harsher tactics. In particular, authorities have begun to target underground house-church leaders for
of "re-education" in labor camps are being more frequently reported for
arTest. Three-year sentences
leaders.
underground Christian
For Protestants, Henan province is one of the areas hardest hit. Protestant leaders report
that about 40 percent of inmates in Henan hojiao or labor camps are there for belonging to the
Christian underground. In Henan Number One Labor Camp approximately 50 out of 126 inmates
are imprisoned for underground church activities. During the Freedom House team's visit 85
house-church Christians were rounded up and arrested in two dragnet operations on May 14 in
Zhoukou, Henan. On March 16, Peter Xu Yongze, perhaps the most important underground
Protestant leader in China who heads the enon-ous "Full Scope Church" (also referred to as the
"New Birth Church") network, was arrested and jailed with seven others in Henan and last month
Xu was sentenced to ten years in the labor camp. The Freedom House team received reports that
300 Protestants have been arrested in Louyang jail in Henan since July 1996. And it was in Henan
..,hat Zhang Xiuju. a 36-year-old woman was beaten to death by police during an arrest for
underground Christian activities on May 26. 1996.
On September 24, 1996, in Tanghe, Henan, a PSB raid arrested Elder Feng. Brother
Zheng. Brother Xin, Sister Li, and Sister Luo. Brothers Zheng and Xin and Elder Feng were
already respected leaders and had been previously imprisoned (the latter for seven years). They
were &eaten and tortured in order to get them to reveal the names of other leaders so that the
organization would be destroyed. During interrogation, Sister Luo (who was recently released
from prison) sought to take responsibility for the gathering so that she could protect the others.
According to a note passed qut of the prison, the authorities bound her arms behind her is an
agonizing position and she was beaten so badly that she was in a coma for several hours. She was
often left tied in that position, as were others. One of the men was beaten "for nine days and
nights" and almost died. Members of the group were also poked with electric cattle prods, often
while bound. Since Elder Feng is 72, he cannot perform hard labor but remains in custody
indefinitely without a sentence. The others have been sentenced to three years laojiao in Luoyang.
In Sichuan the police have been arr,'sting and fining Christians once or twice a year as a
form of extortion. If the family can't pay, the police will beat the jailed person. Often they will do
this in the presence of the family. The person will be hung up and beaten in front of the family until
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the family will do anything to get the money to pay. One man was very poor and could not pay the
fine (500 yen). He was beaten and his grandmother hanged herself since she could not help him.
The extraordinary issue (Oct. 24. 1997) of the Vatican publication Fides stated: "The
security forces of the party have unleashed a 'struggle' against the underground (Catholic)
communities not controlled by the Patriotic Association.
In a certain sense. this is real
eliminationn,' it said.
The enonnous underground Catholic pilgrimage at Our Lady of China Shine in Donglu,
Hebei Province, was prevented from taking place again this May. In Spring 1996, according to the
Connecticut-based Cardinal Kung Founda tion. 5.000 troops, supported by armored cars and
helicopters prevented Roman Catholics from attending an annual pilgrimage to the Shrine of Our
Lady of China in Dong Lu, Hebei Province. In 1995, tens of thousands had participated in the
pilgrimage. The crackdown on the procession in 1996 is reported to have resulted in the detention
of a number of Roman Catholic priests and laypeople. Others have been place under house arrest
or subjected to severe restrictions. Bishop Su of Baoding. wrote in a June letter to the National
People's Congress that Catholics in Dahou. the same area. were forced to join study groups, report
to police eight times a day, fined, threatened and tortured. Ile said that after a month, more than
4,000 Catholics were pressured to renounce their faith publicl., many of whom were students who
c6uld not continue their studies unless they cooperated with authorities. Around the same time
three Catholic bishops have been incarcerated and Bishop Su has disappeared.
The mounting violence against these Christian communities is an inevitable outcome of
China's official policy to ban independent religious worship as decreed in edicts .144 and 145.
which were signed into law by Premier Li Peng on January 31, 1994, and endorsed with renewed
resolve by China's leadership early last-year. To implement these laws. the government's savage
"Strike Hard" campaign against unregistered evangelical churches and official documents, such as
that released by the Donglai Township Committee of the Communist Party on November 20, 1996,
which outline procedures for the "eradication" of the underground Roman Catholic Church -- steps
that include systematic brainwashing, ideological "struggle sessions," and criminal prosecution of
pro-Vatican Catholics. Similar communist party documents, outlining the "special class struggle"
for the suppression of both the Protestant and Catholic underground in various parts of Zhejiang
province, have also surfaced in recent months.
Freedom House's Center on Religious Freedom estimates that China's Christian
population, underground and registered. Catholic and Protestant, number between 40 and 60
million. British diplomat Anthony Lambert, who has done careful province-by-province and townby-town analyses says there "is strong statistical evidence for at least 25 to 30 million" Protestants
(including official churches). Other analysts of China's house churches say their figure is too low
and Lambert allows that the figure could be considerably higher but that we do not have sufficient
evidence. A few days ago, the Vatican stated there are approximately ten million registered and
underground Catholics. More people are attending Sunday worship in China than are in all of
Western Europe combined: and the majority are doing so despite the threat of beatings and labor
camps. Christianity in China is growing astronomically in both the underground and in the official
"patriotic" churches.
Members of the government-registered churches are restricted. These "Patriotic"
churches have to be organized in the same church body, and are restricted in working with people
under eighteen. The clergy cannot preach outside of their own area, the clergy and venue must be
approved by the government, and church services and members are subject to monitoring. The
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Pat iotic Catholic Church cannot accept the authority of the Pope. Sermons must stick to approved
topics. All "patriotic" preachers must steer clear of forbidden topics like the Second Coming of
Christ, the New Testament "Gifts of the Spirit", the Old Testament story of Creation. and abortion.
The Chinese government is cen.ioring portions of the official Catholic catechism.
China imposes impediments to the Roman Catholic Church as an institution by barring
the Vatican from making episcopal appointments in China. It continues to harass foreign Christian
co-religionits visiting China's Christian communities.
In one widely-publicized case a "Patriotic" pastor was forcibly removed from his pulpit
for deviatng from the party line. On December 4. 1994. 4.500 riot police. 200 plainclothesmen and
t~o truckload of soldiers physically dragged from the church Pastor Yang Yudong from
Guang'washi, an official Three-Self Patriotic church in Beijing, because he offered moral support to
political d.idents.
This does not mean that govemment-sanction "Patriotic" churches are simply "Potemkin
churches." false fronts for fooling gullible foreigners. There are priests and bishops in the Patriotic
Catholic Church who are also recognized by the Vatican. and some of the official Protestant
churches cooperate with underground Christians.
Most of their clergy and their growing
congregations are sincere Christians. But independent churches they are not.
While on trips to the West. China's political leaders and religion commissars portray
China's current religious environment asa "golden period." they state otherwise to the Chinese
people. China President Jiang Zemin's own remarks indicate zero tolerance for religious freedom.
Fie said that state religious policy is to "actively guide religion so that it can be adapted to socialist
society" (March 14, 1996. edition of the People's Daily).
Since July 1995 China's Religious Affairs Bureau has been directed by the reputed
hardliner Ye Xiaowen, who, last year in the Chinese publication Renmin Ribao, urged the
"handling" of religious matters according to the dictates of Lenin. The view of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party is that Christian churches are a "principal threat to the
political stability" of China.
The relentless attempts by the Chinese Communist Party and government to control
religious worship. including Christian religious expression, violate fundamental international
human rights standards as articulated by the United Nations in numerous instruments, such as.
notably, the Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration on the Elimination of All Fonns of
htolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief The latter document guarantees the
right of Christians and others to worship freely, as well as the rights to teach religion, write and
disseminate religious publications, designate religious leaders, communicate with co-religionists at
home and abroad, solicit and receive charitable contributions and educate children in religion and
morality according to parents' wishes. Freedom of expression and assembly are also enshrined in
these instruments.
The extraordinary document published on October 24th by the Vatican's press organ
Fides, which provides details of the government's persecution against Chinese Catholics in recent
times and which is attached to my testimony, concludes: "If during the meeting between President
Jiang Zemin and President Clinton religious rights are not clearly addressed, there is little hope for
the world." Freedom House concurs.
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Thank you for holding this important hearing, Chairman
Smith, and for inviting me to testify.

This is an

invaluable opportunity to place the issue of human rights in
China and Tibet high in public awareness during the visit of
Chinese President Jiang Zemin to the United States.
My name is Allen Keller.

I am an assistant professor

of clinical medicine at NYU School of Medicine, and Director
of the Bellevue/NYU Program for Survivors of Torture -- a
program which provides multi-disciplinary care to survivors
of torture and their families.

I am also a member of the

International Advisory Board of Physicians for Human Rights,
and appear today on its behalf.
Physicians for Human Rights is a Boston-based
organization of health professionals, scientists, and
concerned citizens that uses the knowledge and skills of the
medical and forensic sciences to investigate and deter
violations of international human rights and humanitarian
law.

This is our second study on torture in Tibet; the

first was a 1989 report, "The Suppression of a People,
Accounts of Torture and Imprisonment in Tibet."

In that

study we found that torture of Tibetan political prisoners
1

was routine -- a finding that is substantiated by bur new
study.
I am honored to present today the results of the
findings from an extensive investigation of the frequency of
torture among a sample of Tibetan refugees in Dharamsala,
India, which I conducted, in collaboration with a team of
five other health professionals.
This study, which included

Summary of Study Findings:

a survey of 258 Tibetan refugees and extensive medical
examinations of those who indicated that they had been
tortured, revealed the following:
1.

Reports of torture committed by Chinese authorities

in Tibet are common among Tibetan refugees.

Torture

continues to be a significant health and human rights
problem in Tibet.

Fifteen percent of the survey sample of

258 Tibetan refugees (1 in 7 of those interviewed) reported
a personal history of torture.

All of these cases of

torture were determined by PHR investigators to be highly
credible.

Forty-seven percent of the survey sample of

Tibetan refugees reported a history of a tortured family
member or close friend.
2.

While individuals detained because of their

political activities are likely to be tortured, individuals
detained for any reason in Tibet are at risk of being
tortured as well.

Ninety-four percent of the individuals in

our survey who reported being detained because of their
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political activities also reported being tortured.

Fifty-

eight percent of the individuals in the survey reporting a
history of torture were detained by Chinese authorities for
reasons other than political activities, such as attempting
to cross the border out of Tibet, or arguing with a Chinese
merchant.
3. Many of those individuals tortured by Chinese
authorities in Tibet are young adults and children.

Fifty-

eight percent of all torture survivors we interviewed were
less than 21 years old at the time of their reported
torture, and 15% were 16 years or younger at the time of
their reported abuse.
4.

Detainees in Tibet are subjected to repeated

episodes and multiple forms of torture.

Commonly reported

forms of torture included beatings (82%), electrical shocks
(64%), being suspended or restrained in painful positions
(60%), witnessing others being tortured (22%), burned with
hot objects, such as cigarettes (11%), exposure to extreme
temperatures (11%), being forced to stare at the sun (11%),
sleep deprivation (9%), mock execution (7%), having blood
drawn against the individual's will (7%).

Sixty percent of

the torture victims interviewed reported being subjected to
three or more different forms of torture.

Thirty-eight

percent of the torture victims interviewed reported
experiencing more than ten episodes of torture.
5.

The abuse which these torture victims suffered
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resulted in significant physical and psychological
consequences.

Seventy-eight percent of the torture

survivors examined suffered from significant symptoms of
anxiety or depression and 85% experienced recurrent,
intrusive memories consistent with Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder.

Forty-four percent continued to have physical

symptoms as a sequelae of their abuse and 50% had
corroborating physical findings, such as scars or
neuromuscular findings.
Our findings strongly suggest that torture continues to
be a significant health and human rights concern in Tibet
and authorities in Tibet continue to use torture routinely
as a means of political repression, punishment, and
intimidation.
The following case testimonies are from interviews with
Tibetan survivors of torture which PHR conducted while
collecting information for this report.
Case of NR NR, a Buddhist monk, was 18 years old when
he was reportedly arrested and imprisoned for 3 months for
distributing "freedom pamphlets" at a pro-independence
demonstration and for possessing a picture of the Dalai
Lama.
The Chinese police tied my hands and suspended me
from the ceiling and then punched and kicked me and
shocked me all over my body with electric cattle prods.
-They shocked ine on the genitals so that my genitals
bled and later got infected and it was difficult to
urinate. They also beat me on the feet with sticks.
In the winter I was made to stand naked against a cold
wall for 3 to 4 hours at a time a few times each week.
During the winter I was also put in solitary
confinement for 15 days. The rest of the time I was
kept in a cell, approximately 15 feet by 10 feet with 6
other prisoners. The Chinese police repeatedly beat me
with a stock on my left thigh until the stick broke and
4
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splintered into the skin. It got infected and took a
long time to heal. I was not given any medical care
for this. One time, when I said Tibet was free, a
prison official put a gun to my head and threatened to
kill me.
NR continues to suffer from symptoms of depression, anxiety
and PTSD.
He reports difficulty concentrating and often
gets headaches.
He also reports that he easily gets upset.
On physical examination, NR has an unevenly hyper-pigmented
scar on his left thigh which is consistent with the injury
he describes.
Case of PC NC, a Buddhist nun, was 16 years old when she was
imprisoned for 2 years for chanting in a public square,
"Long Live Tibet.
Free Tibet!"
During the first month I was in prison, I was tortured
often. I was beaten many times and electrocuted all
over my body. When the Chinese tortured me they would
yell at me Why do you demonstrate? Don't you know the
Chines are good for you? You must not say Tibet is
free. Tibet is part of China.
One time, they took my
blood with a big syringe, even though I told them not
to.
I think that was for punishment.
NC reports she frequently saw others being beaten and
tortured. On one occasion she reports witnessing a young
man, approximately 21 years old, being beaten.
She reports
the he was subsequently shot in the head.
Since my torture, I am not so well.
I also feel my
nerves are not so good. When I see people protesting,
I think about what happened and I get very upset. But
I still must protest. In Tibet, we have no political
or religious freedom.
Case of KG KG reports that he was detained for 1 month
without trial after having an argument with a Chinese
shopkeeper.
While I was in prison, I was beaten, kicked and
punched almost every day. During the beatings the
Chinese guards would yell at me, "Are you going to
repeat your mistake of fighting with the Chinese again?
Approximately 2 or 3 times a week, I was forced to
stand against a cold wall, naked for several hours. I
was also frequently shocked with an electric cattle
prod on my neck and chest. At one point I was not
given any food for approximately 3 days.
During my
imprisonment, I was kept in a large room with
approximately 30-40 other prisoners.
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Since my abuse I often feel nervous and sad. Sometimes
I don't share with others what happened to me. But my
experience has made me more patriotic.
Case of LR LR reports that when he was 15 years old he was
detained after attending a peaceful demonstration.
I was taken to the police station, and repeatedly
beaten with sticks and given electric shocks. When I
tried to protect myself from the beatings with my
hands, the police handcuffed my hands together. I was
then suspended by the chain of the handcuffs and beaten
all over my body with a piece of a broken chair. I was
also shocked again many times including on my head.
The shocks were so painful, I passed out, but they
would revive me hy placing me under cold water. [LR
reports that he was subsequently imprisoned for 1
year.] Each day in prison for the first few weeks, I
was interrogated for 1 and a half to 2 hours. I was
asked about my participation in tte demonstration, who
the organizers were and who else had participated.
When I refused to answer, I was beaten. This continued
about two times a week for the remainder of the year I
was in prison.
After his release, LR reports that he was frequently
followed by police. The fear of being re-arrested became so
great that he finally fled from Tibet to India. It has been
3 years since he last saw his family and he has been unable
to contact them since their village is in a remote area and
without mail service. His family does not know where he is.
Since his imprisonment, he reports having frightening
flashbacks of the torture. He has difficulty concentrating,
which at times interferes with studying and with meditation.
He hopes to become a monk, learn Tibetan history,
philosophy, religion and literature, and then return to
Tibet, despite knowing that he might be arrested for having
gone to study in India.
Are human rights improving or deteriorating in Tibet
as a consequence of U.S. Policy:

I would like to attempt to

address Chairman's Smith's important question, "Human Rights
in China and Tibet; Is Constructive Engagement Working?"

We

cannot answer Chairman's Smith based on our survey data
alone (which is a snapshot in time of a very high frequency
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of torture among a sample of Tibetan refugees) because we do
not have tracking studies from past years with which to
compare it.

Moreover, the Chinese authorities' strict

controls on access to Tibet make it impossible for any
organization to systematically monitor rights abuses there,
and chart improvement or deterioration over time.
There are many indicators, however, that show that
repression continues at very high levels.

In 1996, the

Tibet Information Network and Human Rights Watch/Asia
compiled the names of more than 600 political prisoners
still in detention in Tibet for the peaceful expression of
their views.
There are other troubling indicators of political
repression in Tibet.

In its new report on State Control of

Religion in China and Tibet, for example, Human Rights
Watch/Asia described an official campaign to vilify and
denounce the Dalai Lama, promulgated at the Third National
Forum on Work in Tibet in July 1994 and reaffirmed two years
later.

The campaign involved tight supervision of

monasteries and nunneries, limits on numbers of monks and
nuns and numbers of monasteries and nunneries, political
vetting of monastic leadership, the establishment of
reeducation committees in monasteries, and the expulsion of
large numbers of monks and nuns from monasteries.
The denunciation campaign also featured a ban on
photographs of the Dalai Lama, and many arrests of those who

refused to relinquish the photographs.

A number of the

torture survivors I interviewed in India had been detained
and tortured because they possessed photographs of the Dalai
Lama.
One extremely serious incident occurred at Ganden
monastery on May 6, 1997,-where monks protesting attempts to
obtain the photograph beat an official severely.

The

authorities responded with a military attack on the
monastery, in which seyeral monks were injured (one monk
died of wounds,) ninety monks were detained and at least
fourteen were sentenced.
The current wave of political repression, labeled
"Strike Hard" by the Chinese authorities, is causing a
resurgence of refugee flight from Tibet into Nepal and
India.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

estimates that 3,000 Tibetans cross the Himalayan mountains
each year to escape the worsening conditions in their
country, including deteriorating economic and educational
opportunities
Robbie Barnett, the director of the widely-respected
Tibet Information Network (TIN), based in London, told PHR
this week that TIN does believe that overall repression in
Tibet has accelerated since 1994, when MFN conditionality
was dropped in May and the vilification campaign against the
Dalai Lama was initiated two months later.

He said that

repression appears to have accelerated again since reversion
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of Hong Kong to Chinese control last summer.

Mr. Barnett

notes that neither TIN nor any other organization can
quantify the number of abuses or track human rights
conditions scientifically.

He bases TIN's judgement that

political repression is much higher than in 1994 on the
information the network receives from all its Tibetan
sources.

The degree of fear, intimidation, political

control -and authority is at such a high level that TIN
simply is unable to obtain detailed information on torture
and other human rights abuses that was once available
through its sources inside Tibet.
While PHR cannot say whether "constructive engagement"
is-the reason for this deterioration, we certainly join
other human rights organizations in observing that it does
not appear to be working, as severe human rights violations
continue in Tibet.
There is one potentially important human rights
development, however, which may indicate that China is
taking more seriously demands by the international community
that it cooperate with specialized U.N. human rights
mechanisms.

From October 6 to 16 of this year, China

permitted the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary
Detentions to visit detention sites in several cities in
China, as well as Lhasa.

While the Working Group has not

yet formally released its findings, the visit represents the
greatest degree of cooperation with U.N. human rights
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institutions that we have seen to date since the admittance
of the Religious Persecution expert in 1994.
It is too soon to say whether the access to the Working
Group is a harbinger of greater cooperation by China with
human rights mechanisms in the future, or an effort to win
international approval for an appearance of cooperation.

We

will only know the answer to that question when we see how
the Government of China responds to the recommendations of
the Working Group.

Moreover, the Working Group's pre-

arranged visit to a single institution in Lhasa is no
substitute for ongoing, confidential access to all parts of
the country by other human rights institutions, notably the
U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture and the International
Committee of the Red Cross.
Constructive Engagement: PHR is very concerned that
"constructive engagement* appears to be a policy whereby the
Administration talks about human rights privately to the
Chinese authorities, but exercises none of the leverage that
it possesses to achieve positive change.

In this regard, we

note that China was granted an official summit meeting in
the United States, which it greatly prized, without having
achieved a single human rights concession.
Moreover, "constructive engagement" on human rights
appears to mean that the names of political prisoners will
not be publicly mentioned, presumably for fear of offending
,-our Chinese visitor.

PHR believes that torture and

-
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political imprisonment are abuses which outweigh concerns of
protocol.

In particular, Wei Jingsheng, China's best known

political prisoner, was detained precisely because he met
with American human rights officials.

He was later

sentenced to fourteen years imprisonment, and is held in
appalling conditions.

His health is suffering as a result.

For President Clinton to pay lipservice to "...those who

fight for human rights and against religious persecution..."
as he did in a recent speech, without mentioning the name of
Mr. Wei, and others, is very wrong.
PHR strongly urges the Administration to reestablish
human rights linkage to those things that China most
desires: a state visit by the President of the United
States, permission to import high technology American goods,
and admittance into the World Trade Organization.

The U.S.

should also continue to urge the U.N. Commission on Human
Rights to examine human rights problems in China and Tibet,
and to support a resolution on China next year.

The failure

of this year's resolution was due largely to the lateness
and ambivalence of the U.S. effort and the negative signals
other countries received as a result.
In applying this kind of "constructive engagement" to
obtain human rights concessions, as it has done with respect
to other issues (such as nuclear nonproliferation and trade)
PHR respectfully urges that human rights in-Tibet not be_
forgotten.

In particular we ask that President Clinton

publicly call for the following actions, which, if taken in
good faith, could improve human rights in Tibet:
1.

Permit access to all places of detention in Tibet

to the International Committee of the Red Cross and the U.N.
Special Rapporteur on Torture.

Permit access as well to

independent journalists and nongovernmental human rights
organizations.
2.

End the process of incommunicado detention of all

detainees, and permit immediate access by lawyers arid family
members of those detained.
3.

Publicly state that torture will not be tolerated

and take steps to prosecute those implicated in it.
4.

End the vilification campaign against the Dalai

Lama, and the abuses associated with it, including political
reeducation at monasteries and other means of control.
5.

Release from prison all those detained as prisoners

of conscience.
In closing I would like to reiterate our
recommendations to the Government of China, which are
contained in our report:
1. The Chinese government should acknowledge that
Chinese authorities in Tibet use torture against large
numbers of Tibetan detainees. The government should commit
itself to take all necessary steps to stop these practices,
and comply with international conventions, to which China is
a signatory, including the Convention Against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
and the Convention on the.Rights of the Child.
2. Legal safeguards should be implemented to decrease
the risk of detainees being subjected to torture or illtreatment, including guaranteeing that all detainees are
12
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brought before a judge promptly after being taken into
custody, and that detainees have prompt and regular access
to relatives, lawyers, and doctors.
3. All law enforcement and security personnel in Tibet
should be ordered to refrain from the practice of torture.
Procedural safeguards governing interrogation and custody
should be developed which ensure that detainees can lodge
complaints regarding mistreatment and that the complainant
and witnesses are protected against any ill-treatment or
intimidation.
4. Detainees should have access to prompt medical
examinations and attention by competent medical personnel,
with full clinical independence and without interference by
law enforcement or security personnel. These examinations
should occur immediately upon arrest and at regular
intervals during the period of their detention.
5. There should be prompt, independent investigation
of complaints of torture and the publication of the
investigation's methods and results. Appropriate legal
actions against those authorizing and committing torture
should be taken.
6. The Chinese government should permit access to
Tibet and permit independent monitoring of detention
facilities, prisons, and labor camps by the United Nations
and international humanitarian and human rights
organizations.
7. PHR welcomes China's recent cooperation with the
United Nations' Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. The
Chinese government should also invite the United Nations
Special Rapporteur on Torture and act on the Rapporteur's
recommendations.
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Thank you Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of this committee.
Amnesty International is pleased to testify at this hearing.
Amnesty International is an international - grassroots - human rights organization
which has over a million members around the world and about three hundred
thousand members in the United States. We focus on the protection and
promotion of human rights around the world but do not take a position on a
number of issues including linking economic sanctions to human rights.
The policy of constructive engagement with China has not produced any
substantial results in the human rights field. This is best illustrated by the
administration's (US State Dept.) own 1996 human rights country report on
China, which states "all public dissent against the party and the government was
effectively silenced by intimidation, exile, the imposition of prison terms,
administrative detention or house arrest. No dissidents were known to be active
at the year's end". What better statement can any one find to assess the policy
of constructive engagement?
The human rights situation in China has been of grave concern to us for several
years. Last year, we launched an international campaign to highlight these
concerns. Even though new and updated laws were introduced in March 1996 in
China with respect to the Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) and the Administrative
Punishment Law (APL), there has been no fundamental change in the
governments' human rights practices. Dissent in any form continues to be
I

repressed. Even high profile political prisoners like Wei Jingsheng and Wang
Dan have been sentenced without any hesitation.
The death penalty is used in China extensively. In 1996 alone, at least 4,367
people were executed. Most prisoners did not receive fair trials and many were
executed soon after their death sentences were pronounced. More people are
executed in China than in all other countries of the world combined, and the
crimes for which they are executed include counterfeiting value-added receipts.
We have released several reports detailing the human rights situation in China,
including reports on torture, unfair trials, imprisonment of dissidents, mass
executions, the wide scale use of forced labor camps, wide spread oppression in
Tibet, persecution of religious groups, and the practice of forced abortion and
sterilization to enforce "the one child" policy.
Over the years, Amnesty International has pressed thc Clinton Administration to
pursue a strong, clear and consistent human rights policy towards China and
other countries. The Clinton Administration deselies praise for being willing to
publicly confront China at Geneva, especially in light of the extremely
disappointing behavior of some other nations there, in particular France.
However, the Administration has given mixed and confusing signals to China,
regarding its concern over human rights. We ,'-an cite numerous examples, but I
would like to mention one incident that shocked the human rights community.
Last December, President Clinton met in the Oval office with the Chinese
defense minister Gen. Chi Haotian, who, at the time of the Tiananmen Square
massacre of June 1989, had operational control over the involved troops. The
meeting was not required by protocol. It was plainly a good will gesture to the
man who personally directed the butchery in Tiananmen Square. Worse still, it
took place literally on the eve of International Human Rights Day, December
10th.
To this day, the Chinese government has refused to hold an irm'partial
investigatiQn into that massacre, where at least a thousand civilians were killed
by troops. The impunity granted to the military leadership responsible for these
killings, allows them to continue to violate human rights. By meeting with Gen.
Chi, President Clinton has given a clear signal to the Chinese that human rights
is not a priority. We hope that it was a blood-red carpet that the Clinton
Administration rolled out for Gen' Chi. It would be a step in the right direction if
the Clinton Administration would just take the 'Hippocratic oath' on China: 'First
Do No Harm'. This would entail not meeting with Gen. Chi in the Oval office and
m..t sending the signal that trade is more important than human rights.

It is ironic that while President Clinton gave a red carpet welcome to Gen. Chi,
he only paid a 'drop by' visit to His Holiness the Dalai Lama, our fellow Nobel
Laureate.
Actions such as these, have damaged the credibility of the Clinton Administration
and its seriousness in pursuing and advocating human rights. As a result, when
the Administration is serious in pursuing human rights issues, these attempts
usually end in failure in international forums. This was the case last year with the
motion to censure China at the UN Human Rights Commission. The motion
which the Administration cosponsored was defeated. Unless the Administration
has j.clear and consistent human rights policy backed by real diplomatic muscle,
expei iences like this will be repeated in future forums.
Following is a summary of ourconcerns in China:
Administrative'detention
In recent years 'shelter and investigation' and 'reeducation through labor', both
forms of administrative detention, have been increasingly used to silence and
punish dissidents and members of religious or ethnic groups.
'Shelter and investigation' allows the police, on their own authority, to detain
anyone without charge for up to three months, merely on the suspicion that they
may have been involved in a crime. In around a third of known cases, people are
held for longer than three months. Thousands of people have been detained on
average each year for 'shelter and investigation' since the early 1980s.
'Reeducation through labor', imposed by local government committees without
charge or trial, was increasingly used to arbitrarily detain dissidents for up to
three years in labor camps.
Wang Donghai and Chen Longde, two pro-democracy activists from Zhejiang
province were detained in May 1996 aftei issuing a petition calling for the release
of political prisoners. Similarly Liu Xiaobo, a leading dissident was detained in
October 1996 after cosigning a letter calling for political reforms. Wang Donghai,
Chen Longde and Liu Xiaobo were assigned terms of three years detention for
'reeducation through labor'.
In Liu Xiaobo's case, the administrative sentence was imposed with
unprecedented speed, a few hours after his arrest, and in breach of the
safeguards for a fair and public hearing guaranteed by the new Administrative
Punishment Law, which had come into force one week before his arrest.
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Unfair Trials
Trials continue to fall short of international standards, often with verdicts and
sentences allegedly decided by the authorities before the trial.
In a case which received international attention, prisoner of conscience Wang
Dan, a former student leader during the 1989 pro-democracy protests, was
sentenced on October 30, 1996 to 11 years' imprisonment after being convicted
of 'conspiring to overthrow the government'. The sentence was handed down
after a trial from which foreign journalists and independent observers were
excluded. No defense witnesses were called in court and there was evidence
that the text of the verdict had been prepared in advance. Wang Dan's appeal
against the verdict and sentence was rejected by a high court in November after
a 10 minute hearing.
In another case, Ngawang Choephel, A 30 year-old student of performing arts
has been detained since August 1995. He was tried behind closed doors at
Shigatse Intermediate People's Court and handed down an 18-year jail term for
'espionage activities'. A young musicologist of some repute, he traveled from
India to Tibet in July 1995 to film and record traditional Tibetan performing arts.
Amnesty International has received detailed information indicating that his travel
to Tibet had no other purpose than the study of performing arts. The authorities
have provided no evidence that he was involved in activities threatening national
security.
Torture and III Treatment
Torture is endemic in China, despite the government's declared opposition to its
use. Criminal suspects are frequently tortured to make them 'confess'. The
continued use of torture by police to speed up confessions was acknowledged in
November 1996 by the official Guangming Daily in an article denouncing
increasing corruption among judicial personnel. The authorities however have
failed to introduce safeguards to prevent torture or to bring many torturers to
justice and many cases of torture and ill treatment, including some resulting in
death, continue to be reported by unofficial sources.
•In March-1996 for example, information came to light about Wang Jingb0, a
young factory employee in Beijing who was reportedly beaten to death a few
days after his arrest by the Chaoyang district police in late 1995. An autopsy
showed that he had 12 broken ribs and had suffered a brain hemorrhage. Police
reportedly told his family in March 1996 that he had been beaten by other
prisoners, but no judicial investigation into his case is known to have been
carried out.
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The most common forms of torture include severe beatings, whipping, kicking,
the use of electric batons that give powerful shocks, the prolonged use of
handcuffs, or leg-irons and suspension by the arms.
In mid-August 1996, prisoner of conscience Chen Longde was reportedly kicked,
punched and beaten with an electric baton by a prison officer at the Luoshan
labor camp in Zhejiang province, and jumped from a third story window in order
to escape the beating. He suffered serious injuries, including hip and leg
fractures and was admitted to hospital. The beating was reportedly inflicted on
him to make him 'acknowledge his guilt'.
Political Dissidents
On June 4, 1989 the Chinese authorities sent tanks and troops to 'clear'
Tiananmen Square in Beijing. At least a thousand people were killed and
Amnesty International considers these deaths resulted from extra-judicial
executions: deliberate and targeted killings of peaceful demonstrators by
government forces. In the crack-down that followed, hundreds of people were
sentenced to long term imprisonment for 'counter-revolutionary' offenses.
Eight years after the massacre, people attempting to commemorate the victims
of the crackdown or to monitor the human rights violations which resulted from it,
have been harassed or jailed. Over 300 prisoners of conscience remain
incarcerated for their activities during the protests.
The Chinese Government has still not officially accounted for those killed injured
or arrested. The authorities still justify the events as the suppression of a
'counter - revolutionary' riot, and have taken no steps to publicly investigate the
circumstances of the killings and bring to justice those found responsible for
human rights violations.
The Death Penalty
More people are executed every year in China than in all other countries of the
world combined. In 1996 alone, at least 4,367 people were executed. In China
there are--about 68 offenses punishable by death, including theft, burglary,
hooliganism, seriously disrupting public order, pimping, the trafficking of women,
taking bribes, corruption, forgery and tax evasion. Condemned prisoners tend to
be paraded at mass rallies or through the streets before being privately
executed, Spates of executions often precede major festivals or international
events and usually accompany official announcements of anti-crime campaigns.
Execution is usually carried out shortly or immediately after the sentence is
publicly announced. In Jilin province, for example, three men, Tian Zhijia, Tian

Zhiquan and Zhaolian, were executed on May 31, 1996 - seven days after their
arrest - for allegedly committing a robbery on May 21, 1996. Their trial,
sentencing, as well as the hearing of one of the three men's appeal and the
review and approval of the three death sentences by a high court, all took place
between their arrest on May 24 and May 28 1996.
Some people are executed solely on the basis of confessions which may have
been extracted under torture. Executed prisoners organs are used for
transplants and there has been some correlation between the need for organs
and the number of executions which take place.
Religious Persecution
Over the last 15 years there has been a revival of religion in China. There are
five officially recognized religions in China: Buddhism, Daoism, Islam,
Catholicism and Protestantism. Within these recognized religions a believer must
register and only attend an officially recognized place of worship. Those who join
the growing number of unregistered religious groups face heavy fines,
harassment and imprisonment.
The government recently reiterated the need to emphasize 'patriotism' in all
religious activities especially in the practice of Buddhism in Tibet, and Islam in
Xinjiang, where religion may be seen by the authorities as a threat to their power.
Christians
Christians are free to worship in government affiliated Churches. But if they join
one of the growing number of unregistered religious groups they face heavy
fines, harassment and imprisonment.
Who is at Risk?
* Official statistics claim that there are 10.5 million Catholics and Protestants in
China.
* An internal Chinese Communist Party document (Feb. 1996) however stated
that there were 25 million Catholics and Protestants in China.
* According to these internal documents, many Catholic and Protestant
believers in cities are intellectuals, management executives and educated
middle-aged people. In villages many are newly enriched peasants or village
officials.
Restrictionson Worship
Since the 1950's government approved organizations have been established to
ensure that religious practice in China is "free of any foreign domination". The
Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association (CPA), for example was created to
replace the authority of the Pope over the Chinese Catholic Church. Over the
years, Catholics who remained loyal to the Vatican and refused to join the CPA

have been persecuted. Similar persecution was meted out to Christian groups
who organized religious activities independently of the government sanctioned
Three-Self Patriotic Movement of Protestant Churches (TSPM).
Increased Repression
Repression of unauthorized religious activities has intensified since 1994. Many
peaceful but unregistered religious gatherings have been raided by police, and
those attending have been beaten, threatened and detained. Religious leaders
usually tend to be the primary targets of harassment and imprisonment.
Harassment of Christians has often increased prior to, and during, important
events or Christian festivals such as Christmas or Easter. During the United
Nations World Conference on Women several Christians were temporarily
detained by the police, many were harassed, questioned, put under surveillance
or told not to leave their homes. A few examples of religious persecution follow:
Protestants
* Lin Xiangao, also known as Samuel Lam, aged 71, is the leader of a
Protestant house-church in Guangzhou, Guangdong province, which is
reported to have about 1,600 members. He has spent more than 20 years in
prison and has suffered regular police harassment.
'In November 1995 at least six house churches in Shanghai were raided
simultaneously and- hundreds of Bibles and other Christian literature
confiscated by police.
A number of political and labor activists who were active Christians have also
been detained. Xiao Biguang for example, 34, an academic and labor activist,
is an active Christian and members of the Gangwashi church, an officially
registered church in Beijing. In 1996 he was assigned to 3 years reeducation
through labor for creating a "negative atmosphere" among his students at a
theological seminary.
Roman Catholics
* In April 1995 during Easter celebrations between 30 and 40 Roman Catholics
were detained by police officers from Linchuan city, Jiangxi province, after a
mass prayer meeting was held on Yujiashan mountain. Most of those
detained were released after payment of a fine equivalent to about three
months' income but four people, Pan Kunming, Yu Qixiang, Yu Shuisheng,
and Rao Yanping were charged, sentenced and are currently serving prison
terms.
*

Guo Bole, a 58 year-old Jesuit priest went missing from his home in
Shanghai in November 1995 after he celebrated Mass for 250 fisherman on a

boat. On January 4, 1996 he was assigned to two years' reeducation through
labor.
In May 1996, over 2000 troops supported by armored cars and helicopters
are reported to have prevented Roman Catholics from attending an annual
pilgrimage to Dong Lu, Hebei province. Catholic Priests and lay people were
detained as a result of the crackdown.
* In April 1996, a group of Roman Catholics from Xiao county, Anhui province,
were detained and many of them beaten after petitioning local authorities for
the return of church property. Fourteen Roman Catholics were subsequently
detained.
Tibet (Buddhists)
Thousands of Tibetan monks, nuns and juveniles have been arbitrarily detained
and many tortured. While new arrests were carried out in 1996 and 1997, over
600 prisoners jailed in previous years are believed to remain in prison.
A crackdown on suspected nationalists and religious groups in Tibet was carried
out during a 'strike hard' campaign in early 1996. Authorities ordered the closure
of monasteries which had 'political' problems. Between May and October 1996,
official propaganda teams carried out a political 'reeducation' campaign in
several monasteries, resulting in the arrest of at least 15 monks and the
expulsion of many more from their monasteries.
Amnesty International is also currently concerned about the welfare of eight year
old Gedhun Choekyi Nyima who has not been seen for over two years. Gedhun
was chosen by the Dalai Lama to be the 11th Panchen Lama, the second holiest
Tibetan spiritual leader. Beijing does not recognize the Dalai Lama's choice of
the Panchen Lama.
After two years of incommunicado detention and a secret trial, a senior Tibetan
Lama (Chadrel Rimpoche) and two other Tibetans (Champa Chung and
Samdrup) have been convicted of political 'crimes' and sentenced to prison
terms for communicating with the exiled Dalai Lama over the search for the
reincarnation of the Panchen Lama.
Xinjiang (Muslims)
There are 30-40 million Muslims in China, most of which live in Xinjiang (North
West China). In May 1996, private scripture classes and teaching of religion in
schools and factories were banned. All books dealing with Islam can only be
published by the Xinjiang People's Publication house after approval from the
authorities.

According to unofficial sources, 180 Muslim religious leaders, Koranic professors
and students were arrested between May and September 1996 and over 100
Koranic schools closed down. Between late April and early June 1996, 2,773
suspected 'separatists', alleged terrorists and ordinary criminals were arrested in
Xinjiang in a 'strike hard' anti-crime campaign.
On February 20, 1997, ethnic unrest in Yining led to 15 arrests, according to
official sources. Nine other people have formally been arrested for alleged
involvement in bombings which took place in Urumqi, the capital of Xinjiang, on
February 25, 1997. Three bombs exploded on public buses that day, reportedly
killing nine people and injuring 74. Amnesty International is concerned that all
detainees should have a public and fair trial, with adequate time and facilities to
prepare their defense, in accordance with international standards. Exiled
opposition groups claim that the riots were provoked by the execution of 30
Muslim nationalists and growing restrictions on religious freedom.
Inner Mongolia
The Chinese authorities are cracking down on suspected nationalists in Inner
Mongolia. Two ethnic Mongol intellectuals (Hada and Tegexi) accused of
separatist' activities have recently had their appeals against harsh political
sentences (10 and 15 years imprisonment respectively) rejected by the Chinese
authorities.
Women ande 'one child policy'
Birth control has been compulsory in China since 1979. Government
demographers set a target for the stabilization of the population by the year
2000. The target currently stands at 1.3 billion, which they claim can only be
achieved through "strict measures". Strict measures involve the quota system,
and the "one child policy" and sanctions are enforced if these are not complied
with.
The Quota System
Women must have official permission to bear children. Birth control isenforced
through quotas allocated to each work or social unit (such as school, factory or
village). The quotas fix the number of children that may be born annually in each
unit. Since 1991 Local Officials (cadres) have become directly responsible for
monitoring the quotas and a cadres performance, in part, is now evaluated on
the implementation of the birth control policy. Cadres may lose bonuses or face
penalties if they fail to keep within the quota.

"The One Child Policy"
"The one child policy" is China's official birth control policy. The regulations,
sanctions and incentives of "the one child policy" are left almost entirely to the
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county level administration, who determine them "according to the local
situation",
o In most regions, urban couples may have only one child, while rural couples
may have a second if the first is a girl. A third child Is "prohibited" in most
available regulations.
o Regulations covering migrant women indicate that abortion is mandatory if
the woman does not return to her home region,
* Abortion is mandated for unmarried women.
* Couples diagnosed as having serious hereditary diseases have been the
target of additional measures and new laws.
Sanctions
Couples who have a child "above the quota" are subject to sanctions, this may
include one or more of tho following:
* heavy fines
* a withdrawal of a work bonus
* dismissal / demotion (state employees)
* Detention and ill-treatment of relatives of those attempting to avoid abortion
or sterilization, This still occurs despite a Supreme People's Court ruling
against it in 1990.
e psychological intimidation and harassment, commonly used to "persuade"
pregnant women to have an abortion. This may involve visits, often in the
middle of the night, from groups of family planning officials.
In the face of such pressure, women facing unwanted abortion or sterilization are
likely to feel they have no option but to comply.
Forced Abortionsand Sterilization
Family planning officials working in Liaoning and Fujian Provinces from the mid1980s to the mid-1990s gave testimony as to the treatment of women pregnant
with "out of plan children". They stated that women were detained in storerooms
or offices for as long as they resisted being "persuaded" to have an abortion.
This could last several days. One official reported being able to transfer women
to the local detention center for up to two months if they remained intransigent.
Once a woman relented, the official would escort her to the local hospital and
wait until the doctor performing the abortion had signed a statement that the
abortion had been carried out. Unless the woman was considered too weak, it
was normal for her to be sterilized straight after the abortion.
Official Chinese Policy
A White Paper on family planning was produced by the Chinese government In
August 1995 as the basis of official comments on birth control in China at the
World Women's Conference and NGO Forum.
The authorities asserted that "coercion is not permitted' and that the "Chinese
government is against promoting induced abortion". However sanctions are
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imposed on officials who fail to meet quota targets, women who deviate from the
"one child policy" and those who assist women to circumvent
the official policies,
This is in strong contrast to the lack of sanctions taken against officials who
use
coercion. It is evident that official policy is inconsistent with what occurs
in
practice.
Amnesty International remain concerned that there is no evidence that
the
authorities have yet set in place effective measures to ensure that such coercion
Is not only forbidden on paper, but persecuted, punished and prevented
in
practice,
In closing, we would like to urge the administration to ensure that human
rights
are an integral part of foreign policy. Thank you very much for inviting Amnesty
International to testify.
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Statement by Rizvangui Uighur
10/2V/97
My name isR

szvangul
Ulghur,I am an Ulghu frm Ea Turistma which Chinese call Xinjlang

Ulghur Autonomous Region. I am patefild for the opportmity to teti* Chinese Human Rights Abuses
In my motherland. As you cam see forn my appearance, I amn not a Chinee, my mothcnvuge Is not
Chinese, my culture is Tukio culture, the Ulgbur history has no connection what so ever to Chinese. My

motherland was taken ova by Chinese communist in 1950.

It isobvious to everyone, Chinese govern mt's policy, specially after lmplunnating the so
called No, 7 Act of PRC Central Standing Committee hosted by Mr. Jiang Zemio, clearly stated the
dlamcinnatory policy towaris Ulghur and other indigenous population of East Twukistan. I rupet that I

don't have time to list all abuses caused by PRC. However, I wold like to take this chance to give you
what I know about the Febnary 56 incident which Chinese gverumen shamelessly labeled U "riot
organLed by a small number of separatist". The reality is nowhere close to Chinese official description of

the ent.
OlhuJa Is a city with tlighurs majority. In Ulghur cultural t dton, them am a cultural gatherings
called '.Mshrap', county level unofficial succor competition oranixed by Ulghurs and some other
religious gatherings. All these normal activities am considered "counter revolutionary acties" by
Chinese official ad banned completely. The purpose is obvious, they want to systaetically destroy our
cultae, religion, history and traditional activities and finally to enocide Ulghur as a whole.
Ulghws are born Muslim, it is our religious tradition to gather together to prey during the holy
Raman. on the eve of Ramama on Pebrusay 5 In Ohula, ordinary believers were offended by the
stsm of 30 prestigious religious leaders by Chinese govetunmet. They were shocked by the atrats,
especially the young folks could no longer tolerate. 600 young people took to the street walking towards
city gove'mment demanding release of those religious figwes. On their way, they were brutally stopped
by police and paramilatwy forces. Police violently dispersed crowd using electrical clubs, water amon
&adtar gas in the freezing day. The second day, oev bigger demonmtidon was held after Uigbus all
over town heard about the incident. Chinas police and parmdUtary force were ordered to shoot to the
crowd and killed 167 people and succeeded in suppresng the rally, Afterwards, the Chinese policemen
srested over 5,000 denonmurs including alder, young, women and children in a single day on the
large of "intendlnS to split motherland", "conducting criminal activity" "himdamentel eligious activity"

and "counter

volutionmy element".

One of my friend was among the arrted. She is only 20 years old. She described to me what
happened to her that day u follows, Chinese policemen forced all the arrested Ulghwu to take off shoes
and stand barefoot on now for hours, they also released police dogs to bite them. One by one, the
arrested Individual were called in for questioning. My friend is a devote Muslim, when she was called in.
She was asked. "Are you a Muslim?" My fiMd replied: "Yes, of cause I am.". "Where is your God?"
the policeman asked. The &Ir replied: "God is in my heart." Then, you would not believe what the
policeman did to her. He tore off her cloth and pressed a burning cigarette on her bae brat and crudely
yelled. "If your God is In you: heart. Let him rescue you right nowl" Afterwards, all the girls from the
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StMaemnt by KUvsn#u Uihur
age 14 up were locked into Han Chinese male prison cells, The HAn prisoners took fMll advantage of
these innocent souls, destroyed their spiritual purity.
After the demonstration, we %we little surprised about the patieace of Chinoee government in
mAkng open executions. Everything wis clar, they were waiting for U.S. to offer Most Favored Nation
Status to China. R)igt aft MM was eppoved by the congress, the Chinsa goveawment nud the first
open execution of 7 Ulghun and sentence of 23 demonstrators ranging ftrm 5 to life time. in order to
"kWll .he chicken to saw the monkeys", Chiao mlluaay fores load them on the open truck guarded with
bavily armed soldiers humillatedly drove slowly through the busy Uighgu baean and neighborhoods.
During wha tm, crying crowd including relatives, family members and Mends of so called criminals'
followed the tucks to say good buy. Oues what Chinese soldiers did? Would you believe such crueloy
could aver happen in a civilized society? They opened &ireto the ordinary crowdI Killed 9 Ulghur in the
spot and Injured over 25. Chineso media could not hide the incident and officlaUy admitted the soldiers
opened fre to the 'mobs who wanted to rescue the wriminals'. a biggest Li one cam ever createl
I heard Chinese made large scal secret execuon to the demonstraton, relfious figures who
re/ne to comply with government One of my Woiend's brother was among the secret executed Ulghurs.
His brother was arrtod one night in April after the Ghua inoident, at 3pm next day, his father and
spouse wore Infomied to pay fotl visit for five minutes, The young man was executed afterwards without
any judicial t3ial. Nobody knows where is his dead body.
I told you in the betnning, I wasborn an Uighur, I d mdn't
eyc
an'd
speak
Chinese when I was young , But now I saw millions Chinese migrated in my country. All of them ae
uansferr by Chinese government. We have already became a minority in our own motherland. Let me
give you some more examples of the human rights violation of government that every single Ughur is
expedrenlng nowadays in their own motherland.
1, Because of the Nucler testing, there ar many deformed childem, unknown diseases and all kinds of
unstable skin diseases. Chinese government claims that Nuclear test is safe and no harm to the
Uighurs who live surrounding test site. I want to ask Jiang Zeming that why don't he let Chinese test
their Nuclear bombs in their own land if It is safe and harless to the human. We Uighurs don't need
bombs of any kind.
2. The birth control policy toward Uighur; is unbarable. Babies ae being killed n delivery room
without sing the mother's face and would. Those pure souls died without knowing what is wrong
and who is their mother. The mothers lost their children even had no chance sy good bye to their
newborns, whom dwey had for tan months of pregnancy, to whom they have many wishes and the now
life they ware dreamed to have with. The reason for those innocem souls death Is that their mothers
hxve no birth permission. For those who gave birth to such a child would encounter maltreatment and
Ignorant in hospital for their violation of Sovemment birth control policy, many of them die after
given bhith from the infection and other dcese caused by such tratment. After a, their family
would fec a fi acial punishment for their violation of govemnet birth control policy.
3. On a tdn from Urumqi to Beijing, there were only two Uighun including me, Suddenly, we saw two
poLicemen walked directy to us bypassing all the Chines in die tran. They rudely yelled to us:
"Show us your identification!" and searched over all our belongiag,. We were so offended and felt
deeply humiliated. But, both of us didn't say anytng, since we know from our experience we would
got Into big trouble if we show any resentment. This is what every Uighur experiencing everyday,
everywhere in the People's Republic of China.
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4. We were deprived off our religious dglr.
Tbe government employee and worked aue not allowed to
prey, to aend religious school or to go to Mosques openly. I was one warned by i Chinese ofcil
tht I had to took of" my veil, otherMwi I could not keep my job. I vA forced to prey secrtly at

home as a consequence.
Thank you very much for your attention. 1 sincerely hope you could heip my people by slopping
Chinese inhumane treatment of tighurs.

RJzvangul Uighur
19729 Cry"a Rock Road #14
Oermantown, MV 20874
? 1-51-0361 (b)
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1The following is the unedited version of my testimony.
I really do not have time to fill in some concret information I talked about
that is not In the this draft. But I think this covers pretty much what I
said. And you can have this now instead of waiting for a long while.
Thanks again for the hearing. DCF will be happy to be of any assistance In
the future.
Shen Tong
Democracy for China Fund
Prepared for Chris SmithA3s hearing on the 28th of Nov,
I thank Mr. Chairman for arranging this hearing, a real opportunity for the unspeakable
horror to come into light. We have to face the truth in response to the Beijing regime's lies.
Political repression in China in the lust three years: The human rights abuses are well
documented. My testimony will try to put faces to those figures,
Political dissidents:
1. Massive arrest and Imprisonment in the last three years
terrible prison conditions
lack of adequate medical care
making family visit and support difficult
2. Constant harassment outside the prison:
temporary detentions: Jiang Qisheng
work place harassment
telephone tabbing and disconnecting lines
tailing, taking photographs
dnying work opportunities
complicates post-jail life: no resident ID, Tong Yi
planting evidence for detention, Qi Dafeng
restricting travel
closing down businesses: Wei Jingsheng's brother
family harassment
physical harassment: Ma Shaofang
neighborhood committee harassment
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3. The reform through labor -Laogai, alternative ways to legal sentencing
Liu Xiaobo, Baooe,Xu Yongliang
(These are internationally or at least nationally known dissidents, less
known ones suffer much severe punishment.)
Other rights abuses:
I,Shutting down magazines, TV talk shows
2,Banning and Confiscating books on variety of subjects including liberal
Ideas, official corruption, etc.
3,Punishing people for merely speaking to the outside world about current
and historical events: Liang Xiaoyan
4. Interrupting, breaking up gatherings of liberals, even when It's purely
academic conferences
5.Forced abortion continues in the countryside, and to a lesser degree in
urban areas
Would a Jiang Dynasty see a betterment in these areas? The answer is so far "no". Jiang
attempted to consolidate his power a few months ago in the first post-Deng Xiaoping Communist
Party Congress in China. Many viewed Jiang as a technocrat during his long rise to power, yet
he has the same brutal mentality and realpolitick as that of his predecessors, the first generation
of Communist revolutionaries. Yang participated in the decision to end our 7 week nationwide
peaceful protest with the June 4th Massacre of' 1989.
Indeed, he is the biggest benefactor of the Massacre, Wang Dan and other opposition
leaders numbering in the thousands have suffered longer sentences and harsher treatment under
Jiang's -egime than they did under Deng's. In addition, Jiang's regime has openly denied 49
exiled Chinese nationals, including me, the right to return home, and continuously driven more
dissidents into exile.
Like Deng, Jiang plans to hold on to power for himself and top members of the
Communist hierarchy by promoting economic growth, while Chinese pay the cost in human
rights abuses, social injustice, and severe official corruption. In the face of international pressure
on these issues, Jiang has shamelessly held hostage any Chinese citizen who dared to speak out
in defiance.
Looking at the area of rights, President Clinton's engagement policy as it is has not
improved the conditions in China,
Would a tougher human rights policy work, would that fall into the designs of Beiing
regime that they can play off the Europeans, Japanese, and Canadians? The answer is not a clear
one, and it is beyond the scope of my testimony. But two things are clear:
1. There is confusion among the Chinese liberal circles as to where the US stands, and
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subsequently, where the free world stands.
From where they are, they see the US participating in Jiang's 4irty games
such as trading Chinese human rights for the protection of American copyrights, trading Chinese
political voices of dissent for the sale of American nuclear power plants,
2. Liberal stands have been compromised to xenophobic nationalism.
Why is it important to focus on the liberal forces In China?
The best 'iope for a positive future for China, and for US-China relations is Internal
libeal political change, fostered by an ;ntemational environment with a resolute stand on liberal
principles in regard to polity - constitutional democracy, and human rights -- as well as a bold
and daring commitment to internal and exiled liberal forces. Current strategies of containment
and engagement have all overlooked the active role that the US can play in bringing about the
internal changes desired by the Chinese people, That this desire exists was clearly demonstrated
by the pervasive social mobilization behind the calls for greater freedom and democracy in the
spring of 1989,,and the very existence of continuing efforts by thinking, reflective, and active
Chinese for a liberal political alternative despite of severe political repression.
We Chinese have the misfortune to be ruled by a police state, but we are hopeful, as we
were back in Tiananmen. We are determined to continue the struggle to transform economically
reformed China from a one party dictatorship to a free China, While the change must and will
come from within, I call for support from the free world,
The current two sides of the American debate on the China issue has been "containment"
and "engagement." But to contain China is not an option and to engage Beijing is not a policy.
President Clinton Is determined to "engage" with China, but he should lead this country
to engage with the real China, the people and the liberal future of China, not with the Bejing
regime. lie should safeguard the American values of liberty and democracy as well as those of
American business and security interests. 1I ,'iould actively support all positive development in
China, including not only economic reform and development, but also the emergence of a civil
society and pro-democracy efforts. In other words, he should contain Beijing regime and engage
with China.
Americans can provide what Wang Dan and the determined Chinese liberal forces need
the most.-a genuine connection with the caring outside world-.through measures such as
monitoring rights abuses, pressing for human rights improvement, helping the free flow of
information and ideas through internet and Radio Free Asia, directly supporting civil society
initiatives, and sending more observers into the US consulates in China. While we understand
that change has to, and will come from within. But under the current repression, It will be a
blessing if the US can stand its liberal ground.
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Press Release
Contact: Joseph K~ung, The Cardinal Kung Foundation
PO Box 806, Ridgeway Center
Stamford, CT 0690 USA

Tel: 203.29.9712

Fax: 203-329.411.5

E-Mall: JMKCNO
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Letter of Appeal to President Jlang Zemin from Ignatius Cardinal Kung
Stamford, Connecticut, U. S.A, - The Caidinal Kunll Fouudation, inadvocate of the underground Roman Catholic
Church inChina, reported today that His Eminence Cardinal Jung (Goni) had appealed to President hang Zemin
defend the rights oftthe Chinas coizens to true rehiious freedom, and to permit the Rorman Catholics to maintain "to
religious communion with the Pope in order to keep the Wulless otthir kith,"

Cardinal further Appealed to President Jiang to immediately release tir
four Roman CatholIe Bishops ctirretly hold in
captivit' and "all ocher fithful and clergy who are being held In the detention camps, labor camp and Jails
In China" -e
ohallongod Prosidont )iang to make "China -be Internationally known a a country which ha true rel1ious
freedom .
Th loner wAs wrkien in Chinese And was faxed to President Jiang through the Embassy of the People's
Republic of
Cbina in Washington, DC at about 1'pm today, The Lard cop) of thv original is being sent to President
Jiang by Federal
Expreso.
The full English tmxi as translated by the Cardinal Kung Fowidation is as follows

October 27, 1997
The Honorable Chairman Jiang Zemin
c/o Embassy of The People's Republic of China
2300 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C 20008

Respectful Mr,Chairman:
In the name of eight million Roman Catholic faithful and clergy in China, and also in my own name, I
respectfully appeal to you, Mr, Chairman, to defend the rights of the Chinese citizens to true religious
freedom, and to permit the Roman Catholics to maintain religious communion with the Pope in order to
keep the fullness of their faith,
I further appeal to you, Mr. Chajiman, to inunediately release Su Zhimln, Bishop of Baoding Diocese,
Heibei and An Shuxln, Auxiliary. Bishop of Baoding, Han Ding Xlang, Bishop of Yong Nian, Hebei;
7.eng Jingru, Bishop of Yu Jiang, Jiangxi; wrid all other faithful and clergy who are being held in the
detention camps, labor camps and jails in China
May China, under your able leadership, be internationally known as a country which has true religious
freedom.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed by) Ignatius Cardinal Kung (Gong) Pin-Mei
Bishop of Shanghai
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BROADCASTING BOARD OF GOVERNORS
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

October 23, 1997

The Honorable Christopher Smith
Chairman
Subcommittee on Znternational Operations
and Human Rights
Committee on International Relations
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman
On behalf of the members of the presidentially-appointed
bipartisan, Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG), I am writing
to express grave concern regarding China's ongoing jamming of
Radio Free Asia (RrA) and Voioe of America (VOA) broadcasts to
both China and Tibet. It is the Board's hope that you will raise
this issue with President Jiang Zemin during his visit to
Washington next week.
RFA began broadcasting to China on September 29, 1996 seven
years after the Tiananmen demonstrations, five years after the
introduction of the first RFA legislation in Congress and just
six months after its incorporation under the oversight of the
BBG. The Tibetan service was inaugurated on December I, 1996,
while other broadcast services soon were on air to Burma,
Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and North Korea. VOA has been
broadcasting to China in local languages and English since its
founding in 1942, and today reaches the PRC in Mandarin,
Cantonese and Tibetan. Recently, access to VOA's Mandarin
Internet text service has been greatly restricted in Beijing in a
new form of interference with the free flow of information to
readers, as well as listeners, in the Chinese capital.
RFA was established pursuant to the U.S. International
Broadcasting Act of 1994, enacted by the Congress with strong
bipartisan support. Congress declared in the Act that it was
necessary to have 'a new broadcasting service to the people of
the People's Republic of China and other countries of Asia which
lack adequate sources of free information ...." By being factual
and objective, RFA's news and information deliver the message of
freedom and democracy to the people of China and Tibet.
330 Independence Avenue, S.W. Room 3360 Cohen Bldg. Wahingon, DC 20547 (202) 401-3736 FA (202)401.6605
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The U.S. government for many years has opposed the jamming
of international radio broadcasts as an infringement on the
freedom of the press and the free flow of information.
The V.. Congress declared in the 1994 Aoto 'Zt is the policy of
the United States to promote the right of freedom of opinion and
expression, including the freedom 'to seek, receive, and impart
information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers,' in accordance with Article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
The Board recognises that Congressional and Administration
officials will be discussing an array of issues in meetings with
President Jiang Somin and other members of his delegation. We
also understand that the U.S.-China relationship encompasses a
wide range of complex and often-compating interests. It is,
nonetheless, the strongly hold view of the bipartisan BIG that
the issue of China's jamming of RFA and VOA is sufficiently
important to be an agenda item in your meetings with President
Jiang and other Chinese officials.
The Broadcasting Board of Governors is grateful for your
strong support of increased funding for RFA and VOA broadcasts to
China. We remain convinced that support for U.S. international
broadcasting without interference advances U.S. foreign policy
interests and also advances freedom, democracy and human rights
throughout the world.
Rincerely,

David Burke
Chairman

Members of the Broadcasting Board of Governors:
David Burke, Chairman
Joseph Duffey
Cheryl Halpern
Ted Kaufman
Tom Korologos

Bette Bao Lord
Alberto Mora
Marc Nathanson
Carl Spielvogel
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The Center for Religious Freedom
Freedom House
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Pastor Peer Yong/e Xu, (hna'slmosit prominent underground Protestant leader, wa,
sentenced to ten years of labor cunip on Septtitber 25. 1997, in Zhenl.hou, Ilenan
province, for "di99ru ping pullie order," This is one of the harshest sentenceg iven
for Christian aclivitfie in 15 years, Ilk trial was closed to Ihe public and he was
denied a defense lawyer, Piator Xu, tile 6-year.old leader oflhe three.to four.
million.ntrong New Birth lovenewot of e inelicals, %astarrested oin March 16.
1997. us he lwa nmeting with oilier leaders of large evangelical churches i tChina,
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2. (;AO I1;N;

rie 27-year.old evangelical and former employee of the Sino.Amer ian Beijing Jeep
('orporation. Oao was arrested on August 8, 1995, during a roundup ot'disident-.
prior to ihe UN iourh World Conference on Women, In Vecember 1995. Gao was
senenved to 2.5 years, of' "re.education through Iabor." In 1994, Gao had been fired
by tie Chrysler Corporation, which is a joint.venture puraner oftIleijing Jeep, after
being arre99ted for "praying ,withoutauothrization,' but wa rehired after an
international campaign on his behalf'
3. HUi[ FI-,.N(;(;,AN(;

A 37.year old active ninembr of' a unofficial Protesaril house.church in Beijing, l.iu

was arrested on Auegut 9. 1995, athishhome a part of' a general crackdown on tie
disident community in Beijing prior t) the LN Fourth World Confrence on
Women, In carly December 1995, Liu was sentenced to 2.5 years of re.educatlon
through labor,"
1
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A 52-year.old htouse.chlturch leader of the /Zhoukou Prefecture. Ileman province.
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Wang and Ie oilier Christian houie.church
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ihie years of"re.edu.ation through labor" on August 14, 1995. The houe. church
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leaders were accused of belonging to outlawed religious organization" and scheming to
overthrow the Communist Party with foreign religious groups, Wang and the other Christian
house.ciurch leaders denied belonging to any of these "outlawed" religious groups because they
consider them heresies, Wang has been tronsferred totenan's Xuchonli Labor Reform Center to
begin his third prison termatua labor reform camp,
S. ZIIENG YUNSU
Leader of popular Jesus Family religious community in t)uoyigou., Shandong province, Chriitin
Zheng was arrested in Juie
o1992 s ilt ttiry.six other community members, including his tour
sons, Their arrests are thought to he in part the result or(tie
community's MNlay
1992 lftrts to
prevent security forces from touring down their church. The elder Zheng wais charged with
holding "illegal" religious meet
nin, "leading a collective lire,'
disturbing the peace and resisting
arrest. Sentenced to 12 years of inprionment, he i%
thought to b held at the Shenjian Motor.
cycle Factory labor camp near Jinal
city, Other community members received sentences of lve
years (another source says three), P lubic
Security Bureau officials raiding church compound in
June 1992 leveled the church and conflscated personal property,
6. rI ZIIONOXN (Korean Naitie Chun Chul)
The 76'yeir.old clinic Korean Proestn leader frotm Shani ghai. Pci wats arrested in August 1983
for canter.ies otutionary activities, -cctisedt o1spying for'J'aiwan because . of ties to ''aiwatiese
Christiains) and ol distihuting Bitles aind other Christian literature to others in the house'church
movement, lie
wts charged with "counterrevolutionary crimes," and sentenced to 13 years of
iniprisoninent, lIe is reportedly imprisoned in Shanliai Prison No. 2,Ilis
family is permitted to
visit himfor halt an hour each month.
7, WANG XIN CAI
I- angelical Wang Wits artested with Pastor Peter Xuo Yonpe and imprisoned on March 16,.1997
in7.Jlen/Jttou. I tenan. There is no further inllrilliiion on his legal silt ation,
8. QIN MUSIII.N(;
!ivngeical Qin was arrested with Pastor Peter Xu Yonge
/and imprisoned tlNarch 16. 1997 in
hlien,hoJi!. Ilien;n,
lie rerimits in detetion there is no iitf ition on his legal s-ituat
loll.
9. QIN(; JIN(;

t

Quit,. the 30.year.old wil'e of Paslor 1P1¢er
X Yony/e, wts arrested aton with her husband on
March 16,1997 inZhu htiou,
I lenan. She remains in detention: theie is no inf rmation on her
heiull %ittaltio .
I1).SISTRI:I ,ENG XIAN
ivangtelicalPFeug was arrested with Pastor Peter Xi Yong/e and itprisotned on March 16, 1997
in htngifhot. I len.an,
Site rentains in detention, there is no information t Itis legal situation,
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11. SUYU HAN
The 37-year-old evangelical was imprisoned on July 25, 1996 and sentenced to a re-education
labor camp for one and a half years. He is from the Tongnan neighborhood in Wu Tong town in
Tong Xiang Country. Zhejiang Province, an area that has been targeted for severe repression by a
pecilic Party directive. His house church with eight rooms was destroyed completely on the
night of his arrest. All of his property was confiscated,
12. WU BING FAN(;
The 22-year-old brother of imprisoned evangelical Su Yuhan was imprisoned on July 25. 1996
and sentenced to a re-education labor camp for one and ahalt' years. He is from Xin Li
neighborhood. Hong Yong town, Jia Xing district. Zhejiang Province. All of his property was
confiscated.
0, CAO WEN HAI
Evangelical Cao was imprisoned ott August It), 1997 in Ping Ding Shan, Henan. His hometown
in Fang Cheng county, Henan Province, is know as the "Jerusalem of" China" where the Chinese
ministries of millions
House church movement was initiated in the 1980's. He was helping in tile
of Christians inChina.

14. ZHANG CiUN XIA
Evangelical Zhang was imprisoned on Augttst 10, 1997 in Ping Ding Shan,. Henan. Her
hometown in Fang Cheng county, Henan Province. is know as the "Jerusaler, tr China" where
the Chinese House church movement was initiated in the 1980's. She was helping in the
ministries of millions of Christians in China.
15, ZHAO SONG YIN
Evangelical Cao was imprisoned on August 10. 1997 in Ping Ding Shan. Henan. His hometown
in Fang Cheng county, Henan Province, is know as the "Jerusalem of0China" where the Chinese
House church movement was initiated in the 1980's. He was helping in the ministries of millions
of Christians in China.
16. PHILIP GUOXING XU
Philip Xu is a42 year-old evangelical traveling preacher and Bible teacher based in Shanghai,
was arrested on June 16, 19971 and is presently in solitary confinement. Ieis not allowed family
visits, and his legal situation is uncertain. He had been arrested on March 14. 1989 lor a 'through
investigation." At that time the authorities found "no political motivation, no intention for
collecting money, and no sexual misconduct." he was released. He was then re-arrested on
November 6, 1989 while teaching a Bible study class, and was sentenced without trial to three
years of labor camp. Alter completing that sentence, Guoxing was released. He is married, and
now has a young daughter.
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17. BISHOP ZENG JINGMU
The 77.year-old Roman Catholic Bishop of Yu Jiang. Jiangxi province. Bishop Zeng was
sentenced without a trial, in March 1996 to three years of "reeducation through labor" in the
hlngai for his religious activities after being arrested the previous November. lie has already
spent about two decades incommunist prisons for his faith, Reportedly. Bishop Zeng has been
tserious case of pneumonia which he had contracted during a short prison
weakened
detention inOctober 1995, In 1994. he had been arrested on August 14. one day before an
Asuiption Day raid by Public Security officials from the town of Yu Jiang and held without
charge until Decenber "1994. lie ha,,been adopted by Amnesty International as a "prisoner of
conscience."
18. BISHOP.AN SIlUXIN
Bishop An was arrested in February 1996 its a preemptive strike against the popular annual May
24 Catholic pilgrimage to the shine of Mary in village of Donglu in Hebei. Police crushed all
conituemorations, other clergy from the area were imprisoned or placed under house arrest, and
churches and prayer houses in the area were desecrated. He remains in detention.
aonic
19. IISIIOP.JOHA:NN.S HAN I)ING XAING
The 58-year-old BishopYong Nian, iebei province, is under some form of detention. lie was
most recently arrested on August 27. 1995. along with Bishop Jia Zhiguo. and held at a detention
center in Yotig Nian for two months. lie was on an IV. and hospitalized at his time of atrest and
has a heart condition. He had been imprisone for religious activities from 1960 to 1979. Since
then lie has been subjected to multiple short term imprisonments. For example he had been
seized by Public Security officials on November 18. 1993. after celebrating Mass and detained
without a trial until early 1994. Prior to that he had been arrested December 26. 1990 and
detained without a trial. reportedly in an indoctrination camp iii iandan. until 1993.
20. BISHOP JAMES SU ZlIJMIN
Bishop Su Zhimin. 65. the Roman Catholic bishop of Baoding in Hebei province who respect%
the authority of the Vatican. has spent twenty years in Chinese prisons. During one prison stint
lasting 15 years, he was subjected to outrageous physical abuse. In one incident, the board. which
was used to beat him. was reduced to splinters. The police then ripped apart a wooden door and
continued to beat Bishop Su until it also disintegrated into splinters. Other tortures used against
him included being hung frotl his wrists while being beaten on his head. and on another occasion
being placed in a cell which was partially filled with water. The Bishop was left there for days.
unable to either sit. lie down or sleep. tie suffered extensive hearing loss its a result. In 1996.
Bishop Su wrote a courageous letter of protest about religious violat ons to Chinese government
authorities. He was arrested most recently on October 8. 1997 for reigious reasons after 18
months in hiding. On October 24. the U.S. State Department reported that it had received word
from Chinese authorities that the bishop had been released from jail, )ut there is no independent
confirmation of this and local Catholics report that government agents are now blocking access
to the bishop's residence. If Bishop Su has in fact been released, it appears that he is either under
house arrest or has gone into hiding.
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21. BISHOP JULIAS JIA ZHIGUO

The 58-year-old Bishop of Zhenpding, Hebei province, and secretary-general of the underground
Chinese Bishop's Conference, Bishop Jia was arrested on August 27, 1995, and held at a
detention center In Yong Nian until being released two months later. He had been subjected to
frequent short detentions at the hands of the Public Security Bureau. 1ie
was arrested on January
7, 1994, and but released shortly thereafter, and re-arrested January 20. 1994, but subsequently
released in early February. He was arrested again on February 9. 1994, and reportedly released
in one month later, lie had been arrested on April 5.1993, with eight other priests, all of whom
were released later that year. lie is currently under police surveillance and severe restrictions of
movement that are a form of house arrest.
22. BISHOP,3OSEPII 1.i SIDE
In his 60's, the Bishop of'rianjin diocese was arrested May 25. 1992. exiled in July 1992 to a
rural Liang Zhuang, Ji county, and forbidden to leave. According to most recent report. he is
being held under a form of house arrest on the top of a mountain. Fie
had previously been detained several times, including 1989. when he was arrested for playing a role in the underground
episcopal conference and reportedly tried in secret.
23. BISHOP GU ZIl'NG NIATTIA
Tihe Bishop of' Xining diocese. Qinghai province, was arrested on October 6.1994, but released
sometime in early December 1994. lie has been placed under police surveillance and restrictions
of movement. Church sources report as of'July 1997. he was again placed under detention by
Public Security organs.
24. BISHOP 30SEP1 FAN ZHONGLIANG
Bishop Fan, the 74-year-old acting bishop of Shanghai. is under ritual house arrest at his
apartment in Shanghai. During Easter Week, Bishop Fan's residence was ransacked and his
Bible, cathecism, code of Canon Law. and meager diocesan treasury were confiscated by police.
iehad been previously imprisoned for his faith for 25 years betkcecn 1957 and 1982. iehad
also been arrested on June 10, 1991. reportedly in response to the Vatican's elevating another
Chinese bishop. Ignatius Kung, to Cardinal. On August 19, 1991. lie
was transferred to a form of
house arrest in Shanghai. which was confirmed by aFreedom House delegation in mid-1997.
25. BISHOP CASIMIR WANG NIILU
I

The 55-year-old Bishop of Tianshui diocese. (iansu province. Bishop Wang was arrested April
1984 for counter-revolutionary activities, including ordaining priests (after his own secret conse.
ration as bishop by Bishop Fan Xueyuan in January 1981), having contact with the Vatican and
other Chinese Roman Catholics, and criticizing government religious policy and the Catholic
Patriotic Association. In 1985 or 1986 he was sentenced to ten years of "reform through labor"
and four years of deprivation of political rights, lie was imprisoned for a time at labor camp in
Pingliang. Gansu and then transferred to a labor camp near Dashaping in Lanzhou. Released on
parole on April 14, 1993. lie
remains under severe restrictions of movement, that are a form of
house arrest. lie was previously imprisoned for his faith during the Cultural Revolution,
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26. BISHOP COSMAS SHI ENXIANG
The 71-year-old auxiliary Bishop of Yixian, Hebei province. Bishop Shi was originally arrested
in December 1990 and held by Xushul County Public Security Bureau, His whereabouts
remained unknown for close to three years. He was thought to have been held in a "reeducation
through labor" camp near Handan or inan "old age home." On November 31, 1993, he was
released and permitted to return home. Although reportedly in poor health, he resumed duties us
Auxiliary Bishop of Yixian, thought under police surveillance and restrictions of movement.
27. REV. GUO BO LE
A Roman Catholic priest from Shanghai. Rev. Guo was sentenced in January 1996 to two years
of imprisonment at a"reform through labor" camp because of'"illegal religious activity." He
was arrested while celebrating Mass on a boat for about 250 fisherman. Guo's other "illegal"
activities included administering the Sacrament of the Sick. establishing underground evangelical
church centers. organizing catechctical institutes, teaching Bible classes and "boycotting" the
Catholic Patriotic Association. Fifty-eight-year-old Guo has already spent thirty years .- over
half his life --in Chinese prisons because of his faith.
28. REV. VINCENT QIN GUOLIANG
Rev. Qin, a 60-year-old Roman Catholic priest, was arrested on November 3. 1994, in the city of
Xining. Qinghai province, on unknown charges by Public Security officials. He was arbitrarily
sentenced to two years' "reeducation through labor" at Duoba labor camp 20 kilometers from
Xining. Father Qin was forced to carry rocks and blocks of ice in the camp. but after one month
of this hard labor he became seriously ill. In March 1995. he was allowed to perform light duties
and is now the treasurer of the prison. According to press accounts, the sentencing procedure
circumvented the need for his name to appear on any legal documents, thereby preventing him
from being officially recognized as a "prisoner." It is not known if he has been released but if he
has he probably was returned to his previous status as an "employee detainee" for the State, He
had been previously, arrested on April 21, 1994. ,hile celebrating Mass, and released on August
29. 1994. Beginning'in 1955, he served 13 years of imprisonment because of his refusal to
renounce ties with the Vatican. Upon completion of prison term. he was transferred to a labor
camp as an "employee detainee" to make bricks at No. 4 brick factory in Xining. After another
13years of this forced labor, he was refused government permission to return to his home in
Shanghai. He was forced to continue working at the No. 4 brick factory in Xining until his rearrest in April 1994. He was secretly ordained a priest in 1986 and carried out his apostolic work
in the province of Qinghai.
29. REV. LIAO HAIQINGj
Rev. Liao is a 68-year-old priest in Fuzhou, Jiangxi province. Arrested in August 4. 1995. he was
last
known to be detained at Lin Chuan City's detention center. Father Liao has a heart condition
and high blood pressure, but ie is not allowed to receive medication from his family, who are
barred from visiting him. Previously arrested on August 11,1994. on unspecified charges and
held in detention until nmid-November 1994. Prior to that, he had been arrested while celebrating
Mass, on August 16, 1992, and held until March 1993. He had also previously served a ten-year
term, which ended in July 1991.
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30. REV. PETER CUI XINGANG
The 3 1-year-old Pastor of the Church of Our Lady of China
the site of the famous underground Catholic procession, wasin Donglu village, Hebei province,
arrested in late March 1996 and
detained along with Bishop Su Zhimin. He has been reportedly
in and out of detention %incethen
and at last report in mid-1997 was behind bars once again.
July 28, 1991, and held without trial until being released He had been previously, arrested on
in August 1995.
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For some time Fides has felt the need to draw up a dossier on the
situation of the Catholic Church in China. On October 16th the State Council
of the Chinese People's Republic published a White Paper on religious
freedom in China. This moved our correspondents to find material to
comment and illustrate tho lengthy state report on what Is defined "the
Chinese paradise of rsltgions*. The documentation we have, also responds to
the many question which the White Paper provokes, given the many
contradictions It contains.
The first and most Important is on the number of Catholics in ChLina.
The White Paper peaku, of "4m llon", but only five years ago China's state
Statistics office spoke of "12 million" Catholics. At the UN Conference on
Women in Beijing in 1995, the Chinee government issued statistics showing
the Catholic population between 10 and 12 miion. In this dossier there is an
article on the problem of "figures" concrninS the Catholic population, which
shows that the numbers1 of the Catholic population, are manipulated to suit
policies. The present policy is to consider "Catholics" only those decked thus
by the Patriotic Association. But what to do with the other 6 or 8 nIllion who
reject interference on the part of the state (and above all the Party) in their
faith? Not to mention them in an official report does not eliminate them
from Chinese soil.
Inactual fact, another secret document of the government, which we
deal with, speaks of a wart which the security forces and the Party are wasing
against the "undergmund" communities, or those considered as illegal, not
beinS controlled by the CCPA. This, on the other hand. Is elimination. One of
the stages of this war has .een the arrest of Bishop James Su Zhimin, a report
we Included inlat week's edition. OMer confirmed aret a nse of
ishop njgJ1fnMau (Yujlang, JanV); Bishop A-huxiz (Auxiliary of

Daodlnfg); house arrest of joeph ,FanZhongiang (ShanghaLi); Charles Guo
DBaole ofShangai An~d 'iwo prists of Qi4qla .0Eieongjn) I*
einigi1 camps.
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There are also a number of bishops and priests prevented frobi exercising
their ministry, missing or in hiding for fear of being arrested.
The articles which fllow, give data on persecution and restrictions
against Chrlstians (arnd their .tildren) In Uebel, ZheJiang, liangxL Shaanxi,
Guangdong. Certainly they all pract.ce the faith in "places not registered', that
is in unofficial communities, but ft *,also true that the Wite Paper
continues to preach that "in ChJna no ore 'sp'secuted because of their.
religious beheb'". The Protestant %omrstlc chu.wches", according to the
White Paper, are permitted ad nee4 not be re-semed, but the Party's secret
dccuments ask how to strike and close ,hem.
Such blatant cona::adictton is born of the fact that in China "religious
activities" are only those regulated by.the sovemmnt and defined normalm

(a word used Coundess times in the White Paper). In November 1994, aUN

Commission on religious Intoleraice in China recommended the
government to eliminate the dLfe:eiice between "normal" activities and
abnormal or i 1 *pl activities. The ',Wit Paper which preaches obedience to
all LIN proclamations on religious freedom, in act.ial fact would appear to
disobey the above mentioned reco-nmendation.
This policy of defending the freedom of "'orMal".activty and
persecuting the "abnormal" activity shows that tih Chinese state thinks It can
define what isreligious and what Isnot. In China the is no legislation in '
matters of religious, which admits the existence of the religious phenomenon
as a fact pre.xsex nt to the state. There am only d Acees and regulations which
cage 4% gious communities before even asking what they believe in. But
this Is tha right method to mix the religous fact with non rvlihgious elements,
Nevertheless the White Papa pre ches that "religious beliefs are the citizen's

private affair".
The matter becomes prickly for Catholics and relations with the
Vatican. Pot Chinfe Catholis relations with the Pope and the universal
Church are a fact which belong to the essence of the faith; relations with t.he
Vitican is instrumental of th's element, Pot China, at least It would appear
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There are also a number of bishops anca priests prevented from execisjng
their wmirstry, missing o In hidinS 1o fear of bring arrested.
The arties which follow, give data on persecution and restrictions

against Christians (and their children) in Hebei, Zhejiang, Jianoxl, Shaarxi,
Cuangdong. C*talrdy tbey all pncadce the faith in "places not rogstered", that
is in unofficial communities, but it is also true that the Whits Paper
continues to preach that "in Chine no one is pe:icuted because of their
religious beliefo". The Prctestant "domestic chuwChes", according to the
White Paper, are permitted and need not be regoistrnd, but the Party's ecret
documents ask how to strike and .!cse them.
Such blatant contradiction L born of the !act that in China -#rligious
activities" are only those regulated, by the government ard defined "normal"
( a word used countless tintes in ti'e White Paer). In November 1994, a UN
Commission on religious intolerai, in China recommended the
government to elimtnate the difference between "normal" activities and
abnormal or Il eal activities. The white Paper which preaches obedience to
all UN proclamations on reliSious freedorn, In actual fact would appear to
disobey the above mentioned recommendation.

This policy of defending the freedom of "norm" activity and
persecuting the "abnormal" activity shows that the Chinese state thinks it can
define what is religious and what L. not. In Chira there is no legislation in
matts of religious, which admits the existence of the relUgious phenomenon
as a fact pre..xistent to the tate,. T ere are only decree &Mnd
regulations which
cage in religious commu ites beof:e oven asking what they believe in. But
this Is the right method to m'x the religious fact with non religous elements.
Nevertheless the White Paper preaces that "reSigous bullets are the citizen's

private affair".
The matter becomes prickly for Catholcs and relations with the
Vatican. For Chinese Catholics rela'tlons with the Pope and the universal
Church are a fact which b lonts to the emaece of the faith; relations with the
Vatican Is instrumental of this e,e4nt. For China, at least it would appear
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from tho White Paper, problems with the Vatican are political first: the
e lBbjadt to Uh jiulti.al dim.erion.

i0lli1oaU qiaawoo

Thi political dimension is th* presupposition with which the White
whioh mua "uo pt L,, l'w," su t hmveua A
primary Aim "the building up of China aS a modern sociallt nation with

Paper nnkq at all mligo

Chinese characteristics" (Part U1).
But "political" eyesir. In danger of beins short-sighted. The history of
the Catholic Chui'h in Chahha,
1R.4,#Ii*uWJ4
as
l3w WhIeraper,.s full or Saps

and w .t
.For namplt nothing s l4 f0vangaligatin "ihe ?iH. ol MALtuu
Rici or how the Jesuits and the Christians of those timas contributed to
China's ctuliire, trts, scienc.us, economy. It pre nts the so-,ml alliance
between Catholicsm, ProtestantismIand the Colonial Powers, accusing
missionaries of conniving with fortio powers, but falls to mention the
contribution , In eohoola, hospitals, unlv
fitivb, ideas, made by missionarte.
in the sne period. Even Sun Yat .m. Father of the Fatherland, was educated

at ChrlWan ihQol. It was the missionaries who opened the first sehool for
Oiclo. They saved thousands of orphans and opposed the binding of 81rl
chldren'b legs, long before N*w China decreed this practice illegal.
It is clear that the White P'aper is not a history book. It.
has the generic
aharacte' o ,uL aulvertisifg leafier, circulated on th eve of President Ilan$
Zemin's visit to the TUdtd Sates (October 26 to November 2nd). 'Many
human rights organizations (Tibetans) and religlous communities
(Protestants) are organizing protest demonrtraton..
uri,n the m "
~ve~-PrsidwI~ae Zeninand Ptesent Clinton r
~gt.ee.o
early addressed, thefe is Uttle hope for the world, Peace is only born where

ten s jusatie and free dom.
CHINA- White Z'aper offRijifous Balkt'fs(Patriatk)
Max*r Xong Wi)BIjbtg says It Is avous to improve relations with the
Vatican. but the Communrst regime relterates its insistence to the Vatican to
interrupt ties with Taiwan and not to interfere with China's internal aftars.,
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In an offlcal White Paper on Chinese religion, the Chinese
ove0Mment Ptrcssed that politics must come to t.rms Iefore religious isues

could be discussed. According to the Dccument, the Catholic Church in
Chrta, supported by the Zovenment, upholds patriotism and independence
in managing its affairs and selecting and ordaining bishops no matter
whether Chinese.Vatican will be thawed or not,
Painting a rosy picture of relilo'us freedom in the country, the White
Paper on Religious Blief in China, Issued on October 16th by the
Information Office of the State Council, detailed China's efforts to protect and
promote this right for all Its citizens Incuding ethic minorities. It pledged
that the government would, aS always, make ever greater efforts to safeguard
human rights and specificaZy to the freedom of religious belief in China.
But the Document denied iny persecution against priests and lay
people who refuse to be sanctioned by the government, claiming that "no one
in China is punished for his or her religious beliefs". Beijing stated that it
resolutely opposes attempt to split the couAtry, or iWaegal activities and
terrorist actions under the signboard of relillous or ethnic lines, apparently
targeting; at the separate movements in the border regions, like Tibet and

Xlnjiang,

Foreigners, thouSh they may have friendly contacts, cultural and
academic exchange with ChL'ese religious circles, must carry out religious
activities within Chnese territory in accordance with Chinese laws and
regulations.
The 10,000 Chinese chact.er.long White Paper spelt out Beijin$'s
intention to normalize relations with the Vatican after a le:thy description
and criticism on foreign doxinnce and the deeds of the Western
missionaries and the Vatican in Chinese history i Part IVon "Support for
Independence and Initiative in management of Religious Affairs".
"The Chinese Govenvent has consistently adhered to a peaceful
foreign policy of indepndence and taking initiative in its own hands and is
wilin$ to improve relatiots with the VatIcaM, the Document said. However

A
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two bask conditions are rqiuid for such Improvement. "irst, the Vatican
must and its co-called d.plon.tic relations with Taiwan and recognize that

the government of the People's Republic of China Is the only legal
government In China and that Taiwan Is an inalenable part of China's

territory. Second the Vatican must not interfire in China's Internal affairs on
the pretext of religto's adfairs. In the firat place the.relationshp between
China and the Vatlcan Is one between two countries. Therefore only when
the relations between the two countries improve can religious issues be

discussed. Whether relations between China and the Vatican chanp or not,

the Chlimue orernment will, as always support Chinese Catholicism which

holds aloft the banner of patriotsm, sticks to the principles of independence

and self-management, and stands for selection and ordination of bishops by

Itself' the White Paper stated.
A total of 126 biswhs were selected and ordained by the mainland
Church between 1958 and 1995. More than 9C0 priests have been trained arid
ordained in the lut twelve ytars, the document said.
The document makes no -menticno!undergroundd Christians", It
does howeve: refer to "pernxi.ous" orga iattor, which have sprung up
since the 1980s in certain parts of China and enagpd in lleo and even
c:Irnnal activities under the '"banner of reLigons". "Some of the heads of
these pseudo.rellglons distort xei1giius doctrines, create heresies deceive the
masses, =nuse to obey State laws and decrees, and incite people to overthrow
the government, the paper accused.
To protect the muses and sofquard the people's right to freedom of
reli;ious beliefs and "normal veligous Activities", the Chinese judiciary
punish lawbreakers and criMinAlS who endanger society and public interest.
"The pwlishment of criminals by China's judicial bodies in accordance with
the law has noth"n to do with religious belief" the document stated, without
mentioning the arrest of dissident Christians, Buddhitts and Muslims ftat
were reported by the overseas media from time to time.
Stating that relmiou organdtios and ites for religious activities
must rester with the government, the White Paper however reaffirmed "to
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re$istzation requirement °' for houe setrces whiri ae mainly attended by
mlatlvw and friends for religious activities, such u prayin S and Sibie
reading'. This contradicts with overseas reports of action against ome
Christian house-chuxchea which failed to register. In addition the document
stiresed that Chine" citizens may freey choose and exp:ss their rellgous
beliefs and rake clear their religious affiatiors". And their right Is protected
by the Constitution and laws. Any Inh finemet on citizens' right to religious
freedom and their normal religious activities and venues will be punished
according to the law, It added.
It cited'that there are more th n 100 million followers of various
rellgions who practice their ith in more than 85,000 places for worship
throughout the country, The number of clerics has rched 300,000 and that of
religious organizations is over 3,000. There are 74 religious schools and
colleges for training religious ministers.
According to the ,,-te Paper of the totl niwnbor of Christians in
China, one tenth are ProtestanL The document affirms Since the 1980s, some
600 Protstant churches have been reoed or re-built I China. y the end
of 19% mom than 18 million copies of the Bible had been printed, wit
special tax exemption treatment to speed their publication1 In addition more
than 9 mion copie of a hvmn book published by the Chirta ChriStlar
Council in 1983 have been distributed".
The government has also paid special attention to improve the lives of
ethi minofities, such as the Tibetans and UygSurs, and to protet their
d cultural heritage, t Whit. Paper noted,
religious beliefs
"i ChLn. all religions have equal status and coexist in tranquillity.
Religious disputes are wiknown in China. Religious believers and nonbellevr respect each otl.er, ar uniodt and have a harmonious relationship",
the document affirmed.
CHINA - A gru mn t epoort ox the sppression of Christians
(Fldes) •Internal reference reports of the Chinese government
Hon$ K
Afim that the eg!Me has intensided measures to suppress Christian
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churches which refuse to be controlled by the police and patriotle assoclatiom.
Catholics in h1bel, flHeftn and LLaoAnS who practice helr faith inprivate

and refuse to be relstered, for At least two years ntw ate being haraecd and
controlled. Two yean ago In fact the local authorities nte.sified their
intervention to band non-oiflcifal hurches also referred to as clandestine.
f Initial destr.Action of
The rtWernal reteece reports confim the
"underground Catholic forces"i n Hebel prot-ic (the reSion around Beijing).
Whereas local public security authorities allied that the "Ilegal activities" of

"undergrountd" Catholics and Protestantsin Lisoning and Henan had become
serious and should be suppressd.. l uiious activities had to be brought
under government surveiance with patlotlc orpsnizations being set up and
woihipping venues beintS registered, the officials said. They noted that they
had to guld. he believers back to a "normal"religious ll e inlesallyreSistered churches.

This news ard information came from three reports in the Internal
Reference (Nei Bu Can KAo) published by the Chinese oflkial Xinhua News
Agency on April 1th this year. The reports, not released for the general
public, woee carried inthe Uptesmber.October issue of China and the Gospel, a
bimonthly publication run by the China Minfsthes International, until a few
month ago based inHong Kon6 now inTipeL (after the reunification with
China)*
Tis Protestattt bimonthly also revealed an official confidential
document of ongxlan cit In the oWItaZkejm S province ordering a
"fght" asalinst the illegall activites" of Catholics ard Protestants. The
document was Jointly issued by the local committee of the Chlneee
Communifst Party and the city's government in March this year. Similar
documents wer*abo dratd
sin the provinces of lebel, Helorgan and
Jtanipi. They speak of productss to ntesi elimination of the Ullegal
activities of the non-oficial Catholic Church".

The documents' objectivesa

clearly stated: "To destroy city

Of the non.offlcial church impede foreign contact with local
IllegSleiement,; destroy Illesal Yveuem totally eliminate as "ntruments of
Orgaztat
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religious propaganda"; strengthen the formation of a spiritual civilization
and basic ors..tzations; co-ordinate all security forces", The document;, after

annouc'ng special course, in "spizituai civilization" devote a chapter to
"Infiltrated schools". "SeveIPpolicies must be adopted. Examine and reinforce
and the power of teachers in villagers oi believers. Teacheas engaging in
Iliqal relliious activities must be purd6hed and dismissed; no missionary
activity must be allowed in schools; no religious activity may be studied,
observed or visited; students are forbiddem to carry any object or material of
religious p:opasanda".
Fdes publWshed last week a report from Hebei where Christian children
are daried educatiort because their parents refuse to join the Patriotic
Association (cf Fides October 17th 1997)
Li Sern, deputy mayor of Baodlng (Hebel) mentioned in one of the three
Internal reports publiked by Xlnhua Agency, says that 41 the region, about
42,000 believers of a Catholic population of 60,000 wene under the control of
the "underground Catholic forces', In the distr.ct. Boadjng in northem China

has always been a stronghold of clandestine Catholics.
To wipe out "underground Catholic forces" Baoding government has
set up rellglous affairs administrative comnMltzevs In all tin Catholic village$
In the city. So far these corramittees have "won over" nearly 10,00 nionofficial Catholics. Aimed to be autonomous groups of the villagers to manage
their religous affairs according to the laws, the rel gious affairs committees
are, however, under the direct supervision of the Communit Party's village
branches and the local village committees:
The oLeoding authorities have alho ousted 31 presidents of local
Catholic Srups td suspended the leadership of another 103. Those ous*td
wee replaced by new heads who were willin$ to obey the government
maagement aAd to resct "u'deround" clerics, the report noted. All
venues for rellilous activities in the city were required to be neIstezed with
the government. The patriotic organizations has occ-pied 35 clandestine
churches.
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In I-enan the "illegal activities" of Cakholics and Protestants woer
accused of betnh orn of the maJe rumson &.tftc-lngthe soClo-politfcal stability

of this part of the Central Chines, province, Atwther Xnhua report quoted
Chinese public security force as saying that Hz-nan province had seven
underpdtud" bishops bring recognLzed by the Holy See. One of the bishops
is said to be Li HonSye.The report claiwed that Li and other "undergrotid"
Catholic leaders, such as 7ixt Decr.eh, had illegs ly ordained 31 priests in cities
of Nanyang, Luoyang, Zhengzou, Anyone ad Xinxiang , T.e clandestine

"

leaders controlled some 30,O0 blieven in these areas, or abcut half the
number of the Catholic populaton in the Hinrin Province, It added. The
number of churches belong to the "underground" Church has reached

i

1344, more than the nun'ber controlled by

S~
ov.nnert-sanctioned

Church, the report noted,
As for the Protestants, the officials saw ns major problems the intense
activities of reU1gous cults and growing number of house chu:che. The
report clahned over 10 cults were found to be operating in the name ol
FProtestantism, with more "tian18,00 people being cheated. These groups
include the "Shouters", the "All Raroe C rch" and the "Apostles' Church".
The police discovered 5,212 house churches vhich had failed to register with
the government. The authorities also alleged :that there were 3,315 Protestant
document afirms L In
and
r/haasn
"houshuesre
lrso
selfclaimed-prm&e='
the
province-who
spread heresies
and~set~up private
churches. This hunting and harassing houe churches is clearly a
contradiction of what i. set down Inthe White Paper referred to above. The

document affirms in Part Mf that 2'hounw.chu~rches' are signs of Cinese
citizens' religious freedom and no registration is required for such groups.
In Lining north eastern China, the provincial public security
department denounced infitration of "hostile foreign neJ~ious forces". It is
said that Sroup. of the United States and South Korea have strengthened and
expanded teir evangelical broadcasting ztwo6, tarting the rural areas
and the Korenn ethnic minority, in the province. The police in cities of
Shenyang and Dallan also pinpoited the "Korean Protestant Church" for
sending its delatee to Chn for 862 tImes tO train 208 core members and

foster 62 lel a

M The Churchw said to havecontrol of 33
worshipping venues
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Violence against non :eqistered churches occurs also in areas othir
than those mentioned it. .he secret documents: Slhanghai, Shaanxi,
Cuangdong. One exmpie. nuns and lay people of the non official Church in
the province of Sharnxi denounced searal cases of harassment by the police
Last August. On August 13th, policemen arrested two Catholic of Lijiayoufang
parish. The & *mday near Shaheyirq a boy of/13 was arrested, food and other
objects were taken from a convent near the church and two elderly Sisters
were left without food. Also on August 25th, Catholics of the noneofficlal
C)urclb were threatmed wih aret Ifthey did not attend a Mass celebrated by
members of the official C'urch. On August 5th police and members of the
Reilious Affars Bureau roke Into Zhangjiayan church and forced th. nuns
to gV home. Seven lay people were taken n custody and then raieasod after
having been made to kneel and ask for pardon.

w
In Guangdong new, stricter regulations ,ave been

ued.

Communities must not orly register but preachers are only allowed to preach
i the city of ristlration. Religious debates may not be held In places ol

worship. Regarding contact with other countries, foreigners are not allowed
to convert Chinese citimens: Chinese people are not allowed to be ordained or
appointed by foreign powers (a clear reference to the Vatican and Hong

Xong); foreigers are not allowed to open schools or publish books.
(Fidu., Octob r 24th 1997)

CHINA
Chinese Catholics: three million or twelt? How the figures should be
rad How many Catholics are iLaw in China? A recent survey by the Holy
Spirit Study, the Hong Kong diocesan Center fr culture and theology.
exMmines the reasons for discrepancy In flgures.

The HSSC survey was publsed at the begi-nng of October by the
Sunday Examiner, the dIoCese's English language weekly. Fides includes this

artle to help shed light pn the coztudslon of oftc/al and non-official figures,

rendered still more complicated since the publication of China's White Paper
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on Religious lOW&fa. Our thinks ao to the Sunday Examiner "or ar.eing to
let us publWi this useful article.
Honig Kon (lides) Now many Catholics are these actuly today on the

mainland in the People's Republic of Chiw? The quick answer to that
questions diffe sipiflcsntly deendLn$ on who Is answering the question.
In 1992 the Chine

Sate Statistics Bureau undertook one of the ealest

surveys on the question, The urW estimated that at the time, there were
some 12,000,000 Catholics. This fure Socs far beyond what even today is
quoted officially by the leaders *f th official Chur. Official Church leaders
Insist that the Catholic population is only between thr" and four million, It
is not unreasonable to ask. Why is there such a wide discrepancy?

Until 1948 the Church kept statistics of dhus kind very carefully. These
had to b sent to Kome annually. In 1948 the figure sent to Rome was
32S80336.. Par some thirty years religion was virtually baned JA China. At
the height of the Cultural Revolution, one hiSh official of the Party is quoted
u saying: "Al religion in Chira has now been relegated to the museum of
history". The Church, however, in spite of persecution and the
imprisonment of its leadership, priests and laity, was continually rowins.
Bishops In a number of dioceses report that the Catholic population of their
dioceses has more than doubled'since 1949. So me CaWholIc bishops sy that
the figure given by the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association CCPA, of three
to lour million, represent only hill of the actual number. Where then does
the corservative estimate cometrom?
Several reasons, some political, some psycholoSical, still others
personal can help explain this seeming discepny. Sfnce it has been illegal
in recent years to give religious Instruction to children and young people
under the ae of sihteen * a regultion fequently disreSarded, the baptisms
of children and young$people go largely Wucded. It is also cmmon
knowledge that the number of children born In China, especially in the
countryside far exceeds the soverne nt's recorded figure. Parmems for
example, genexally have more than one or even the two children sometimes
permitted by the government. For fear of repeal parents are very reluctant to
renter these "addltionarl chid-i with the government. Some of thee are
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born to Catholic p
ts. They remain without certicates of birth and their
baptisms are not recorded in the parish register. Pa.nts often hesitate to havoc
the names of their children included In the push frB.sters si.ce these
records are open to the goverxnent. In the 1950s these records were often
used to identify people and target them for perfection. Although there is a
great deal more opermess todny, some, remnemberinB the past, are still
reluctant to register themselves or their children. No one has any Idea of how
many practicing , non-registered Catholics there are fn the whole of China.
Another reason for thi conporvatlve estimate is that the govern'nent wil not
recognize or include in their number the many Catholics who worship in the
underground 'or unofficial Church. It Is estimated that the number in the
underground Church is ah; least equal or eve, surpasses the number of those
in the official Church. A fair estimate therefore of the total CaLhoIc
population In China today would be 10,00,0C0.
Still another reason is that the CCIA official and other authorities are
reluctant to dbclose the actual figure as the constant increase could be a cause
of embarrassment to the cadres of the ReligiouS Affairs Bureau and the
United Front. Although the Constitution of the People's Republic of China
guarantees Ieedom of religious belief, sWi] many see it as their duty to
discourage and contain the growth of religions.
Reprdless of whether there are 4,CO,000, 10,000,0 0 or even 12,ocooo,
the Catholic population in China is still minuscule. It comprises but a very
z411 minority of China's total pOpUlation of 1,2 billion people. It js lgss than
one percent. The Soverment, as our Holy Father Pope John Paul U has 9o
aptly remarked, has nothing to fear from Catholics or any increase in the
numWber of believers, This increas in reLglous believers should prove no
threat whatsoever to Socialism. He said: 'The clv' authorities of the People's
Repub ic o China should rest assured: disciples of Christ can live their faith
in any political system, provided there is respect for their riot to act
according to the dictates of their own consdences ard their own faith, For this
reason, I repeat to the govenin authorities, as I have said so often to others,
that they should have no Mar of God or of the Churc ... The Chinw nation
has an important role to play in th jnternmational connunity. Catholics can
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make a notable contributign to tils, aond they will do It with entiam and
commitment".
Cathollcs ir Chi&a are proud of their increase in numbers. They still

however have a tremendous tak ahead of them. T.eir is the task of living
in such a way that thtir nillons of brothers and sster$ who do not know the
Good News of God's love for them, will be able to *ay, as unbelievers said
about the early Church: 'See how these Christia., Uve one a other, and be
persuaded to follow their example.,
FiStUe an the Catholic Church in the People's Republic of China (199e)

Total Catholics

10,000,000 dioceses 138

bishops official
priests official
nuns official

60
1,000
2,000

seminaries official

10

unofficial

24 (1 national, 6 -eSio z5, 7 proving ial, 10 diocesan)

seminarians official

2,AJO

unofficial 70
unofficial 1,000
unofficial 2,000

unofficial
7 ;0
female novitiates official
female novitiates unofficial
women reUpous in formation official
women religious in formation unofficial

20
40
1,00

1,,%Q

